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Executive Summary and Key Findings
Around the world, countries and cities chasing improved resource allocation, increased efficiency,
enhanced public safety, and sustainable growth are turning to a range of networked technologies
to help manage everything from government services to traffic patterns. The collective term for
these technology solutions has become “smart cities,” first coined in the 1990s but re-introduced
with its current meaning by IBM in 2008. Smart cities can refer to an entire urban ecosystem
employing smart cities principles or to the constituent technologies and applications that make up
that ecosystem. While there is no standard list of “smart cities” technologies and applications, at
its core, the term signifies the use of digital technology to collect and share data about municipal
operations that had been previously unavailable or disaggregated, allowing for improved
municipal management and services. Successful development and deployment of smart cities
technologies is likely to have major social and economic impacts as massive amounts of data are
collected and used to improve efficiency in daily life and optimize or automate previously
burdensome or inefficient governance tasks.
China has become a global leader in smart cities initiatives, combining embedded sensors,
metering devices, cameras, and other monitoring technologies with big data processing and
artificial intelligence (AI) analysis to help manage its cities and public spaces. Its leadership has
clearly signaled the importance of smart cities development, elevating it to a national strategy, and
has poured government resources into furthering its growth. China reportedly has nearly 800 smart
cities pilot programs underway or in planning, which would be more than half of the total smart
cities around the world. As China’s state-run news service Xinhua recently editorialized, China
believes it will win “the global race toward building an intelligent and data-driven society.”
While the improvement of municipal infrastructure is ostensibly benign, the pace, scale, and
application of China’s smart cities development poses new and substantive challenges to U.S.
interests at home and abroad. U.S. support for global smart cities development is tied to broader
foreign policy initiatives intended to bolster support for a values-led system and offer an alternative
to authoritarian development models. While the United States is itself a world leader in developing
smart cities technologies, its sustained position is by no means guaranteed, particularly given how
aggressively and successfully China has advanced in these areas.
Moreover, how countries use the data that smart cities platforms collect is a concern. Technologies
that by definition capture and synthesize massive amounts of real-world, real-time data on people’s
daily lives can easily be deployed in a manner that threatens personal privacy or even national
security. This is a concern for the United States and other countries considering the risks of
including Chinese technologies in their critical infrastructure. China is actively promoting its smart
cities solutions abroad via the Belt and Road Initiative’s technology engagement policies, making
a thorough understanding of these potential risks especially timely.
This report seeks to answer the following research questions. First, it focuses on the policies the
Chinese government has enacted to promote smart cities and China’s progress in implementing
smart cities and key enabling technologies, particularly with respect to mass surveillance. Second,
the report describes China’s efforts to promote its smart cities technologies abroad and the
potential impact of this promotion. Finally, the report compares the state of smart cities
development in China and the United States, identifies potential risks to and vulnerabilities in U.S.
critical infrastructure stemming from the use of Chinese products, and describes the implications
of China’s smart cities development for U.S. national security and global competitiveness.
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The research for this report relied on Chinese and English language sources, including government
announcements, academic papers, news items, and industry reports.

Key Findings
In order to better inform the U.S. government and Congress as they assess how to secure U.S.
economic and security interests vis-à-vis Chinese smart cities plans, this report identifies a number
of key findings:
Chinese Smart Cities Policies
• Smart cities are part of a decades-long pattern of Chinese government programs that seek
to digitize and “informatize” cities to improve China’s comprehensive national power and
internal strength.
•

The central government’s top-down approach to smart cities pilot programs and shift away
from city-led initiatives has led to the centralization of decision-making and the
decentralization of implementation. This has resulted in a nonlinear and unpredictable
development trajectory for Chinese smart cities that allows for course-correction and
experimentation.

•

Chinese smart cities policies have begun to coalesce and standardize after an initial period
of experimentation and bureaucratic overlap.

Chinese Smart Cities Development Trends
• The development of Chinese smart cities technology is primarily top-down, driven by
government investment, and generally aligns with regional development patterns—with
the bulk of projects located in China’s more economically-developed eastern seaboard.
•

Estimates of the size of the smart cities solutions market in China vary widely and their
reliability is somewhat unclear; Chinese consulting firms bullishly pegged the market at
RMB 7.9 trillion ($1.1 trillion) 1 in 2018 and projected a 33 percent compound annual
growth rate between 2018 and 2022.

•

Chinese municipal authorities charged with smart cities development commonly cite
transportation, public services, public safety, education, healthcare, and environmental
protection as focus areas for Chinese smart cities projects.

•

While there are numerous noted examples of the successful deployment of smart cities
solutions in China, many challenges still exist, including long-term program sustainability,
insufficient information-sharing mechanisms between governing authorities, and a dearth
of accurate information about actual progress in smart city development funding and
implementation. Together, these deficiencies hinder a more widespread embrace of smart
cities across the country.

Chinese Surveillance
• Chinese government officials are embracing smart cities technologies—especially the
Internet of Things (IoT), mobile internet, cloud computing, and big data—to expand,
improve, and automate information collection and analysis for mass surveillance.
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•

Much of the implementation of this “smart surveillance” occurs at the local level, although
local surveillance programs are increasingly tapping into national-level information and
network resources.

•

Massive local implementation of smart cities surveillance has created difficulties in
upgrading surveillance equipment and fostered a low degree of standardization and
integration for systems deployed in different regions and localities in China.

•

Even as China embraces smart cities technologies to surveil its people, it continues to use
volunteers to monitor the actions of the general population and to augment smart city
surveillance. This practice of “mass defense, mass rule” (群防群治) is a continuation of
historical Chinese Communist Party (CCP) surveillance efforts that stands to benefit
greatly from increased use of smart cities technologies.

•

China’s current mass surveillance efforts and the industry that supports them are some of
the largest and most prolific in the world, but China’s future ambitions for domestic mass
surveillance likely dwarf the size and scope of its current extensive surveillance state. The
CCP’s intent to deploy 626 million video cameras by 2020, widening adoption of artificial
intelligence, and functionally nonexistent civil rights protections are laying the
groundwork for a digital panopticon.

Chinese Promotion of Smart Cities Technologies Abroad
• Chinese technology companies have been successful in promoting and installing smart
cities technologies around the world. Analysts identified 398 reported instances of 34
different Chinese firms exporting smart cities technologies through involvement in smart
cities development projects in a total of 106 countries.
• The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), China’s signature foreign policy, highlights smart cities
as a “strategic opportunity” for Chinese firms to expand abroad. While these plans do not
include specifics about future expansion, it is likely that smart city promotion as part of the
Belt and Road Initiative will continue to be an international priority with backing from the
highest levels of the Chinese government.
• In developing nations, smart cities projects focused on installing surveillance technologies
and network infrastructure have been notable successes of Chinese national champions like
Huawei, often with the financial backing of state-owned banks like the Export-Import Bank
of China.
• Chinese firms see more developed countries as valuable sources of technology and
expertise as well as markets for Chinese technology, frequently developing partnerships
and establishing joint laboratories in these countries. These partnerships are used in part to
promote Chinese technology standards and expand access to advanced technology and in
part to improve international perceptions of Chinese firms.
• Though clear information on data sharing arrangements between Chinese technology firms
and local governments abroad could not be found, expanding access to global data sets to
include these firms gives them a market advantage and may aid Chinese intelligence
collection efforts.
• Through all of these avenues, the growth of Chinese smart cities exports presents a serious
economic and security challenge to the United States.

3

Smart Cities in the Context of U.S.-China Relations
• The United States government has adopted a bottom-up approach to smart city
development that stands in contrast to China’s top-down model, taking a “convening”
rather than a leading role and encouraging localized implementation, with a policy focus
on security and privacy as “first order design principles.”
• The United States has tied its promotion of smart cities abroad to larger policy initiatives
under the Indo-Pacific strategy that emphasize a values-led system as an alternative to
authoritarian development models (namely, China’s BRI).
• Challenges in capturing and categorizing data make comparisons of U.S. and Chinese
smart cities technologies difficult, but evidence suggests that Chinese hardware is broadly
on par with U.S. products, while Chinese software lags behind U.S. offerings.
• What makes U.S. smart cities policies lasting and sustainable in the long run—the bottomup approach that leverages local skills and advantages—also makes these communities
vulnerable to compromised technologies in city infrastructure and systems, Chinese or
otherwise, as the focus has historically been more on local priorities and needs than a
unified, national approach to privacy and security.
• While the U.S. government has taken some steps to secure ICT systems and supply chains,
Chinese smart cities products are still in use across the United States, despite known
vulnerabilities and suspected potential for compromise through PRC legal mandates
requiring Chinese firms to share information with their government.

Recommendations
On the basis of these key findings, the authors offer the following recommendations to ensure
U.S. global competitiveness in overseas smart cities markets, safeguard U.S. national security
interests at home and abroad, and protect the privacy of U.S. citizens:
1) To better quantify the spread of foreign smart cities technologies in U.S. domestic
systems, encourage the creation of local and regional oversight task forces to collect
more accurate data, identify potential risks in foreign investment in domestic
infrastructure, and maintain an information-sharing mechanism between these
communities.
One of the fundamental challenges identified in this report is the dearth of quantifiable knowledge
regarding the scope and nature of new smart cities technologies and the possible risks increased
global adoption of these technologies poses. The U.S. government must first characterize the
inflow of foreign smart cities technologies, determining both volume and capabilities of smart
cities products coming into the United States. Reports designated under U.S. Code Title 13 from
the U.S. Census Bureau to Congress (in conjunction with the Bureau of Economic Analysis and
U.S. Customs and Border Protection) could be modified to include specific reporting on smart
cities technology imports, with these technologies prioritized according to U.S. national security
concerns. The Bureau of Economic Analysis also reports on U.S. businesses with significant
foreign investment, and these studies could be correlated with a list of U.S.-built smart cities
technologies to capture the full range of potential security risk.
The Department of Commerce, potentially in partnership with the Department of Homeland
Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), should work with state and
local governments to establish a task force structure that includes input from stakeholders in
4

government, academia, and industry. The task force should produce annual reports on smart cities
best practices and risks. Alternatively, Commerce could commission a National Academies effort
to convene the task force.
This effort could be the first step in a process leading to some form of smart cities stimulus to
develop and apply smart city technologies. Stimulus money run through the Department of
Commerce’s Economic Development Administration would be tied to city and regional adherence
to best practices established by the task force reports, meeting local needs through the task force
process and removing the requirement for overly prescriptive regulation of technologies. The
results of the task force reports could also inform the international efforts of the State Department’s
Division for International Communications and Information Policy (CIP) (outlined in
Recommendation 3).
2) To mitigate the global spread of Chinese smart cities technologies, support U.S.
competitiveness in international smart cities markets.
To achieve this goal, the U.S. government should pursue a two-track approach. In the short term,
it should continue investing resources and personnel to support U.S. businesses in key regions such
as Southeast Asia and Africa to keep abreast of not only smart cities development trends, but also
as an effort to outpace China in these markets. The State Department’s Bureau of Economic and
Business Affairs should initiate studies of specific smart cities trends in these key regions
examining market and investment indices. Congress should also consider tax incentives to U.S.
businesses investing in key smart cities technologies, possibly through adjustments to the Research
and Experimentation Tax Credit, while the United States should incentivize nations in strategic
regions to invest in U.S.-produced technologies, potentially with loan guarantees through the U.S.
International Development Finance Corporation, the U.S. Export-Import Bank, or in coordination
with treaty allies such as Japan and South Korea that are already investing in smart cities
technologies for developing nations.
In the long term, Washington should study demographic trends and identify future cities and
regions likely to invest in smart cities technologies, particularly as China works to overcome issues
of market access. The Department of Commerce should initiate a series of workshops or
roundtables with key U.S. tech sector companies, researchers, and other stakeholders (such as from
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)) to determine what policies and
information would be most useful for the U.S. private sector to compete in international smart
cities technologies markets. The meetings should also involve Department of Defense and
Department of Homeland Security personnel to highlight U.S. policy and best practices regarding
the national security implications of the rising influence of Chinese smart cities technology
companies and could incorporate reporting from the task force discussed in Recommendation 1.
3) Support U.S. participation in standard-setting and smart cities technology adoption
abroad.
The United States and its allies can leverage comparative advantages in smart cities technologies,
providing more attractive options to consumers while allowing for economies of scale and
promotion of shared values. To this end, the CIP should increase engagement with U.N. and
international standards organizations such as the International Telecommunication Union (ITU),
the Internet Governance Forum (IGF), and International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
to ensure that the United States advocates for its interests and protects the adoption of high-quality
standards. Domestically, the Department of Commerce’s National Institute of Standards and
5

Timing (NIST), CIP, CISA, and other stakeholders should develop a specific smart cities program
to coordinate efforts to influence standards, promote U.S. technologies, and disseminate best
practices regarding safe city applications. Congress should continue support of the Better
Utilization of Investments Leading to Development (BUILD) Act of 2018 that transforms the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) into the U.S. International Development Finance
Corporation (DFC), while the U.S. Export-Import Bank should continue its Smart Cities, Regions
and Communities Export Initiative.2
4) Prioritize Five Eyes countries, treaty allies, and countries with U.S. military bases to
determine whether or not there are present vulnerabilities within these countries’
government facilities and critical infrastructure stemming from the use of Chinese
products.
The United States should use existing intelligence-sharing channels and facilitate coordination
with relevant trade counterparts to acquire data on security vulnerabilities arising from the use of
smart cities technologies. The July 2018 meetings of Five Eyes representatives in Ottawa and Nova
Scotia, Canada on the topic of 5G technologies and the potential threat posed by Huawei products
could serve as a model for a broader discussion of Chinese smart cities technologies. That meeting
also led to a coordinated strategy with trade and security partners such as Germany and Japan in
responding to potential threats from Chinese 5G technologies, again presenting a model for future
international strategies related to Chinese smart cities products and services. This international
activity could be part of a coordinated effort that includes the domestic task force study discussed
in Recommendation 1, first determining domestically the extent of security vulnerabilities and then
using existing intelligence channels to share findings with partners and allies.
5) Consider legislation that clearly outlines categories of critical infrastructure that
should be more insulated from supply chain infiltration by nations with adversarial
and aggressive intelligence collection priorities like China.
This report finds that regardless of the actual degree of reliance upon Chinese smart city products
in U.S. smart city applications, Chinese dominance of the supply chain for high-technology
products suggest that the risk of supply chain infiltration will be nearly impossible to eliminate.
Nevertheless, the United States should undertake measures to insulate certain types of critical
smart city infrastructure from supply chain infiltration by Chinese companies, especially core
telecommunications infrastructure, electrical power grid systems, and other categories that
together make up the foundation of smart city development. Careful research and legislation could
establish protected categories of smart city infrastructure to mitigate or lessen the risk of supply
chain infiltration that could increase the number of viable and vulnerable attack surfaces available
for exploitation by an adversary. There is already precedent in China for these types of measures,
suggesting that some degree of reciprocity from the United States may be warranted: China’s
Measures for the Protection of Information Security Levels, also referred to as the Multi-Level
Protection Scheme, prescribes categories of information and data management technology that are
critical to national security and therefore cannot use foreign suppliers.

2

“Smart Cities, Regions and Communities: Export Opportunities,” International Trade Administration, Summer
2016, https://www.trade.gov/markets/smartcities.pdf.
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Introduction
The term “smart cities,” with its connotations of ultra-modern order and efficiency, has long
existed as a conception of idealized urban planning.3 Along with antecedent ideas like intelligent
cities, digital cities, and wired cities, smart cities framed the thinking of individuals who wanted
to bolster the entrepreneurial, political, and cultural capital of cities, using technology as a means
to connect and empower people. It also inspired individuals who believed that technology could
provide unprecedented, efficient control of urban utilities and services. 4 These early, abstract
notions of smart cities fueled visions of metropolises transformed by technology and made
markedly better in the eyes of political, economic, and cultural stakeholders.5
Technology advances have made it possible to begin making these nebulous conceptions of smart
cities more concrete and have clarified shared understandings of what technologies and
components should be considered part of smart cities. IBM has been particularly influential in this
respect. The company introduced smart cities as a marketing initiative in 2008, arguing that the
world’s increasing trend towards urbanization created imperatives for technology-driven solutions
to improve the livability and manageability of urban spaces.6 The rise of cities, in both number
and size, created challenges—in areas like pollution, public safety, energy, and transportation—
that were likely to become increasingly severe.7 Left unresolved, these problems could hinder the
economic, political, and social capital that was uniquely concentrated in cities.
IBM helped advance the notion—especially in China—that data from a city’s core operational
systems could be integrated and shared over interconnected networks, allowing for more optimized
responses to needs.8 As one IBM report argued, “Technological advances mean that aspects of the
operation and development that city managers have previously been unable to measure—and
therefore unable to influence—are increasingly being digitized…With the greater digitization and
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Amy Glasmeier and Susan Christopherson, “Thinking About Smart Cities,” Cambridge Journal of Regions,
Economy and Society 8, 2015: 3-12,
https://dusp.mit.edu/sites/dusp.mit.edu/files/attachments/publications/Smart%20Cities%20CJRES%20021415.pdf.
4
Pablo Chamoso, Alfonso Gonzalez-Briones, Sara Rodriguez, and Juan M. Corchado, “Tendencies of Technologies
and Platforms in Smart Cities: A State of the Art Review” Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing, 2018,
accessed at https://www.hindawi.com/journals/wcmc/2018/3086854/; Rob Kitchin, “Making Sense of Smart Cities:
Addressing Present Shortcomings,” Cambridge Journal of Regions, Economy and Society 8, 2015: 131-136.
5
Amy Glasmeier and Susan Christopherson, “Thinking About Smart Cities,” Cambridge Journal of Regions,
Economy and Society 8, 2015: 3-12,
https://dusp.mit.edu/sites/dusp.mit.edu/files/attachments/publications/Smart%20Cities%20CJRES%20021415.pdf.
6
Susanne Dirks and Mary Keeling, “A Vision of Smarter Cities,” IBM Institute for Business Value, June 2009,
https://www-03.ibm.com/press/attachments/IBV_Smarter_Cities_-_Final.pdf; Fan Yang and Jian Xu, “Privacy
Concerns in China’s Smart City Campaign: the Deficit of China’s Cybersecurity Law,” Asia and the Pacific Policy
Studies 5, 2018: 533-543; Kelly Yang, Aideen Clery, and Domenico Di Lello, “Smart Cities in China,” EU SME
Centre, 2015: 1-34.
7
Xu Qingrui 许庆瑞, Wu Zhiyan 吴志岩, and Chen Litian 陈力田, “[Smart Cities Framework and Vision] (智慧城
市的愿景与架构),” Journal of Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management 管理工程学报 26, no. 4
(2012): 1-7.
8
Shuwen Zhou, Samantha Anderson, Boshu Cui, and Shenglin Zhang, “Smart Cities and Social Governance: Guide
for Participatory Indicator Development,” United Nations Development Programme in China, 2017: 1-87.
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interconnection of a city’s core systems, the newly gained information can be used for intelligent
and informed decision making.”9
The precise definition of smart cities and the scope of technologies and applications that should be
considered part of the concept continues to be a topic of debate, but the basic elements are
relatively consistent.10 Most definitions of smart cities focus on the technology-enabled acquisition,
integration, analysis, and application of data from a city’s core management systems, such as
physical infrastructure, transportation infrastructure, or utility infrastructure. One of the simplest
definitions for smart cities, derived from academic perspectives, is “the use of technology to
facilitate the coordination of fragmented urban sub-systems.” 11 Most other definitions are
substantially more complex, such as the one used by China’s first smart cities-focused investment
fund, which states, “Smart cities refers to a system of systems of physical infrastructure,
information infrastructure, social infrastructure, and commercial infrastructure, encompassing an
area’s population, transportation assets, energy resources, commercial activity, and
communications, that are interconnected with the help of next generation information technologies
like the Internet of Things, cloud computing, and decision-making optimization. Smart cities allow
a city to implement rapid command and decision-making, real-time incident response, and
coordinated operation of city services.”12
•

•

The acquisition of data in a smart cities system refers to the use of technology to collect
and monitor data inputs from a broad range of infrastructure components. It involves
turning the workings of these components (e.g., traffic flow, water quality, or the
movement of people around a city) into measurable data points. Relevant technologies for
these tasks include sensors, radio frequency identification (RFID), satellite positioning,
card readers, and video capturing devices.13
The transmission of data in a smart cities system refers to elements within the various core
systems of a smart city that exchange data, regardless of location, supporting constant
machine-to-person and machine-to-machine communication. This component can also
include data storage. The technologies involved in these operations can include specialized
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Susanne Dirks and Mary Keeling, “A Vision of Smarter Cities,” IBM Institute for Business Value, June 2009,
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Economy and Society 8, 2015: 3-12.
12
Harfor Fund Management Co., Ltd. 华富基金管理有限公司, “[Harfor Smart City Flexible Configuration Mixed
Securities Investment Fund Prospectus] (华富智慧城市灵活配置混合型证券投资基金招募说明书),” 30 April
2019, http://static.cninfo.com.cn/finalpage/2019-06-15/1206359539.PDF.
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Li Lifeng 李立峰 and Fan Jituo 樊继拓, “[Xiong’an New District’s “Smart Cities” Article: Smart on the Cloud]
(雄安新区之“智慧城市”篇: 云上的智慧),” Sinolink Securities 国金证券, 21 August 2017; Antoine Bagula,
Lorenzo Castelli, and Marco Zennaro, “On the Design of Smart Parking Networks in the Smart Cities: An Optimal
Sensor Placement Model,” Sensors 15, no. 7 (2015): 15443-15467; Kelly Yang, Aideen Clery, and Domenico Di
Lello, “Smart Cities in China,” EU SME Centre, 2015: 1-34; Susanne Dirks and Mary Keeling, “A Vision of
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•

video networks, wired and wireless networks (including 5G), cloud networks, and data
centers.14
Finally, the integration of data in a smart cities system refers to structuring and combining
data inputs. Big data, which helps to organize incoming data, and artificial intelligence (AI),
which helps to analyze and interpret data, are both critical technologies for this aspect of
smart cities operations.

Once acquired, transmitted, and processed, smart cities data can be applied in any number of areas,
creating unprecedented awareness of the movement, location, and condition of objects within a
city. A representative sample of smart cities application areas is provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Potential Smart Cities Application Areas15
Application Area

Applications

Application Area

Smart streetlights
Dynamic electricity pricing
Home energy automation systems
Energy

Water

Building automation systems
Energy recycling
Energy distribution automation
systems
Water consumption tracking
Leakage detection and control
Smart irrigation
Water quality monitoring
Emergency response optimization

Mobility

Real-time crime mapping
Waste
Facial recognition
Security

License plate recognition
Predictive policing
Smart surveillance
Early warning systems
Crowd management

Integrated
Platforms

Applications
Real-time public transit
information
Digital public transit payments
Autonomous vehicles
Predictive maintenance of
transportation infrastructure
Smart parking
Intelligent traffic signals
Congestion pricing
Real-time road navigation
Car sharing
Bike sharing
Traffic control and management
Digital tracking and payment for
waste disposal
Optimization of waste collection
routes
Emergency response systems
E-governance

14

Li Lifeng 李立峰 and Fan Jituo 樊继拓, “[Xiong’an New District’s “Smart Cities” Article: Smart on the Cloud]
(雄安新区之“智慧城市”篇: 云上的智慧),” Sinolink Securities 国金证券, 21 August 2017; Kelly Yang, Aideen
Clery, and Domenico Di Lello, “Smart Cities in China,” EU SME Centre, 2015: 1-34; Susanne Dirks and Mary
Keeling, “A Vision of Smarter Cities”, IBM Institute for Business Value, June 2009, https://www03.ibm.com/press/attachments/IBV_Smarter_Cities_-_Final.pdf.
15
Jonathan Woetzel, Jaana Remes, Brodie Boland, Katrina Lv, Suveer Sinha, Gernot Strube, John Means, Jonathan
Law, Andrés Cadena, and Valerie von der Tann, “Smart Cities: Digital Solutions for a More Livable Future,"
McKinsey Global Institute, June 2018; Analysys Yiguan (Analysys 易观), “[2018 Analysis on Smart City
Digitalization Development] (智慧城市数字化发展专题分析 2018),” 6 September 2018, 1-45; Li Lifeng 李立峰
and Fan Jituo 樊继拓, “[Xiong’an New District’s “Smart Cities” Article: Smart on the Cloud] (雄安新区之“智慧城
市”篇: 云上的智慧),” Sinolink Securities 国金证券, August 21, 2017.
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The very broad range of technologies and applications that smart cities encompass ensures that a
significant number of industries have interests in smart cities development. These include
hardware manufacturing, software development, telecommunications, logistics and transportation,
security services, environmental protection, health, cloud services, data analytics, mobile
payments and financial technologies (fintech), AI, and the Internet of Things.16
Numerous countries have begun focusing on developing smart cities initiatives, and national
investment in smart cities has expanded around the globe.17 In particular, China has emerged as a
global leader in smart cities initiatives. Its position has been fueled by leadership imperatives
calling for primacy across an expansive range of cutting-edge technologies. The Chinese
government has elevated smart cities to a “national strategy” (国家战略) and treats it as a
cornerstone of China’s future economic and urban development strategies.18 In accordance with
these priorities, the government has brought its preferred modes of industrial policy to bear on
smart cities, leading to a steady output of government plans to steer the development of the industry
and a flood of investment to encourage market entry and expansion. By June 2016, more than 500
municipalities across China had initiated or announced their intention to initiate smart cities pilot
projects, accounting for nearly half of the smart cities locales active or under construction around
the globe.19 This demand signal has created a substantial market for smart cities products and
services. Chinese industry analysts expect the size of China’s smart cities market to exceed RMB
10 trillion in 2019 ($1.4 trillion), with projections that it will exceed RMB 18 trillion ($2.5 trillion)
by 2021.20 It is worth noting that these estimates are higher than non-Chinese assessments of the
size of the entire global smart cities market, illustrating that there are definitional ambiguities that
make it difficult to estimate the size of China’s smart cities market relative to the rest of the
world.21
As the world’s second-largest economy and home to several of the world’s largest cities, China’s
race towards full-scale implementation of smart cities technologies will have critical implications
for its own population and the rest of the world. In five chapters, this report examines China’s
pursuit of smart cities technologies and their impact on U.S. economic and national security
interests.
Chapter 1 outlines China’s approach to smart cities development, describing the policy decrees
and documents that underpin China’s rapid embrace of smart cities. Chapter 2 describes the current
16

Analysys Yiguan (Analysys 易观), “[2018 Analysis on Smart City Digitalization Development] (智慧城市数字
化发展专题分析 2018),” September 6, 2018, 1-45.
17
“Super Smart City: Happier Society with Higher Quality,” Deloitte China, 2018: 4-6,
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/cn/Documents/public-sector/deloitte-cn-ps-super-smart-city-en180629.pdf.
18
Analysys Yiguan (Analysys 易观), “2018 Analysis on Smart City Digitalization Development” [智慧城市数字化
发展专题分析 2018], 6 September 2018.
19
Teamax Smart City Technology Co., Ltd., “[Teamax Smart City Technology Co., Ltd. 2018 Annual Report] (天
夏智慧城市科技股份有限公司 2018 年年度报告全文),” June 2019: 1-199.
20
Qiao Mai 乔麦, “[Tencent’s 300 Million Shares of Shijiazhuang ChangShan BeiMing Technology Co., Ltd.: It’s
Actually for Countering Alibaba] (腾讯 3 亿入股常山北明:竟是为对抗阿里),” China Fund News , June 8, 2018,
http://finance.sina.com.cn/stock/s/2018-06-08/doc-ihcscwxa7680272.shtml; Teamax Smart City Technology Co.,
Ltd., “[Teamax Smart City Technology Co., Ltd. 2018 Annual Report] (天夏智慧城市科技股份有限公司 2018 年
年度报告全文),” June 2019: 1-199.
21
PwC, “Creating the Smart Cities of the Future,” May 2019,
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/sustainability/assets/creating-the-smart-cities-of-the-future.pdf.
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status of smart cities development in China, detailing the role of institutional guidance from major
regulatory and planning agencies like the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology and
the National Development and Reform Commission in implementing Chinese smart cities policies.
Chapter 3 expounds on China’s use of smart cities technologies to surveil its population as an
example of this type of policy implementation, and Chapter 4 describes Chinese efforts to export
smart cities technologies abroad, including surveillance technology. In Chapter 5, this report
concludes with a comparison of U.S. and Chinese approaches to smart cities development, assesses
how firms from both countries that develop smart cities are competing in the global marketplace,
and discusses the risks using Chinese smart cities components poses to U.S. critical infrastructure.
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I | Chinese Smart Cities Policies: History and Current
Practice
Key Findings
• Smart cities are part of a decades-long pattern of Chinese government programs that seek
to digitize and “informatize” cities to improve China’s comprehensive national power and
internal strength.
•

The central government’s top-down approach for smart city pilot programs and shift away
from city-led initiatives has led to the centralization of decision-making and the
decentralization of implementation. This has resulted in a nonlinear and unpredictable
development trajectory for Chinese smart cities that allows for experimentation and coursecorrection.

•

Chinese smart cities policies have begun to coalesce and standardize after an initial period
of experimentation and bureaucratic overlap.

This chapter provides historical context for China’s current smart cities initiatives and describes
current areas of emphasis. China’s smart cities initiatives are in many senses a culmination of
longstanding Chinese policy trends and should be understood as components of a broader Chinese
approach to informatization policy that seeks to link military and civilian information technology
development in the service of increasing China’s comprehensive national power. A distinctive
characteristic of the “Chinese model” of smart cities development is the way it couples
centralization of decision-making with decentralization of implementation, as priorities are set by
central authorities but pilot projects and other forms of experimentation are common at the local
level.
Smart Cities Initiatives in Historical and Procedural Context
People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) Paramount Leader Xi Jinping has highlighted the importance
of China’s smart cities development with increasing frequency in his public speeches and
proclamations, mirroring the Chinese state’s prioritization of policies aimed at introducing smart
cities technology into city governance.22 While Chinese efforts to actively promote smart cities
development are relatively new, Xi is already familiar with smart cities concepts; as he noted in a
2018 letter to the Digital China Summit, when Xi was governor of Fujian province nearly twenty
years ago, he oversaw the construction and deployment of the “digital Fujian” project, a
predecessor to modern smart cities initiatives.23 Understanding the current state of smart cities

22

“Full Text of President Xi’s Speech at Opening of Belt and Road Forum,” Xinhua, May 14, 2017,
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2017-05/14/c_136282982.htm; Shan Zhiguang 单志广, “[Deepen Awareness of
Advancing New Smart Cities Development] (深化认识推进新型智慧城市建设),” Qiushi Online, October 17,
2016, http://www.qstheory.cn/wp/2016-10/17/c_1119734160.htm.
23
“[After Xi Jinping Sent A Congratulatory Letter, The Most Detailed ‘Smart City’ Interpretation Came] (习近平发
贺信之后, 最详尽“智慧城市”解读来了),” National Business Daily, April 26, 2018,
www.sohu.com/a/229574474_115362. For more information on Xi’s substantial role in the Digital Fujian project,
see Jens Damm, “China’s E-policy: Examples of Local Government in Guangdong and Fujian,” in Chinese
Cyberspaces: Technological Changes and Political Effects, Jens Damm and Simona Thomas, eds., (New York:
Routledge, 2006): 97-106.
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policies and promotion efforts in China requires knowledge of the historical, bureaucratic, and
strategic context in which they have been enacted.
China’s current practice of smart city construction, and Xi Jinping’s emphasis on the topic in his
speeches and policymaking, represent the latest phase—and arguably the culmination—of two
decades of Chinese endeavors to “informatize” (信息化) the governance and management of its
cities.24 Informatization is a concept without a single perfect equivalent in U.S. policymaking and
strategic thought, but in its Chinese usage, it is generally defined as the drive to integrate
information technology into every aspect of the state and society to build up China’s
comprehensive national power and internal strength. Chinese ideological and strategic writings
frequently describe the era of informatization as the successor to the era of mechanization (机械
化), and a constant theme in these writings is the idea that informatization processes in military
and civilian realms are mutually reinforcing.25
As a result, China’s civilian informatization policies have been designed to account for national
security interests and augment China’s military power whenever possible. China’s smart cities
policies are not sui generis efforts and should not be taken as such; as the latest in a long series of
“urban informatization” policies, they exist as one component of a broader whole. This broader
universe of informatization policies includes plans in areas such as “smart manufacturing,”
wherein information technology is expected to improve production capabilities across a wide range
of industries, and the development of both China’s civilian and military information technology
industries in particular.
Chinese urban informatization policies have continuously evolved in accordance with a range of
factors, including the state of domestic and global technology development, Chinese evaluations
of prevailing policy trends abroad, and perhaps most importantly, the CCP’s shifting assessments
of the role that technology plays in maintaining Party control and internal stability. Over time, they
have progressed from the “digital cities” ( 数 字 城 市 ) initiatives of the late 1990s to the
“information cities” (信息城市) of the mid-2000s to a more recent emphasis on “smart cities” (智
慧 城 市 ) and “new smart cities” ( 新 型 智 慧 城 市 ). 26 Transitions from one set of urban
informatization policies to the next are often not clearly delineated because they function less as
discrete policy packages and more as a general “brand” conveying the current priorities of the
Chinese state. In concrete terms, they serve to inform entities within China’s lower government
tiers and the private sector where government funding and regulatory energy are likely to flow.
The result is a process that is often nonlinear and unpredictable. Pilot programs at the municipal
and provincial levels frequently coexist with “previous generation” national-level policies before
being either expanded or discarded according to their results. Policies are often primarily notional
when they are first announced, with more concrete and impactful measures following in due course
as central government bodies propagate more granular guidance fleshing out the meaning of
24

Wu Linjing 吴林静 and Liang Hongliang 梁宏亮, “[The ‘Smart Cities’ Concept Is Ten Years Old, How Many
Solid Bones Does It Have?] (“智慧城市”概念十年落地, 还有多少硬骨头要啃?),” National Business Daily, April
26, 2018, http://www.nbd.com.cn/articles/2018-04-26/1212016.html.
25
For much more detail on this topic, see Joe McReynolds and James Mulvenon, “The Role of Informatization in
the People’s Liberation Army under Hu Jintao,” in Assessing the People’s Liberation Army in the Hu Jintao Era,
Roy Kamphausen, et al, eds., Carlisle, PA: U.S. Army War College Press, April 2014.
26
Yu Wenxuan and Xu Chengwei, “Developing Smart Cities in China: An Empirical Analysis,” International
Journal of Public Administration in the Digital Age 5, no. 3 (July 2018): 76-91.
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abstract statements from top leaders. Policies and programs enacted in one era under a certain label
may continue onward into the next era and be re-labeled accordingly, such as how numerous preexisting Chinese initiatives around the world have been folded into China’s current “Belt and Road
Initiative” in an attempt to make BRI appear more consequential. However, there is an observable
theme: each phase of Chinese urban informatization policy has attempted to course-correct in light
of the omissions or flaws in the implementation of the previous generation’s policies while
accounting for shifts over time in widely available technology and resources.
The Path to New Smart Cities
Since China’s smart cities initiatives have evolved organically from earlier informatization policies
over the course of decades, the differing scope of those policies in each prior era provides
important context for understanding the current state of affairs. Digital cities policies beginning in
the 1990s centered on initiatives of the State Bureau of Surveying and Mapping (国家测绘地理
信 息 局 ), a now-defunct Chinese government ministry devoted to oversight of domestic
cartographic activities that expanded its portfolio over time to encompass new digital surveying
and mapping technologies. These primarily focused on what China terms the “3S” technologies—
geographic information systems (GIS), global positioning systems (GPS), and remote sensing
(RS)—in an attempt to expand the range of data available to government policymakers.27 The mid2000s concept of “information cities” focused on informatizing cities by bringing a wider range of
existing government systems, such as those for municipal administration and urban infrastructure,
into the digital age, including linking those systems with information technology and modernizing
telecommunications infrastructure. And most recently, “smart cities” efforts aim to ease the flow
of data between those government information systems via standardization and interoperability,
all while collecting new forms of data through cutting-edge information technologies and offering
an expanded range of government actors access to information relevant to their duties and decisionmaking. Generally speaking, each phase of programmatic development has been inclusive of the
technologies emphasized in the previous phase rather than supplanting them.28 These shifts are
displayed chronologically in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Chronology of Chinese Urban Informatization Policies29
Year

Development Stage

1995

“Eight Gold Plan”
(八金计划)

1998

Digital Cities
(数字城市)

Key Technologies
Foundational
nationwide information
infrastructure
“3S” Technologies
(Geographic
Information Systems,
GPS, Remote Sensing)

Primary Period of
Implementation
9th Five Year Plan

10th Five Year Plan

27

Jin Jiangjun 金江军, ed., Leading Cadre Reader for Network Security and Informatization 网络安全和信息化党
政领导干部读本 (Beijing: Central Committee Party School Press, 2017), 20.
28
Yu Wenxuan and Xu Chengwei, “Developing Smart Cities in China: An Empirical Analysis,” International
Journal of Public Administration in the Digital Age 5, no. 3 (July 2018): 76-91.
29
Jin Jiangjun 金江军, ed., Leading Cadre Reader for Network Security and Informatization 网络安全和信息化党
政领导干部读本 (Beijing: Central Committee Party School Press, 2017), 20.
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2006

Information Cities
(信息城市)

Smart Cities
(智慧城市)
2009

2015

[“智能城市” and “感
知城市” as lesserused alternatives]

New Smart Cities
(新型智慧城市)

Information and
Communications
Technologies (ICT)
“New Generation
Information
Technologies” such as
the IoT, cloud
computing, pervasive
mobile networks, and
“big data” systems

Focused on Internet of
Things, cloud
computing, big data

11th Five Year Plan

12th and 13th Five
Year Plans

13th Five Year Plan

The current dominant form of the smart cities concept, “New Smart Cities” (新型智慧城市), refers
to the adoption of a new generation of information technology such as IoT, cloud computing,
pervasive mobile networks, and big data systems to improve the level of intelligence and
automation in urban planning and governance.30 Within this broad scope, many of the concerns
that China hopes to address with its smart cities programs are universal, such as the desire for more
functional, efficient, and responsive local governance. Others, however, target more particular
challenges that stem directly from China’s choices in the recent past, such as China’s promotion
of rapid urbanization and industrialization through cheap labor and limited regulation. Although
these policies have indeed led to rapid economic growth, the byproduct has frequently been
unsustainable management of natural resources and a poor standard of living for the urban working
class; in both areas, China hopes that smart cities technology will help improve the conditions.31
While the stated goals of PRC smart cities initiatives generally include anodyne universal goods
such as increased safety and efficiency, improving the government’s agility and perhaps even
functioning to lower pollution, China’s smart cities systems frequently appear to have also been
designed to serve a social control function.32 The CCP considers its own self-preservation and
maintenance of power to be of paramount importance; in many cases elements of smart cities
initiatives will ultimately help the CCP to identify and suppress any perceived threat to regime
stability. This is particularly apparent in China’s northwest province of Xinjiang, where smart
cities technologies have been employed in concert with the forceful and violent repression of

30

“[Guiding Opinions on Promoting the Healthy Development of Smart Cities ] (关于促进智慧城市健康发展的指
导意见),” National Development and Reform Commission, August 27, 2014,
http://www.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201408/W020140829409970397055.pdf.
31
“[Promote High-Quality Urbanization, Accelerate the Construction of Smart Cities] (高质量推进城镇化 加快建
设智慧城市),” Xinhua, August 30, 2018, http://www.xinhuanet.com/info/2018-08/30/c_137430643.htm; Yu
Wenxuan and Xu Chengwei, “Developing Smart Cities in China: An Empirical Analysis,” International Journal of
Public Administration in the Digital Age 5, no. 3 (July 2018): 76-91.
32
Megha Rajagopalan, “This Is What A 21st-Century Police State Really Looks Like,” Buzzfeed News, October 17,
2017, https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/meghara/the-police-state-of-the-future-is-already-here.
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China’s ethnic minority populations by the local authorities.33 The resulting situation has been
frequently and accurately described by investigative journalists and human rights activists as
amounting to a “digital gulag,” wherein facial recognition and other surveillance technologies
ostensibly designed to improve public safety are being used to track and target China’s Uyghur
Muslim citizens on a societal scale. Even beyond repression in minority areas such as Xinjiang,
smart cities initiatives provide a digital backbone that facilitates the consistent enforcement of
social control programs such as social credit initiatives.
Xi’s Increasing Smart Cities Emphasis
Xi Jinping has voiced his support for smart cities initiatives numerous times in his public speeches,
going as far as to describe urban internet, cloud computing, and big data infrastructure as on the
same level of importance as roads and bridges for urban planning.34 Xi believes that building “new
smart cities” and facilitating enhanced data collection and sharing among state organs will be key
to achieving China’s urban management objectives.35 Xi appears to believe that because China is
a rapidly developing country playing catch-up to the developed world, its cities are less burdened
than cities in developed countries by legacy systems that have become outdated but are costly to
modify or replace.36 In Xi’s view, if China is able to move decisively and prudently in its initial
foray into smart cities development, Chinese cities will be able to reap the benefits of global
technology development while bearing a smaller cost.
Xi also used a 2017 speech at the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) Forum to support China’s
participation in smart cities projects in other nations pursuing greater trade with China.37 This
subset of the overall BRI effort has been variously termed the “smart Belt and Road” or “Digital
Silk Road” by leading participants and state-sponsored Chinese media. 38 Frequently, these
initiatives involve Chinese partnerships with foreign multinational corporations; the Chinese
technology conglomerate Inspur, for example, entered into a partnership in 2017 with major
foreign firms such as IBM, Cisco, and Ericsson to collaboratively tackle smart cities projects
ranging from smart urban management and taxation to finance and education in BRI-participating
countries. 39 In Sofia, Bulgaria, Chinese private and state-run companies are receiving local
33

Megha Rajagopalan, “This Is What A 21st-Century Police State Really Looks Like,” Buzzfeed News, October 17,
2017, https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/meghara/the-police-state-of-the-future-is-already-here.
34
Shan Zhiguang 单志广, “[New Trends in the New Type of Smart City Development] (新型智慧城市发展的新形
势),” June 17, 2018, http://www.besticity.com/viewpoint/219707.html.
35
“[Xi Jinping: We Must Deeply Understand The Internet’s Work In State Management and Social Governance] (习
近平：要深刻认识互联网在国家管理和社会治理中的作),” Shandong Province Department of Culture and
Tourism, October 10, 2016, http://www.sdwht.gov.cn/html/2016/llqy_1011/36909.html.
36
Roger Creemers, Paul Triolo, and Graham Webster, “Translation: Xi Jinping’s April 20 Speech at the National
Cybersecurity and Informatization Work Conference,” April 30, 2018, https://www.newamerica.org/cybersecurityinitiative/digichina/blog/translation-xi-jinpings-april-20-speech-national-cybersecurity-and-informatization-workconference/; Wu Linjing 吴林静 and Liang Hongliang 梁宏亮, “[The ‘Smart Cities’ Concept Is Ten Years Old,
How Many Solid Bones Does It Have?] (“智慧城市”概念十年落地, 还有多少硬骨头要啃?),” National Business
Daily, April 26, 2018, http://www.nbd.com.cn/articles/2018-04-26/1212016.html.
37
“Full Text of President Xi’s Speech at Opening of Belt and Road Forum,” Xinhua, May 14, 2017,
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2017-05/14/c_136282982.htm.
38
David Gosset, “Time to Join Hands for A ‘Smart Belt and Road,’” China Daily, April 11, 2019,
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201904/11/WS5cae97b3a3104842260b58bf.html and Liu Meng 刘梦, “Big Data
Lays “Digital Silk Road,”” May 14, 2019, https://eng.yidaiyilu.gov.cn/DigitalValley/HotNews/90575.htm.
39
Zhang Liying, “Building Smart Cities with Big Data Along the Digital Silk Road,” April 26, 2019,
http://www.china.org.cn/business/2019-04/26/content_74724519.htm.
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government incentives to participate in BRI smart cities projects.40 Chinese BRI projects and other
smart cities investments abroad are discussed in more detail in the following chapters.
Xi’s Focus on the Xiong’an New Area
Xi Jinping frequently cites the example of the recently established Xiong’an New Area (雄安新
区) southwest of Beijing as a model for future smart cities development within the PRC. From the
beginning of his term as president, Xi has emphasized the need for coordinated development
between Beijing and nearby port city Tianjin, arguing that this planned de-centralization of China’s
capital region will eventually serve as a model for “socialist modernization in the new era.”41
Xiong’an New Area has been rolled into accelerated development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
corridor, the latter of which Xi described to former U.S. Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson in July
2014 as “his own personal initiative.”42 For a brief history of the Xiong’an New Area, please see
Box 1.
Box 1: Xiong’an New Area
Development of the Xiong’an New Area began in 2017 and the project is still considered to be
in its initial phases. 43 Although the Area already extends across 100 square kilometers, it is
expected to eventually grow to more than 2,000 square kilometers; if this comes to pass, the
Xiong’an New Area would encompass more than double the land area of New York City.44 A
2019 planning document issued by the Central Party Committee identified the region as one of
China’s “key economic development zones,” second only to the Shenzhen Special Economic
Zone (继深圳经济特区) and the Shanghai Pudong New Area (上海浦东新区).45 Xiong’an is
expected to focus on attracting research, development, and manufacturing firms in high-tech
industries, including information technology, biotechnology, and new materials. Intelligent,
technologically advanced urban services such as roads designed for smart cars and renewable
energy infrastructure are being used to augment Xiong’an’s attractiveness as a research and
manufacturing hub.

The Central Party Committee correspondingly has pledged to develop the Xiong’an New Area by
providing it with extensive monetary and institutional support, even going so far as to publicize its
intention to relocate many non-critical government functions there that are currently clustered in

40

He Wei, “Sofia Smart City Project Gets Chinese Funding,” China Daily, March 28, 2019,
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201903/28/WS5c9c5fc5a3104842260b314c.html.
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“[A Wonderful Start to the Millennium Plan: Xi Jinping Promotes The Construction of Xiong’an]” (千年大计 精
彩开局 习近平这样推进建设雄安), CCTV.com, February 23, 2019,
http://news.cctv.com/2019/02/23/ARTIHIkPtewTv5ANHggj241t190223.shtml.
42
“[July 2014, Momentous Xiong’an Thought. The Book Has Gold!] (2014 年 7 月，大大的雄安设想。书中真有
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http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/2019-01/24/content_5360927.htm.
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downtown Beijing. 46 The Xiong’an New Area’s various smart city initiatives are designed to
support this growth plan; however, they do not appear to follow a single unifying strategy. The
special economic zone (SEZ)’s announced smart cities projects range from facial recognition
technology and smart utilities to Alibaba’s “city brain” platform.47 As the SEZ moves closer to a
proper launch, the ways in which smart cities technologies directly facilitate its success may
become clearer.
Current Smart Cities Policy and the Chinese Regulatory State
China’s smart cities policies have evolved in three main directions over the past decade: towards
more centralization of authority on smart cities; greater harmonization of responsibilities among
fractious, competitive government bureaucracies; and a sharper focus on specific key technologies
under the “new smart cities” concept.
Roughly from 2009 onwards, perhaps the most distinctive characteristic of the “Chinese model”
of smart cities development has been its centralization of decision-making and decentralization of
implementation. Early smart cities projects began to launch in 2009, with individual cities taking
the initiative to explore technological solutions to governance challenges.48 Ningbo, a populous
and highly developed coastal city in Zhejiang province, holds the distinction of being the first city
in China to publish a smart cities plan in 2010; a range of other cities quickly followed suit. Foreign
multinationals such as IBM and Cisco, perhaps sensing the potential to open a vast new market,
directly encouraged these efforts and entered into technology sharing pilot projects with Chinese
counterparts.49
However, this bottom-up approach was rapidly overtaken by top-down pilot programs emanating
from the central government. The Chinese government’s 12th Five Year Plan, issued in 2010,
included language specifically encouraging the planning and development of smart cities, directing
state resources toward the development of software, internet technology infrastructure, smart
devices, mobile networks, enterprise applications, infrastructure, and operational smart cities
services as pieces of the overall effort. Funding and selecting smart cities projects came under the
central government’s purview, although participating local municipalities have retained the
authority to manage their own projects under the guidance of relevant central ministries and are
often consulted in the planning process about their specific needs and capabilities.
The Chinese central government bureaucracy’s once-fractious authorities over smart cities
initiatives have also evolved and been harmonized over time. In this early stage of smart cities
development, various key players within China’s sprawling ministerial bureaucracies have staked
out oft-overlapping roles for themselves in the regulation and promotion of smart cities projects.
From 2012 onward, China’s Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (住房和城乡建
设部 or MOHURD), China’s main government authority in charge of urbanization, urban planning,
46
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urban management, and public housing, has been selecting cities in which to experiment and
implement smart cities initiatives. By 2015, China had nearly 300 MOHURD-sponsored localities
with smart cities initiatives.
MOHURD documents from 2012 (such as the Notice of Implementing National Smart City Pilot
Projects, National Interim Measures for Smart City Pilot Projects, and Guidance on Promoting
the Sustainable Development of Smart Cities) formed the regulatory basis for this effort, while the
state-run China Development Bank provided funding totaling $16 billion USD.50 Participants also
self-funded in part through Local Government Financing Vehicles (LGFVs), which enabled cities
to raise funds through a combination of bank loans, bonds, and equity market public offerings.51
Other ministries were similarly busy. As MOHURD was launching its pilot projects in 2012, the
Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), along with the National Development and Reform
Commission (国家发展和改革委员会 or NDRC) and the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology (工业和信息化部 or MIIT), separately formed the China Strategic Alliance of Smart
City Industrial Technology Innovation, the first of several smart cities industrial alliances. These
various alliances’ functions include funding research and projects, developing smart cities
technologies, formulating industry standards, and offering smart cities solutions to local
governments. These efforts have resulted in government documents such as the Guidance on
Promoting Healthy Smart City Development (关于促进智慧城市健康发展的指导意见), which
offer a fairly clear delineation of the boundaries of a “smart city,” defining it as a “new concept
and model which utilizes the next generation of information technology, such as IoT, cloud
computing, and big data to promote smart urban planning, construction, management, and service
offerings for cities,” and providing basic principles, objectives, and action plans for smart cities
development.
Over time, inter-ministerial jockeying gave way to more active central government coordination.
In 2014, China’s State Council released the National New-Type Urbanization Plan 2014-2020 (国
家新型城镇化规划 or NUP), an effort spearheaded by the NDRC but carried out with the
cooperation of a dozen relevant government ministries.52 The Standardization Administration of
China (国家标准化管理委员会 or SAC) was tasked with overseeing new inter-ministry working
groups to manage and standardize disparate smart cities development projects. 53 Collectively,
these choices aimed to further promote smart cities projects in small and medium-sized cities while
promoting a greater harmonization of effort between different government ministries.
However, bureaucratic harmony was not in and of itself sufficient to fully resolve the lingering
challenges China’s smart cities initiatives faced. By 2016, although China’s smart cities programs
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had by all accounts made considerable progress, a speech by a senior central government
policymaker nevertheless identified five key flaws in the current state of affairs:54
•

Projects were blindly following highly publicized trends in smart cities construction
without clear goals.

•

Coordination and power-sharing measures between ministries were insufficient.

•

There were too many pilot projects coupled with insufficient learning from completed
projects.

•

There was a lack of innovation in institutional mechanisms for smart cities.

•

Inadequate consideration had been given to information security concerns.

Following this assessment, processes for harmonization were more strictly institutionalized in a
document titled Division of Effort for Construction of Inter-Ministerial Coordination Working
Groups on New Smart Cities 2016-2018 (新型智慧城市建设部际协调工作组 2016-2018 年工
作分工). Since its issuance, policy and institution-building efforts have featured collaboration
among Chinese ministries as a key component. In April 2016, in accordance with the Division of
Effort document, the NDRC and the Cyberspace Administration of China (中央网络安全和信息
化委员会办公室 or CAC) jointly launched the Inter-Ministerial Coordination Working Group on
New Smart Cities (新型智慧城市部际协调工作组) under the aegis of the SAC with at least
tertiary participation from up to two dozen government bodies.55 This effort resulted in the joint
issuance by all three bodies of the New Smart Cities Evaluation Index (新型智慧城市评价指标),
which aimed to clarify the direction and priorities of China’s smart cities efforts by gauging
progress against eight key indicators: service to the people, precision in governance, ecological
sustainability, intelligent facilities, access to and use of information resources, cybersecurity,
reform and innovation, and the quality of the citizen experience.56
Having established a workable division of responsibilities within its bureaucracy, the Chinese
central government has now turned its focus to ensuring that smart cities programs are centered in
top-level government policies, swiftly and thoroughly implemented, and properly targeted at
municipal government needs. Smart cities were given unprecedented attention in China’s 13th
Five Year Plan (FYP) spanning from 2016 to 2020, a document that serves as the central
government’s primary guidance on policy prioritization. In the 13th FYP, smart cities are a major
focus, with special emphasis placed on building up a number of exemplar cities and areas (such as
the previously mentioned Xiong’an New Area). This was the first time that the phrase “new smart
cities” appeared in a high-level Chinese policy document.
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Perhaps in response to the FYP’s guidance, smart cities were soon being integrated into a wide
range of relevant Chinese policies. December 2016 saw the release of the 13th Five Year Plan for
National Informatization 2016-2020 (“十三五”国家信息化规划), which lays out top-level plans
for how each ministry will implement the corresponding National Informatization Development
Strategic Outline (国家信息化发展战略纲要) and calls for the integration of national databases
as well as the interoperability of government networks and services across different departments,
regions, and levels of government by 2020.57 In the document’s explicit hierarchy of priorities,
smart cities construction was named as one of twelve “priority actions” (优先行动) demanding
government attention. The report of the 19th Party Congress in October 2017 similarly embodied
this full-speed-ahead ethos, as encapsulated in its exhortation that China must build itself into a
“cyber power, a digital country, and a smart society.”58 Chinese analysts interpreted the newlycoined phrase “smart society” (智慧社会) as intended to encompass both smart cities initiatives
and similar rural information technology projects.59
At the same time as the bureaucratic trends surrounding smart cities initiatives were shifting, the
emphasis of the initiatives themselves was evolving as well. Numerous official and quasi-official
Chinese sources speak of China’s “new smart cities” concept as distinct from the previous “smart
cities” in its more defined development direction, which centers on four key lines of effort (四个
重点) and six practical applications for those efforts (六个一 or 六个体验应用). The four lines of
effort include developing:60
•

Internet of Things architectures using openly disseminated and interoperable standards (物
联网开放体系架构), particularly an IoT open architecture solution61 using indigenously
developed intellectual property and relevant supporting infrastructure.

•

Urban open information platforms (城市开放信息平台), including municipal service
platforms that can integrate with big data sources. The goal of this effort is to build a datasharing ecosystem that eliminates the all-too-frequent “isolated information islands” within
various levels of Chinese governance.
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•

Urban operation command centers (城市运行指挥中心) that provide access to useful data
for governance, enabling coordination across government departments and improving
emergency response efficiency.

•

Cybersecurity systems (网络空间安全体系) which can be deployed across the above lines
of effort, including systems to protect urban infrastructure and urban data centers.

The six practical applications emphasized in the “new smart cities” concept include:62
•

Open systems architectures (开放的体系架构), which are to be constructed in accordance
with established standards for smart cities systems construction and systems engineering
methodologies, with the goal of strengthening information-sharing, integrating systems,
and offering open applications.

•

Land- and space-based integrated grid networks (天地一体的栅格网), sometimes referred
to as urban information services grid networks, which will serve as a consolidated
foundation for new smart cities construction and enable cities to reap the benefits of
integrating their sensing and information systems with public services.

•

Interoperable and function-specific municipal governance platforms (通用功能平台),
enabling the smooth management of a wide variety of information resources and the
intelligent, efficient provision of urban resources, management, and public services.

•

Open shared data systems (开放共享的数据体系), allowing for the rapid integration and
analysis of large quantities of data through standardization and integration, increasing the
production and use of data for decision-making support in order to improve urban
governance.

•

Efficient operation centers (高效的运行中心), which will realize the convergence and
sharing of urban resources and enable improved inter-departmental coordination, providing
support for efficient and precise urban management as well as safer and more reliable
operation of city facilities and services in areas ranging from ecology to public security
and public opinion management.

•

Unified standards systems ( 统 一 的 标 准 体 系 ) to enable the orderly and healthy
development of new smart cities. These standards-setting efforts are to be led by
government entities and must take into account the varied characteristics of individual
cities, spanning the construction, reform, and evaluation processes.

These declarations of state priorities are not merely theoretical; they have been matched in recent
years by government action. Since the release of the 13th Five Year Plan, organizations across
China’s regulatory state have produced a range of increasingly granular policy outlines that reflect
these emphases, such as the National Surveying and Mapping Geographic Information Bureau’s
2017 Outline on the Construction of Spatio-temporal Big Data and Cloud Platforms for Smart
Cities (智慧城市时空大数据与云平台建设技术大纲) and the NDRC’s annual Notice on
Organizing the Implementation of Next Generation Information Infrastructure Construction
Projects (关于组织实施新一代信息基础设施建设工程的通知). The latter policy has served as
62
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the impetus for funding a range of digital infrastructure and city networking hardware in small and
medium-sized cities in China’s traditionally less developed interior provinces.63 This trend is likely
to continue until the next reassessment of priorities in 2020.
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II | Chinese Smart Cities Development Trends
Key Findings
• The development of Chinese smart cities technology is primarily top-down, driven by
government investment, and generally aligns with regional development patterns, with the
bulk of projects lining China’s more economically-developed eastern seaboard.
•

Estimates of the size of the smart cities solutions market in China vary widely and their
reliability is somewhat unclear; Chinese consulting firms have bullishly pegged the market
at RMB 7.9 trillion ($1.1 trillion) in 2018 and project that it will grow at a 33 percent
compound annual growth rate between 2018 and 2022.

•

Chinese municipal authorities charged with smart cities development commonly cite
transportation, public services, public safety, education, healthcare, and environmental
protection as focus areas for Chinese smart cities projects.

•

While there are numerous noted examples of successful deployment of smart cities
solutions in China, many challenges still exist, including long-term program sustainability,
insufficient information-sharing mechanisms between governing authorities, and a dearth
of accurate information about actual progress in smart city development funding and
implementation. Together, these deficiencies may hinder a broader embrace of smart cities
across China.

Since the State Council’s Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MOHURD)
approved its first group of 90 smart cities pilot projects in 2012, Chinese cities have continued to
push increasingly ambitious efforts to implement information technology-based solutions for
smart city management and public services. As of early 2019, a Chinese industry study placed the
total number of smart cities pilot projects in China at nearly 800, including approximately 300
projects certified by MOHURD, the Chinese central government’s largest sponsor for such
initiatives, as well as projects supported by the NDRC, MIIT, and other ministries.64
While the most commonly used Chinese term for smart city, zhihui chengshi (智慧城市), has
gained broad acceptance in policymaking and business circles, it is not rigorously defined as a
technical term and in practice there is significant variation in the content of local smart cities
projects, which range from small-scale efforts to promote tourism through mobile services to
comprehensive city management platforms featuring live video feeds and data visualization
capabilities for monitoring traffic, public security, and population information in real time. This
chapter highlights selected features of China’s smart cities landscape as it has evolved, including
overall development trends; characteristic smart cities goals, technologies, and management
mechanisms; major commercial suppliers of smart cities components and services; and future
development prospects.
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Government-led Smart Cities Development
China’s smart cities development efforts have benefited from substantial central and local
government investment. Smart cities pilot projects are estimated to have received more than RMB
1 trillion ($139.9 billion) in government investment to date,65 and one market intelligence forecast
suggested that Chinese government spending on smart cities initiatives would reach $38.92 billion
in 2023. More than half of these funds are predicted to go to the priority fields of resilient energy
and infrastructure projects, data-driven public safety, and intelligent transportation, but smart cities
investments are also expected to diversify over time.66
These investments have helped to grow a Chinese market for smart cities solutions. Estimates of
the size of the Chinese smart cities market vary widely: one Indian market research company
pegged the 2018 value of the Chinese market at $30.4 billion and projected that it would reach
$59.9 billion by 2023 at an 15.4 percent compound annual growth rate.67 Even this number would
account for a large proportion of what other sources estimate is the global value of the smart cities
market,68 but Chinese news outlets like China Daily have publicized far larger numbers, noting
that Chinese consulting companies value the smart cities market at RMB 7.9 trillion ($1.1 trillion)
in 2018 and project that it will reach RMB 25 trillion ($3.5 trillion) by 2022, reflecting an
anticipated 33 percent compound annual growth rate.69
Figure 1: Estimated Chinese Smart Cities Market Size, 2014-2022 (RMB trillion)
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Government funding has also promoted academic and applied research into smart cities concepts
and technologies. The National High Technology Development Program (国家高技术研究发展
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计划), also known as the 863 Program, has reportedly played a particularly important role in
developing underlying technologies with significance for smart cities programs, including
government big data, cloud computing, and the IoT. Under direction from MOST, the 863 Program
has also organized research projects to develop smart cities design models, overall system
architectures, and digital solutions for city operations management.71
While China’s government has taken a leading role in investing in initial smart cities development
and technological R&D, since 2014 it has begun to encourage commercial enterprises and financial
institutions to play a larger role in financing and operating smart cities projects via public-private
partnership (PPP) models.72 A key impetus for this shift was the government’s expectation that the
investment burden for future urbanization would quickly increase beyond what it could reasonably
afford, which led to a series of new government policies aimed at encouraging non-government
capital to invest in infrastructure and public services projects.73 By the end of 2017, at least eleven
PPP demonstration projects specifically focused on smart cities infrastructure were underway, with
planned investments of over 20 billion RMB ($2.8 billion).74
The Geography of Smart City Pilots
The geographic distribution of Chinese smart cities projects generally aligns with regional
economic development patterns. Figure 2 maps the location of 290 smart city pilot projects
approved by MOHURD to date, showing relatively large numbers of projects in China’s more
developed eastern and southern coastal areas, with comparatively fewer initiatives in China’s west.
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Figure 2: MOHURD-certified Smart City Pilot Projects by Chinese Province
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Chinese analysts point out that smart cities projects in more affluent cities are typically more
successful as a result of greater local economic resources.76 In addition, residents of areas with
relatively strong information technology economies are more likely to demand smart city services
from their local governments and are better positioned to take advantage of smart services as they
become available.77 It is unsurprising, then, that first-tier Chinese cities such as Shanghai, Beijing,
Hangzhou, and Shenzhen generally rank highest in terms of smart city technical capability and
services.78 However, second- and lower-tier cities enjoy more freedom to innovate with fewer
bureaucratic restrictions and may therefore play a larger role in prototyping new technologies and
service models.79
Smart Cities Goals: Public Services, Management Efficiency, and Economic Development
In their overall objectives, Chinese smart cities projects are characterized by a focus on supporting
city management and delivering services to promote well-being and economic development. An
emphasis on providing direct benefits to residents, rather than simply making city administration
more efficient, can be traced both to the NDRC’s 2014 Guiding Opinion on Promoting Smart City
Healthy Development (关于促进智慧城市健康发展的指导意见) and a government work report
delivered by Premier Li Keqiang in the same year that called for “human-centric new-style
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urbanization.”80 These goals are reflected in national-level smart cities documents such as a 2018
standard from the Standardization Administration of China, which describes a smart city as “an
innovative city model applying information and communications technologies to connect urban
management systems, share information resources and coordinate work between city systems,
promote smart city management and services, upgrade city operations management and public
service levels, increase the happiness and satisfaction of urban residents, and promote sustainable
development.”81
Chinese smart cities development guidelines and action plans issued by Chinese cities over the
past several years reflect these priorities. The table below highlights major components of plans
from one first-tier city (Shanghai), one second-tier city (Hangzhou), and one third-tier city (Heze,
Shandong province), showing that while specific development targets may vary, cities of all sizes
generally expect smart cities solutions to upgrade citizen services, improve administrative
efficiency, and foster economic growth.
Table 3: Smart City Development Areas Identified in Smart City Planning Documents
from Three Municipalities
Smart City Plan
Shanghai ThreeYear Action Plan
for Smart City
Development, 20142016 (上海市推进
智慧城市建设行动
计划 [2014-2016])
82

“Digital Hangzhou”
/“New-Style Smart
Hangzhou” Smart
City Development
Plan, 2017 (“数字杭
州” （“新型智慧杭
州”一期）发展规
划)83
Heze (Shandong)
Guiding Opinion on
Strengthening Smart

Major Smart City Development Areas
Public services: Smart transportation, smart healthcare, smart education, smart elder care,
smart culture, smart tourism, smart employment, smart weather, smart communities.
City management: Management informatization, food safety informatization,
environmental protection informatization, public security informatization, smart water,
electricity, oil, and gas infrastructure.
Smart economy: Online finance, smart logistics, smart commerce, smart manufacturing,
smart enterprises, smart shopping districts, smart business parks.
Public services: Smart education, smart healthcare, smart social security, smart
community services, smart poverty alleviation, smart culture, smart tourism, smart
agriculture, smart weather.
Precision government: Smart transportation, smart policing, smart urban management,
smart market supervision, smart surveillance, smart inspections, smart Party work, smart
auditing, smart environmental protection, smart credit.
Economic development: AI industry, big data industry, IoT industry, smart
manufacturing, smart cross-border e-commerce.
Public services: Information services covering education, culture, healthcare, social
security, transportation, environmental protection, housing, sanitation, tourism, elder care.
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City Development,
2017 (菏泽市人民
政府关于加强智慧
城市建设的意见)84

City management: Innovative management models, enhanced administrative efficiency;
improve smart city program organizational leadership, decision-making, and market
incentives.
Economic development: Apply information technologies to make manufacturing smarter,
encourage international commerce, move towards higher-end products, encourage
innovation, develop smart industry parks, promote smart industries including big data,
cloud computing, IoT, AI, electronics, and information consumption industries.

Planning documents like the ones cited in the table above condense a variety of major components
of smart city plans into digestible priorities for city officials, but they are not necessarily a
comprehensive outlook on all development areas, comparative priorities, or even implementation
status in their respective localities. Any assessment or comparison of these aspects of smart city
development in China would be based upon different levels of pre-existing economic development
and provincial resources, rendering accurate comparison between these cities difficult at best.
Some qualitative insights can be gleaned from planning information and existing context: for
instance, Hangzhou does seem to have focused on artificial intelligence (AI) more than other cities,
in part due to a close working relationship with Alibaba. Even these insights, however, are not
necessarily derived from any concrete assessment of how complete implementation is: few plans,
like the Smart Shenzhen program described below, have ironclad completion deadlines or
assessment mechanisms in spite of detailed lists of development priorities.
Example: Smart Shenzhen
As is evident from Table 3, Chinese smart cities plans and guidelines are often broad in scope with
few concrete timelines. In some cases, plans appear to be light on detail and may serve mainly to
authorize local agencies to explore initiatives within the scope of their departmental mandates.
Central government funding dynamics encourage municipal policymakers to reach widely when
identifying smart cities goals. For example, MOHURD rules for smart city pilot project
accreditation require that city governments must have a smart city development plan in place prior
to applying for funding. 85 Even detailed plans make only vague reference to a timeline for
completion: Shenzhen’s 2018 New-Style Smart City Development Plan, for instance, only lists
2020 as a target for the completion of several initiatives included in the plan itself.86
Still, the level of detail provided by some city plans is sufficient to demonstrate serious
commitment to smart city services and systems. The same Shenzhen 2018 New-Style Smart City
Development Plan, for example, builds on several prior “Smart Shenzhen” planning documents
and reflects a mature vision for using ICT to enhance public services, city management, and
economic development in specific ways.87 Table 4 summarizes specific smart city initiatives listed
84
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in Shenzhen’s 2018 plan, including projects related to public services (healthcare, education,
community, and weather), city management (public safety, operations management, transportation,
and water management) and economic development (industry, digital economy, and smart industry
parks). While the document did not identify specific funding sources for this effort, it describes a
competitive funding environment in which city officials were to attract private capital investment
and expand the establishment of separate levels of investment mechanisms to obtain national and
provincial level funding.88
Among the plan’s projects supporting public services, commonalities include using the internet to
establish public-facing information resources and interactive services and sharing existing data
resources between institutions to improve coordination and service quality. Among initiatives
related to city management, themes include enhancing information sharing between organizations
and departments, and using IoT-connected devices such as surveillance cameras, smart streetlights,
water sensors, and port security equipment to improve situational awareness and enhance
efficiency. Within the plan’s content related to economic development, projects aim to promote
integration between online and offline economic activity, use online platforms to share social data
resources, and ensure availability of ICT infrastructure to support businesses. Across all three
application areas, data collection, management, analysis, and sharing are at the heart of all of
Shenzhen’s smart city efforts, reflecting continuity between China’s smart cities initiatives and
other national informatization programs.
Table 4: Example Smart City Projects Identified in Shenzhen’s 2018 New Style Smart City
Development Plan89
Public Services
Healthcare: Set up regional health and family planning information platforms and data centers; set up informationsharing mechanisms linking public health and medical institutions; set up a city-wide resident healthcare services
portal to provide online consultation, appointment-booking, diagnosis, and hospital admittance services; promote
the establishment of online hospitals and smart community clinics.
Education: Set up cloud service platforms for schools and society, including databases with model classroom
curricula; explore cloud-based market spaces for digital education resources; offer multimedia classrooms to 95
percent of elementary- and middle-school students; connect 90 percent of primary and second schoolers with online
study spaces.

实施方案(2013—2015 年)), and “Shenzhen New-Style Smart City Development Plan (2016-2020]” (《深圳市新
型智慧城市建设工作方案(2016-2020 年)》). See also: “[Notice from the General Office of the Shenzhen
Municipal People’s Government on Printing and Distributing the Implementation Plan for Smart Shenzhen
Construction (2013-2015)] (深圳市人民政府办公厅关于印发智慧深圳建设实施方案(2013—2015 年)的通知),”
Shenzhen Municipal People’s Government, August 12, 2017, http://www.besticity.com/place/73115.html; “[Case
Study: Lin Yi: Shenzhen – Building A New National Smart City] (案例分享| 林毅:深圳——建设国家新型智慧城
市),” Shenzhen Economic and Information Committee, November 30, 2017, http://www.besticity.com/info/192960.
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Community: Set up community feedback communications channels and encourage residents to participate in
governance; set up assistance platforms to help handicapped and elderly residents obtain resources; set up legal
services platforms to provide public services and encourage local business entrepreneurship.
Weather: Upgrade the Shenzhen Weather app and WeChat account90 to provide personalized weather services.
City Management
Public safety: Set up smart public safety systems covering public security, production safety, food and drug safety,
and geological safety hazards; build city-wide public surveillance systems and a third-generation public security
command center with full-area surveillance coverage, full network sharing, fully controllable processes, and 24/7
usability; increase the use of information related to social stability, terrorism, crime-fighting, and public security;
develop smart port management systems including intelligent infrared sensing equipment, nuclear detection
vehicles, UAVs, and robotic inspection equipment.
Operations management: Establish a smart city operations management center with functions for displaying city
operational status information, coordinating public services, and supporting decision-making; set up a government
management command center to integrate city information resources with resources from public service
organization and internet, enterprise, and telecommunications operators, to provide real-time city-wide situational
awareness; bolster data sharing and communications between management and public security command centers.
Transportation: Establish a comprehensively-managed, low-carbon green transportation system; upgrade
transportation ICT; promote the use of adaptive streetlights, parking sensors, digital display screens, and video
resources; establish an integrated transportation management center; promote the aggregation and sharing of traffic,
public security, and weather information; aggregate city-wide parking lot information and promote smart parking
to increase utilization rates; initiate autonomous vehicle demonstration and testing projects and accelerate the use
of AI for driverless vehicles to make such vehicles safer.
Water management: Promote sharing of water volume and quality information and GIS and video surveillance
data related to water pipe networks; set up a city-wide “smart sponge” platform to improve capabilities for water
management; implement real-time monitoring of important sewage discharge points.
Economic Development
Industry: Promote integration between internet and industry at the design, manufacturing, and logistics stages;
encourage internet-based design practices including resource sharing, internet-based design collaboration, crowdsourcing, and online 3D printing services; promote internet-coordinated manufacturing, customization, and
manufacturing-as-a-service; set up smart manufacturing demonstration projects.
Digital economy: Promote the sharing of government and other public data to encourage the development of valueadded innovations; establish big data exchanges to promote resource sharing; set up a smart city open source data
innovation service platform to promote the use of social data resources.
Smart industry parks: Ensure availability of fiber-optic broadband, next-generation wireless, and free Wi-Fi
infrastructure; encourage parks to offer cloud services to enterprises based on park-operated cloud platforms.

While the Shenzhen program is slated to run until 2020 and is therefore not subject to a full
governmental evaluation of its progress until that time, preliminary indications suggest that
Shenzhen’s smart city implementation efforts lead the country. A 2018 assessment report of
Chinese smart city development issued by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences rated
Shenzhen’s smart city development standard as the highest in China.91 While it is unclear if these
assessments directly account for the effects of the Shenzhen smart cities plan or even its pre90
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existing strengths as a hub of China’s information economy, it is clear that local and national
officials regard Shenzhen as a shining example of smart city development in China.
Growth in Key Technologies: The IoT, Big Data, and the Cloud
A small number of information and communications technologies (ICT) are repeatedly identified
as key enablers of Chinese smart cities projects, including the IoT, big data, and cloud computing.92
Somewhat less consistently, mobile internet access and artificial intelligence (AI) are also
mentioned as important underlying technologies.93 Figure 3, taken from Shenzhen’s 2018 smart
city development plan, illustrates the foundational role that these technologies are expected to play
in supporting smart city services.
Figure 3: Shenzhen’s Smart City Development Plans
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Source: Shenzhen People’s Government General Office.94

In Figure 3, the IoT, mobile internet, and cloud computing are identified as essential components
of Shenzhen’s smart city sensing network. This is true in other cities as well. Chinese planners
envision using IoT networks, specifically narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) 5G cellular networks,95 to
collect data from vast numbers of smart sensors deployed throughout cities and transfer it to remote
cloud computing platforms for storage and analysis. Public-facing online platforms delivered via
mobile internet provide interfaces to enable users to access services and provide data. As shown
in the figure’s middle layer, by applying big data analysis techniques to cloud-hosted data, city
administrators can maintain situational awareness and gain insight into key urban indicators to
complete a wide range of management functions with improved efficiency, from environmental
monitoring and infrastructure maintenance to transportation system optimization and public
security surveillance. In some cases, smart cities systems may incorporate AI algorithms and
responsive IoT devices such as smart traffic signals, surveillance cameras, and streetlights to
deliver services autonomously without human operators. Table 5 provides additional illustrative
examples of smart cities applications for key enabling technologies.
Table 5: Example Applications of Key Smart City Technologies
Technology
Internet of Things

Big data
Cloud computing

Example Smart City Applications
Networked video cameras; sensors and actuators supporting street and traffic light
automation, smart waste management, water, gas, and electrical infrastructure
monitoring, environmental quality monitoring; smart electrical metering; smart
manufacturing upgrades.
Social credit information platforms; traffic signal optimization; spatio-temporal GIS
information platforms; police and fire incident analysis.
Video surveillance data storage; cloud-based storage and processing of IoT sensor data;
city- and district-level government data storage and computing centers; public cloud
centers for business parks.

Mobile internet

E-government services; smart tourism services; community legal services; weather
information; cashless payments.

Artificial
intelligence

Smart surveillance cameras, streetlights, parking, and public transportation systems;
maintenance scheduling for smart infrastructure & smart manufacturing.

There are indications that China is making significant progress in developing and deploying the
ICT required to support smart cities projects, laying a firm foundation for future growth. Statistics
from the MIIT and other Chinese government agencies show that several industries that China’s
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leaders regard as critical component building blocks of smart cities 96 are expanding rapidly,
including China’s IoT, big data, and cloud computing industries.
•

•

•

Internet of Things: China’s IoT industry has grown from approximately RMB 200 billion
($28.0 billion) in 2010, shortly after IoT was identified as a core development priority, to
nearly RMB 1.5 trillion ($209.8 billion) in 2018, according to a 2018 report from the China
Economic Information Service.97 MIIT also reported that IoT revenues increased by 73
percent year-on-year in 2018.98
Big data: Core industries in the big data sector are projected to grow by at least 25 percent
to reach RMB 720 billion ($100.7 billion) in 2019, according to a report from China
Electronic Information Industry Development (CCID), a think tank affiliated with MIIT.
Big data sales revenues are projected to reach RMB 1 trillion ($139.9 billion) by 2020,
under a 2017 MIIT development plan.99
Cloud services: China’s public cloud market reached RMB 43.7 billion ($6.1 billion) in
2018, an increase of 65.2 percent year-on-year, according to a white paper from the China
Academy of Information and Communications Technology (CAICT), another MIIT
research institute. CAICT projects that the market will nearly quadruple to reach RMB
173.1 billion ($24.2 billion) by 2022.100

While market growth statistics for ICT industries that support smart city industries are one crude
measure of smart city development, evidence suggests that market growth is augmented by largescale investment and deployment of technologies that are viewed as crucial for smart city
development. Regarding NB-IoT networks specifically, China’s major telecommunications
operators are rolling out the technology to hundreds of thousands of cellular base stations, in
accordance with MIIT guidance calling for nationwide coverage via 1.5 million NB-IoT-enabled
base stations by 2020.101 China Telecom had upgraded at least 310,000 base stations for NB-IoT
by early 2018, while China Mobile planned to build more than 400,000 NB-IoT base stations in
2017 and 2018. 102 All three providers also offer integrated solutions to support specific smart city
use cases centered on NB-IoT. For example, China Unicom has developed a smart sewage drain
cover solution to provide real-time information on the location, orientation, and operating
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condition of drain covers. The company also offers end-to-end NB-IoT solutions for smart
streetlighting and electrical metering.103
With respect to artificial intelligence, Chinese AI companies have benefitted from strong national
government interest in developing AI as a strategic industry and appear well-positioned to provide
support for smart cities programs. Under a “New Generation Artificial Intelligence Development
Plan” (新一代人工智能发展规划) announced by the State Council in 2017, China has set
ambitious growth targets for its AI industry—including developing a RMB 1 trillion ($139.9
billion) domestic AI industry to become the world leader in AI by 2030.104 Chinese computer
vision companies such as SenseTime, Megvii, CloudWalk, and Intellifusion have developed
world-leading algorithms for facial recognition, gait recognition, and vehicle and person
identification, and applied them widely within China’s public security surveillance market. To
help address concerns that a shortage of high-end AI talent may limit progress in the future, more
than 30 Chinese universities have established AI colleges under the guidance of China’s Ministry
of Education, and 35 universities will offer an undergraduate AI major starting in Fall 2019.105
Taken together, both market growth and anecdotal indicators suggest that the development of
Chinese smart cities is accelerating through market growth, deployment progress, and educational
prioritization of critical underlying industries related to smart cities.
Coordinating Governance and Management: Leading Small Groups and Big Data
Management Administrations, and National and International Connections
Leading Chinese smart cities experts have identified data sharing and coordination across agencies
as critical challenges for smart cities growth. To help resolve these potential bottlenecks at the
municipal level, cities across China have established interdepartmental leading small groups that
are responsible for managing smart city initiatives within their jurisdictions, and can also maintain
contact with relevant experts and participate in top-level planning.106 For example, the city of
Qingdao’s Smart City Development Leading Small Group (青岛市智慧城市建设领导小组),
established in February 2013, is led by the city’s mayor and includes representatives from the
city’s development and reform commission, economic and informatization committee, and
numerous other administrative units including the city’s education, science and technology, and
public security bureaus.107 Similarly, the prefecture-level city of Panzhihua in Sichuan province
established a Smart City Development Leading Small Group in 2017 under the leadership of the
city’s mayor, which is intended to “accelerate the integration of the city’s data resources and
103
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promote smart city development and big data industry development.”108 Smart city leading small
groups have also been formed at the district government level when necessary to coordinate major
projects.109 For example, the Chengdu Hi-Tech Industrial Development Zone established a smart
city leading small group (成都高新区智慧城市建设领导小组) in 2019 to support high-level
planning, resource and information sharing, and critical project work.110 At the provincial level,
several provinces (including Hunan, Liaoning, Hainan, Shandong, Jiangsu, and Guangdong) have
established Big Data Management Administrations (大数据管理局) to support big data and smart
city initiatives within their respective jurisdictions.111
Beyond municipal and provincial administrative bodies for smart cities projects within their
jurisdictions, organizational mechanisms for coordinating smart city development across localities
are less clear. It is likely that ministries such as MOHURD and MIIT play a role in setting smart
city standards and promoting best practices as an aspect of their involvement in project
certification and sponsorship, but their exact role in enforcing information- and standards-sharing
is unknown. 112 Several national-level organizations have also been formed to exchange
information between smart city industry participants, promote industry standards, and encourage
development, including the China Strategic Alliance of Smart City Industrial and Technology
Innovation (中国智慧城市产业技术创新战略联盟) established by MOST in 2012, the China
Smart City Industry Alliance (中国智慧城市产业联盟) set up by MIIT in 2013, and a National
Standardization General Working Group on Smart Cities (国家智慧城市标准化协调推进组)
initiated by the NDRC, MOST, MIIT, and MOHURD in 2014. 113 Commercial enterprises
providing smart cities products and services to multiple city governments also likely play an
important role in cross-pollination between smart cities projects in different areas.
Internationally, many Chinese cities have been involved in exchange programs, conference events,
and cooperative pilot projects aimed at sharing smart city ideas and experiences with foreign city
administrators. For example, in June 2019, MOHURD and the district government of Shanghai’s
Pudong New Area sponsored the 2019 Smart City International BBS Shanghai Forum, which
108
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brought together representatives for the city governments of Hefei, Shenyang, Chengdu, Huoshan,
Wenchuan, and Foshan, and current and former government officials from Japan, Singapore,
Portugal, and France. Discussion topics included energy conservation, smart tourism, smart city
upgrades for industrial cities, sustainable development, 5G infrastructure, international
standardization, AI, cross-border payments, and comparing Chinese and European smart cities.114
Chinese cities have also formed city-level smart cities partnerships with foreign cities and towns,
such as relationships between Bristol (UK) and Guangzhou,115 Manchester (UK) and Wuhan,116
and Paris and Beijing.117 At the national level, China has also signed a number of strategic smart
cities partnership agreements, including a UK-China Smart City Memorandum of Understanding,
Memorandum of Germany-China Smart City Cooperation, U.S.-China Smart City Cooperation
Framework Agreement, and a Joint Statement Between the People’s Republic of China and the
Republic of India on Launching Smart City Cooperation. 118 These partnerships appear to be
oriented mainly towards knowledge-sharing and trade opportunities, rather than data sharing or
transfers of specific technologies. For example, the Beijing-Paris agreement calls for funding a
joint research lab named City of the Future, while Richard Leese, leader of the Manchester City
Council, called the Wuhan-Manchester agreement a chance to identify shared ambitions,
respective strengths, and trade and business opportunities.119 For further discussion of China’s
promotion of its smart cities technologies abroad, see Chapter 4 of this report.
Commercial Enterprise Involvement
China’s smart cities initiatives are supported by a robust domestic ecosystem of commercial ICT
enterprises. While foreign firms such as IBM and Cisco reportedly played a significant role in
introducing smart cities concepts to China, and international companies such as Microsoft,
Amazon, Deloitte, and Bosch continue to provide technology and consulting services, Chinese
companies are currently the dominant players in China’s smart cities market.120
A 2018 list of top Chinese e-government and smart cities solutions providers from Chinese
industry research firm Qianzhan Industry Research Institute includes well-known technology
brands such as Huawei, ZTE, Inspur, and Lenovo alongside state-owned telecommunications
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giants China Telecom, China Unicom, and China Mobile.121 Internet companies such as Baidu,
Alibaba, and Tencent have also made inroads based on their experience with AI, big data, and
cloud computing technologies; their mobile user bases; and their vast reserves of Chinese
consumer data.122 Other market leaders include cloud solutions providers such as Alibaba Cloud
and supercomputer developer Sugon, AI firms such as voice recognition provider iFlyTek, and
surveillance specialists such as Hikvision and Dahua Technology.123 Table 6 provides examples
of leading enterprises within several technology sectors.
Table 6: Leading Chinese Enterprises in Key Smart City Technology Domains
Technology
Internet of Things &
mobile infrastructure
Big data
Cloud computing
Artificial intelligence

Leading Enterprises
Huawei, China Mobile, Inspur, China Unicom, Tencent, ZTE, H3C, Sugon, Alibaba
Cloud, Hikvision, Dahua124
Neusoft, Tencent, Huawei, Inspur, Beiming Software, H3C, Sugon, Taiji, Digital China,
Alibaba Cloud125
Sugon, Alibaba Cloud, Tencent Cloud, Huawei, UCloud, China Telecom, Amazon Web
Services, Kingsoft, Microsoft Azure, Baidu Cloud126
Alibaba, Baidu, Tencent, iFlyTek, Huawei, SenseTime, Megvii, Intellifusion, CloudWalk,
Yitu, Hikvision, Dahua127

China’s defense conglomerates have also leveraged their experience as systems integrators to
participate in China’s smart city market. The state-owned defense electronics conglomerate China
Electronics Technology Group Co., Ltd. (CETC) established its own Smart City Research Institute
(中电科新型智慧城市研究院有限公司) in April 2016, and has since partnered with city
governments in Shenzhen, Fuzhou, and Jiaxing to design and implement model smart cities in
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these municipalities, 128 designing and integrating smart police services, law enforcement, and
governance platforms with other smart city infrastructure. 129 Similarly, in Tibet, the Lhasa
municipal government has formed a joint venture with CETC to manage core aspects of its latest
“new model smart city” development program. 130 CETC’s 54th Research Institute, a major
supplier of military communication systems to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), has
reportedly taken a leading role in designing Lhasa’s overall smart city architecture.131
In addition to CETC, state-owned aerospace defense conglomerates China Aerospace Science and
Industry Corporation, Ltd. (CASIC) and China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation
(CASC) have also developed smart cities business lines. CASIC, for instance, has designed smart
cities concepts that include smart public security, transportation, and governance programs for
more than twenty Chinese cities, including Wuhan, Hangzhou, Shenyang, and Shaoxing, and
CASC established a dedicated smart cities subsidiary—Shenzhen Aerospace Smart City System
Technology Co., Ltd. (深圳航天智慧城市系统技术研究院有限公司)—in 2016.132
While not all of these companies are necessarily state-owned, many of them are, and those that are
not state-owned nevertheless boast close ties to the governing apparatus. Many of these companies
have used close relationships with local and central development initiatives to help develop smart
cities technologies, and many of them are some of the largest companies in the world in their
respective areas of technical expertise. Taken together, these formal and informal members of the
“national team (国家队)”133 represent some of the Party’s most successful attempts to use private
means to develop economic strength in information and communications technology by allowing
these firms to dominate in a large, domestic smart city market.
Successes to Date, Challenges Ahead
On the whole, China has made considerable progress in implementing smart city solutions to
improve city management and better the lives of Chinese urban residents. As of November 2018,
100 percent of Chinese cities at the vice-provincial level and 90 percent of prefecture-level cities
(more than 700 cities in total) had either put forward smart city development plans or were in the
128
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process of building smart city projects, according to Xu Zhenqiang, deputy director of the Digital
City Center at the China Urban Science Research Association.134
Recent examples of successful smart city projects in major Chinese cities abound. For example:
•

Hangzhou’s “City Brain” platform, initially developed by Alibaba in 2016,135 now uses AI
algorithms to manage more than 1,000 road signals around the city, shortening commutes,
detecting potential traffic accidents, and improving emergency response times by up to 49
percent.136 The city was previously ranked the fifth most-congested city in China but has
fallen to 57th since the system was launched.137

•

On December 1, 2016, the Shanghai municipal government began offering streamlined
government services for residents through a Citizen Cloud platform accessed by mobile
app. The platform includes more than 100 government services, including drivers’ license
details, health records, and local services.138

•

Beginning in 2010, Guangzhou launched a regional health information platform to store
electronic health records for residents and link municipal hospitals and clinics. 139 The
program has stored more than eight million electronic health records and linked ten local
hospitals and clinics since its initiation. Guangzhou hospitals also offer patient services
through an integrated smart medical app, enabling citizens to book appointments, pay
hospital fees, and arrange for home delivery of prescription drugs all from their smart
phones.140

•

In Shenzhen, transportation managers have deployed AI and big data technologies to
improve road safety. As of June 2018, the city’s roadway surveillance network incorporates
computer vision technologies capable of identifying images of traffic violators with 95
percent accuracy.141

Despite these signs of progress, challenges loom on the horizon. First, the primary bottlenecks for
future smart cities growth may be as much institutional as technological. As China Smart City
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Development Research Center (中国智慧城市发展研究中心) Director Dan Zhiguang recently
noted, most Chinese smart city development efforts to date have been relatively short-term projects
focused on delivering immediate benefits, rather than long-term programs with a clear vision for
sustainability. As pilot projects evolve into mature systems and services, smart city growth will
require greater consideration of long-term mechanisms for operations and management, including
institutional reforms as well as technological solutions.142
Second, better mechanisms for coordination and data sharing between municipal government
agencies and departments, as well as between jurisdictions, will be needed to generate maximum
value from the vast amounts of information that smart cities systems generate. Chinese smart cities
planners have identified “isolated data islands” (数据孤岛) as an important issue requiring
resolution across a variety of application domains. Government departments with different data
interfaces and practices can sometimes fail to effectively share data with one another, resulting in
unused data and increased inefficiency that can hinder further smart cities development.143
Third, as smart cities information resources proliferate, better measures for data management and
information security will need to be enforced. Already, major Chinese surveillance network data
leaks have exposed private information about the lives of individual city residents. In Beijing,
several gigabytes of surveillance data tied to public surveillance facial recognition systems were
left exposed by an unknown aggregator in early 2019. The information provided sufficient detail
to track the behavior of residents in at least two small housing communities in the eastern part of
the city, including where they went and for how long.144 In Xinjiang, data leaked from a Chinese
surveillance firm exposed information tied to 2.5 million people, including individual names,
identification card numbers, birth dates, and 6.7 million location data points collected over a
twenty-four-hour period. 145 In both instances, the exposed data resided in a weakly-protected
database operated by a private enterprise on behalf of local public security authorities, suggesting
that information security practices currently lag behind advances in data collection technologies.
Last but certainly not least, both Chinese officials and foreign observers will likely continue to
encounter difficulties in accurately assessing China’s actual progress in developing smart cities.
The most candid assessments of smart city development are likely controlled documents meant
only for internal government consumption, and periodic assessments of development progress that
might be reported to higher officials (e.g., reports collated for Five Year Plans) are likely closelyheld documents. Instead of publishing detailed official assessments, official media outlets trumpet
quasi-official studies as indicators of smart city development: 146 one annual study of Chinese
142
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smart city development standards run by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and the Guomai
Internet Smart Cities Research Center (国脉互联智慧城市研究中心) since 2011 used network
surveys, database and document surveys, and unspecified data analysis methods to rate China’s
smart city development.147 Specific city projects, like the Smart Shenzhen effort described above,
are unlikely to undergo rigorous government evaluation until the initial development periods have
ended, as prescribed by their policy planning documents. As a result of these circumstances,
observers of Chinese smart city developments will likely continue to struggle with accurately
gauging the status of Chinese smart city development.
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III | “The Masses Have Sharp Eyes:” Technology and Mass
Surveillance in Chinese Smart Cities
Key Findings
• Chinese government officials are embracing smart city technologies—especially IoT,
mobile internet, cloud computing, and big data—to expand, improve, and automate
information collection and analysis for mass surveillance.
•

Much of the implementation of this “smart surveillance” occurs at the local level, although
local surveillance programs are increasingly tapping into national-level information and
network resources, augmenting local programs as part of development towards a fullyintegrated national surveillance system.

•

Massive local implementation of smart city surveillance has created difficulties in
upgrading surveillance equipment and fostered a low degree of standardization and
integration for systems deployed in different regions and localities in China.

•

Even as China embraces smart cities technologies to surveil its people, it will continue to
use volunteers to monitor the actions of the general population and to augment smart city
surveillance. This practice of “mass defense, mass rule” (群防群治) is a continuation of
historical CCP surveillance efforts that stands to benefit greatly from increased use of smart
cities technologies.

•

China’s current mass surveillance efforts and the industry that supports them are some of
the largest and most prolific in the world, but China’s future ambitions for domestic mass
surveillance likely dwarf the size and scope of its current extensive surveillance state. The
CCP’s intent to deploy 626 million video cameras by 2020, widening adoption of artificial
intelligence, and functionally nonexistent civil rights protections are laying the
groundwork for a digital panopticon.

One facet of smart city development that has attracted considerable worldwide attention is the
danger that the vast quantities of data collected by smart city technologies could be used by
authorities to surveil the populace. In the United States, groups ranging from the American
Planning Association to the American Civil Liberties Union have voiced legal and ethical concerns
about the privacy implications of smart city technologies. 148 In China, where civil liberties
protections are functionally nonexistent, public security officials have openly embraced the use of
smart city technologies to surveil the citizenry in response to a call from the central government
to “integrate the informatization of public security into the overall planning and construction of
smart cities” (将社会治安防控信息化纳入智慧城市建设总体规划).149
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Although the Chinese government rarely uses overt terminology such as “mass surveillance” to
describe the role of smart city technologies in their public security ecosystem, this is unmistakably
their intended function. 150 In regions such as Xinjiang and Tibet where China is aggressively
monitoring its minority populations, smart city technologies are a crucial component of campaigns
of surveillance and repression. As a result, China’s development and acquisition of constituent
technologies such as the Internet of Things, big data, cloud computing, and satellite geolocation,
poses privacy and human rights concerns far beyond what one encounters elsewhere.
China’s approach to mass surveillance poses unique analytical challenges. In particular, China
prefers, whenever possible, for its citizens to practice self-surveillance and self-policing, since a
cowed citizenry accomplishes the state’s objectives without massive expenditure of state resources.
This, however, necessitates perpetuating the belief that mass surveillance is comprehensive,
omniscient, and highly efficient. The regime and its partners therefore have a strong incentive to
convince the public and the world that China’s mass surveillance system is highly advanced and
perfectly effective, even if neither are necessarily true.
This chapter uses a variety of authoritative sources to assess the extent to which smart city
technologies enable mass surveillance to be more effective, including writings from Chinese public
security officials and researchers that describe the prospects and challenges of implementation for
various forms of mass surveillance. Although the real-world implementation of any given
surveillance technology often varies considerably between different Chinese municipalities, these
baseline assessments offer a general sense of the capability and development trajectory of China’s
mass surveillance environment.
The first section of this chapter contextualizes China’s current mass surveillance efforts by briefly
outlining the CCP’s longstanding history of surveilling its civilian population and stated
justifications for doing so. The second section describes recent efforts to use technology to improve
mass surveillance, detailing the impact of smart city technologies on Chinese capabilities. Finally,
the chapter concludes with a brief comparative assessment of China’s mass surveillance efforts
relative to those of other nations.
The Evolution of Mass Surveillance in the People’s Republic of China
China’s mass surveillance efforts have attracted considerable international attention in recent years.
Much of this attention has focused on the government’s intensified surveillance of the Uyghur
ethnic minority in the Xinjiang region, but foreign media has also devoted substantial press to the
deployment of advanced surveillance technologies in major Chinese cities and on the Chinese
internet.
China’s program of mass surveillance is actually an outgrowth of long-running CCP surveillance
efforts aimed at controlling both their cadres and the general populace. Following the
establishment of the PRC in 1949, the Party sought to solidify its hold over society using both a
formal state coercive apparatus comprised of public security organs (公安机关) and an informal
public participation in surveillance in accordance with a concept known as “mass defense, mass
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rule” ( 群 防 群 治 ). 151 While the former relied upon regular public security patrols and law
enforcement, “mass defense, mass rule” relied upon public security committees (治安保卫委员
会) formed by local leaders to maintain domestic social stability and suppress potentially counterrevolutionary activity. This dual approach to mass surveillance ensured that public security organs
could rely upon not only their own investigative apparatus but also grassroots surveillance for
information on those who might run afoul of the Party’s mass line.152
The PRC’s “reform and opening up” (改革开放), from 1978 onward, presented new challenges
for China’s internal security apparatus that it sought to mitigate using technology. The rapid
expansion of the Chinese economy throughout the 1980s and 1990s was accompanied by
significant internal population migration, which undercut the ability of local cadres and grassroots
security organizations to effectively surveil local populations. While Party officials may not
necessarily have foreseen this type of challenge when reforms began, the Party’s public security
apparatus was well-positioned to respond by accelerating its development and deployment of
surveillance technologies. In 1978, the Ministry of Public Security (MPS) established the 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd Research Institutes, each of which has developed a range of surveillance technologies
ranging from video cameras to computer network and internet surveillance tools. The Ministry
also established a national-level Science and Technology Bureau ( 科 学 技 术 局 ), with
corresponding departments and offices created within the provincial and municipal Public Security
Bureaus (PSBs).153 The successors to these entities are responsible for planning and implementing
technical mass surveillance methods for China’s public security apparatus today.
The turn towards technology has translated into several notable efforts to improve mass
surveillance using information and communications technologies, even well before China’s
official embrace of smart cities. Many of these efforts have been iterative and built upon progress
made during prior initiatives. For instance, the 1998 program known as Golden Shield (金盾工
程), which involved the construction of a nationwide information network for the MPS and its
provincial and municipal counterparts, 154 was followed by the 3111 Project in 2005, which
installed video monitoring systems in 22 cities on an experimental basis.155 The Skynet Project (天
网工程) began supporting the installation of video surveillance systems across the country shortly
thereafter, followed most recently by the Sharp Eyes (雪亮工程) program in 2015.156 The timing
of these city informatization initiatives and major surveillance improvement programs is illustrated
in the diagram below:
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Figure 4: Chinese City Informatization and Mass Surveillance Technology Programs

Source: General Office of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and General Office of the State
Council of the People’s Republic of China.157

Recent authoritative Party and state documents calling for improved mass surveillance frequently
justify these efforts in terms of public security (公共安全) or societal security (社会安全). The
April 2015 “Opinion on Strengthening Construction of the Societal Safety and Control System”
(关于加强社会治安防控体系建设的意见, henceforth referred to as the 2015 Opinion), gives the
consensus view within the Party regarding the importance of mass surveillance in ensuring public
security. The document, issued by the General Office of the CCP Central Committee and the State
Council General Office, called for authorities to expand the scope of the “social safety control
network” (治安防控网) as part of a broader effort to increase the visibility of public security issues,
improve infrastructure security, and identify and mitigate events such as disruptive crimes and
unrest. While the Opinion does not explicitly include a Chinese term for “mass surveillance,” it
calls for the accelerated deployment of video monitoring systems and internet surveillance in urban
and rural areas to be integrated with other smart city technologies as part of an overall public
security effort.158
This emphasis on societal security has taken on greater significance as part of Xi Jinping’s recently
expanded articulation of Chinese national security interests. In 2014, Xi included societal security
in a description of his overall national security concept during the first meeting of the Central
Committee’s National Security Commission (中央国家安全委员会), signaling that in his view
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the concept was a prominent component of broader national and regime security. 159 The
importance of public and societal security to the Party’s continued rule of China virtually ensures
that Party officials will continue to emphasize mass surveillance efforts, including through smart
city technologies.
Smart City Improvements for Mass Surveillance
Indeed, Party cadres at the highest levels of the Chinese leadership have frequently stressed the
importance of smart city technologies in maintaining public security. In May 2013, Meng Jianzhu
(孟建柱), then-Secretary of the Central Committee’s Political and Legal Affairs Commission (中
共中央政法委员会), emphasized that “public security construction (平安建设) should be
integrated into the planning and requirements of smart cities…in order to promote the
“intelligentization” (智能化) of public security construction efforts.”160 The aforementioned 2015
Opinion was more specific, calling for “regular use of next-generation internet, Internet of Things,
cloud computing, smart sensors, remote sensing, satellite positioning, geographic information
systems, and other technologies” in public security systems. The Opinion also explicitly called for
the accelerated expansion of China’s public security video monitoring systems as part of an
Internet of Things Security Area Testbed (物联网安防小区试点), especially in rural areas, large
cities, and public spaces.161
It is clear from relevant books and other Party documents that the CCP intends to use multiple
smart city technologies to substantially augment and even revolutionize its mass surveillance
capabilities. Many of the technology areas named by the 2015 Opinion are identified as smart city
technologies in relevant Party instructional materials which explicitly describe mass surveillance
as one of their possible applications. One 2016 volume written for Party leadership cadres contains
a summary of the role that “next-generation information technologies” (新一代信息技术) play in
smart city development, identifying “automatic monitoring and control” (自动监测, 监控) as a
primary use of Internet of Things technologies and arguing that mobile internet development
should be carried out to serve the needs of mobile law enforcement (移动执法).162
Other Party works see the potential for new predictive capabilities in big data. For example, a 2017
volume published by the Central Party School argues that big data can improve the regulation and
monitoring of internet opinion by mining the “opinions, behaviors, emotions, footprints, and other
characteristics” of netizens in order to “unearth hidden negative opinions, predict their
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development, intervene in advance, and effectively resolve public opinion problems to reduce the
risk of societal safety incidents.”163
Table 7: Roles of Next-Generation Information Technologies in Smart Cities164
Definition

Role

Internet of Things
(物联网)

Communication network
between devices

Collecting data

Cloud Computing
(云计算)

Expandable/shrinkable
“lake” to provide unified
computing resources

Processing data,
providing application
services

Mobile Internet
(移动互联网)

Wireless communication
network

Transporting data,
providing mobile
application services

Big Data
(大数据)

Ultra-large amounts of data
with different structures,
able to be used to illuminate
data with valuable
information

Data mining, data
visualization

Use Areas
Automatic monitoring
(surveillance) and
control165
Data centers, software
and information service
platforms
Mobile applications
(mobile office work,
mobile law
enforcement)
Industry and
government
intelligentization

Even when Party literature does not give specific guidance as to how smart city technologies will
be used to improve mass surveillance, academic papers published by technical public security
personnel articulate a range of possible uses for these technologies. There is a particularly wide
body of published academic research conducted by state personnel focusing on the surveillance of
internet opinion and various aspects of video surveillance. Examples of detailed research abound:
one 2016 issue of the MPS 3rd Research Institute’s technical journal featured details of a notional
internet monitoring system that would use a cloud computing platform to carry out trend analysis
of Tibetan internet opinion.166 An August 2017 article in the technical journal of the MPS 1st
Research Institute described the use of facial recognition technologies on video surveillance data
collected during a six-week evaluation period from July to August 2016 in Qinhuangdao.167 Taken
together, these articles strongly suggest that a number of local governments have incorporated a
wide range of smart city technologies into their mass surveillance efforts in order to improve
information collection and analysis capabilities.
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Local Implementation, National Aspirations
Many Chinese government plans for “smart surveillance” systems are coming to fruition, and
although they are often deployed in a piecemeal fashion in different locales, they are increasingly
equipped with access to national-level information resources. For instance, many of the smart city
command centers installed in local public security departments have differing specifications and
capabilities but are increasingly built to function interoperably and tap into shared national-level
resources, namely the national-level Public Security Intranet (公安内网) and the national EGovernment network. For example, Wujiang District Public Security Department personnel noted
in a joint August 2018 article with specialists from the MPS 1st Research Institute and Dingqiao
Communications Technology Company (鼎桥通信技术有限公司) that their cloud-enabled
command center had access to the aforementioned national Public Security Intranet, a local video
dedicated network (视频转网) and group dedicated network (集群专网), and an unspecified
public network (公网).168 Further south, a June 2019 article by members of the Shenzhen Public
Security Department proposed a command platform with connectivity to the “Four Networks (四
网),” namely the national E-Government Network (政务网), industrial networks (企业网), the
internet (互联网) , and a Police Duty Network (警务网) that would include connectivity to the
national Public Security Intranet, a mobile dedicated network, and a video dedicated network.169
The similarities (and slight variations) in network connectivity between public security command
centers in different provinces are indicative of broader ongoing attempts to ensure compatibility
across regions and throughout the nation.
At the same time that smart city technologies are increasingly used to improve mass surveillance,
public security authorities have continued standardizing certain aspects of their technology. The
MPS has issued a range of guiding documents and technical standards intended to govern
implementation of smart city information technology. For instance, the 2016 National Public
Security Mobile Police Service Construction Technical Solution (全国公安移动警务建设总体
技术方案) contains requirements and guidelines for using mobile internet to increase police
effectiveness. Technical standard GB/T 28181-2011, also issued by the MPS, gives specifications
for information transport, switching, and control for video monitoring systems. These are a few
examples of efforts to encourage standardization across different use cases for smart city
surveillance technologies throughout China.
Given China’s abundant research and development of smart city surveillance technologies,
increasing standardization, and widespread deployment in a variety of Chinese localities, it is clear
that Party authorities aspire to build a more unified tapestry of smart city mass surveillance systems
that can share resources at the national level. Nevertheless, several public security officials have
acknowledged that the breakneck pace of development and deployment of various smart city
surveillance technologies has resulted in systemic impediments to further development. Some of
these problems are described in the next section.
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The Mass Problems of Smart Surveillance
Chinese public security personnel stationed around the country have faithfully carried out Party
directives to incorporate smart city technologies into existing mass surveillance programs, but the
uneven introduction and development of smart city technologies in local surveillance systems has
resulted in a number of systemic problems. Public security officials acknowledge that these issues
are often caused by the sheer scale of smart surveillance programs, and that these problems
continue to hinder Chinese smart surveillance efforts, even with the benefit of massive amounts of
funding and general awareness of the problems at hand.
One commonly cited roadblock in the deployment of effective smart city surveillance technologies
is the low degree of standardization and integration. Many of the technical standards that lay out
specifications for surveillance equipment are optional or intended for reference only, resulting in
a surveillance industry awash in technical standards but deficient in real-world interoperability.
Different localities implement their own surveillance solutions with their own preferred vendors.
While in theory these deployments are compliant with broad guidelines set forth by these
documents, in practice many systems are comprised of “isolated information islands” (信息孤岛)
in which vast amounts of public security data reside in non-standardized or incompatible storage
platforms outside the reach of the public security officials that could use it.170
While officials attempt to standardize equipment and connect it to national information resources
as described in the previous section, the maturity and effectiveness of any given smart city
surveillance technology remains up for debate. For example, according to technical researchers
writing in the June 2019 issue of Police Technology, the Chinese government’s facial recognition
technology continues to suffer from a bevy of technical difficulties, including impractically
stringent passive face-matching requirements and impossibly high data bandwidth requirements
for integration with other systems.171 These technical impediments continue to constrain China’s
mass deployment of the most advanced surveillance technology.
Another frequently articulated bottleneck in smart surveillance deployment is the difficulty in
upgrading equipment, especially surveillance cameras. The 2015 “Opinion on Problems in
Strengthening Public Security Video Surveillance Construction Network Application Work” (关
于加强公共安全视频监控建设联网应用工作的若干意见), which was issued jointly by nine
different administrative departments, made officials responsible for upgrading all cameras to highdefinition models by 2020. The Opinion also called for “100 percent coverage of important public
areas” and “100 percent coverage of important industrial locations” with 100 percent networked
capability, and an overall operational readiness level of 95 percent for industrial areas and 98
percent for public areas in all-weather, day-or-night conditions. 172 However, repairing or
upgrading massive numbers of surveillance cameras installed by past initiatives, however, presents
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an enormous challenge even for officials with the mandate, willpower, and funding to carry out
these tasks. Additionally, researchers have noted that some of China’s most confounding technical
difficulties (namely the stringent technical collection requirements for facial recognition) cannot
be resolved by simply installing more cameras to cover greater areas.173 Nevertheless, China’s
highest authorities continue to emphasize coverage percentage and the elimination of any “blind
spots” (盲区) rather than measures that would more directly mitigate the issue.174 Worse, the sheer
difficulty of upgrading hundreds of millions of surveillance cameras is amplified by the lack of
standardization across localities.
A more infrequently acknowledged problem is a continued reliance upon humans to carry out mass
surveillance despite introduction of technological solutions to increase automation. Official
sources do not describe manpower-intensive mass surveillance, although one August 2019 article
by a specialist in the MPS Science and Technology Informatization Bureau (科技信息化局) noted
that public security command centers often continued to use obsolete technology, making it
difficult to integrate artificial intelligence, mobile internet, cloud computing, and big data into
public security intelligence work.175 Unofficial sources suggest that among other aspects of mass
surveillance, manual data entry continues to drive much of China’s fledgling smart surveillance
panopticon: a May 2019 report by Human Rights Watch revealed that a MPS Integrated Joint
Operations Platform mobile application relied heavily on public security officers to manually enter
pertinent data on surveillance targets in Xinjiang.176
These systemic issues continue to bedevil the latest smart city surveillance efforts. As of
September 2017, public security officials from Chuzhou noted that the Sharp Eyes Project suffered
from all of the issues described above.177 Other sources, like those described above, suggest that
officials continue to wrestle with technical problems in mass surveillance and the impact of the
localized, mass deployment approach for smart surveillance that the central government has
adopted.
The Past as Future
Even if researchers successfully identify and iron out the kinks in smart city mass surveillance
programs, the CCP is unlikely to completely replace the “mass defense, mass rule” component of
public surveillance with smart city technology. While smart surveillance could substantially
reduce the human workload of surveilling 1.4 billion people, the Party’s use of smart city
technologies is meant to enhance its mass approach to surveillance rather than replace the “mass
defense, mass rule” concept entirely. For instance, the surveillance work carried out by the formal
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public security apparatus is still frequently augmented by the surveillance efforts of private
companies. In this version of “mass defense, mass rule” for a new era of information technology,
private companies like Tencent and Alibaba are part of the collective “masses,” actively
cooperating with state-owned enterprises and government authorities to surveil and censor mobile
internet traffic as well as develop better surveillance methods.178
The Party’s continued dedication to “mass defense, mass rule” is exemplified in a literal human
sense in its latest video surveillance expansion program, the Sharp Eyes Project (雪亮工程). Sharp
Eyes derives its name from Mao Zedong, who once said that “in times of need, the masses have
sharp eyes; when not required, the masses do not recognize the truth (需要的时候，群众的眼睛
是雪亮的；不需要的时候，群众是不明真相的).”179 As befits its name, Sharp Eyes hands over
responsibility for monitoring neighbors, residents, and passersby to vetted local volunteers, who
watch surveillance video feeds that are piped to their living rooms through their network-connected
smart TVs.180 Video screenshots suggest that aside from the companies that research, manufacture,
and install video cameras, Sharp Eyes also relies on cooperation from local state-run cable
television companies.181
Ultimately, China’s prospects for successfully implementing a technological panopticon in concert
with its existing mass approach to surveillance depend largely upon whether or not public security
authorities can eliminate the systemic and technical roadblocks described in the sections above.
For the foreseeable future, however, the CCP will continue to rely upon “mass defense and mass
rule” augmented by smart city technologies to secure its grip on power. While this philosophy may
suggest that smart city technologies are not yet mature enough to be fully deployed in enhancing
mass surveillance, it is also perhaps due to the CCP’s historical approach in this sphere and is
likely to remain a centerpiece of the CCP’s technological surveillance state well into the future.
Chinese Mass Surveillance in an International Context
The use of smart city technologies in Chinese mass surveillance naturally prompts the question of
whether China’s approach is substantively different than the approaches other countries have
undertaken. By almost any rough measure, China’s mass surveillance programs are quantitatively
and qualitatively more prolific than those of almost every other nation in the world.
Rough quantitative measures suggest that China’s mass surveillance program is one of the biggest
on Earth and is expanding at a rapid clip. In 2017, China reportedly had 176 million surveillance
cameras, and by July 2018, a separate report estimated that number had risen to 200 million
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surveillance cameras, some four times as many cameras in aggregate as in the United States.182
These figures amount to a ratio of about 1 camera for every 7.1 people in China, compared to about
1 camera for every 6.58 people in the United States. Although these ratios suggest that China has
fewer cameras per capita than the United States, China is planning to greatly expand its coverage:
some sources claim that China plans to increase that figure to some 626 million cameras by 2020,
which would mean a ratio of approximately 1 camera for every 2.27 people in China.183
While China does not itemize its public security expenditures to account for spending on mass
surveillance equipment, its public security budget has ballooned in recent years, with a substantial
portion of the increase undoubtedly directed towards surveillance technology. According to
official figures, China’s central government public security expenditures totaled some RMB 18.6
billion ($2.6 billion) in 2016, rising to RMB 21.5 billion ($3.0 billion) in 2017 and then to RMB
46.7 billion ($6.5 billion) in 2018 for an increase of nearly 2.5 times in a span of two years.184
While these figures are comparatively paltry—the central government of the United Kingdom
spends £8.6 billion ($10.8 billion) on its police185—the dramatic increase in China’s central public
security budget highlighted a committed investment in internal security dating back to at least 2011,
when China’s internal security budget eclipsed its defense spending.186
The industry that supports China’s smart surveillance is similarly gargantuan. China’s surveillance
technology companies are behemoths: they sell their wares with few privacy or legal constraints
at home and are rapidly expanding their presence abroad, behavior which will be described in
greater detail in the following chapter. For instance, Hikvision, a subsidiary of state-owned defense
electronics conglomerate China Electronics Technology Group Co., Ltd. (CETC), 187 was the
single largest surveillance equipment maker on the planet in 2017, boasting some 21.4 percent of
the world’s market share for closed-circuit television cameras and other surveillance equipment.188
What makes China’s mass surveillance program unique is not simply its aggregate relative reach,
or substantial increases in government funding, or the increasing demand for surveillance
equipment described above. Substantive qualitative differences between China’s smart city mass
surveillance capabilities and those of other nations lie just below the surface. China is using old
182
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methods and new technologies to advance the development of its smart surveillance state,
including both China’s ongoing use of “the masses” as a central component of mass surveillance
and reliance on new smart city technologies to augment the perception (if not necessarily the reality)
of omnipresent surveillance. Governed by a Communist Party that is ever more concerned about
domestic threats to its continued rule and watched by both neighbors and police equipped with
ever-present surveillance cameras and algorithms, China’s population is likely to continue living
under the sharp eyes of the masses and the watchful algorithms of the Party for the foreseeable
future. As the Chinese regime deepens its embrace of smart mass surveillance, Chinese companies
have raced to develop more effective smart city technologies, and increasingly, market them
abroad.
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IV | China’s Export of Smart Cities
Key Findings
• Chinese companies have been successful at promoting and installing smart cities
technologies around the world. Analysts identified 398 reported cases of 34 different
Chinese firms exporting smart cities technologies through involvement in smart cities
development projects in a total of 106 countries.
• The Belt and Road Initiative, China’s signature foreign policy, highlights smart cities as a
“strategic opportunity” for Chinese firms to expand abroad. While these plans do not
include specifics about future expansion, it is possible to infer that smart city promotion as
part of the Belt and Road Initiative will continue to be an international priority with backing
from the highest levels of the Chinese government.
• In developing nations, smart cities projects focused on installing surveillance technologies
and network infrastructure have been notable successes of Chinese national champions like
Huawei, often with the financial backing of state-owned banks like the Export-Import Bank
of China.
• Chinese firms see more developed countries as valuable sources of technology and
expertise as well as markets for Chinese technology, frequently developing partnerships
and establishing joint laboratories in these countries. These partnerships are used in part to
promote Chinese technology standards and expand access to advanced technology and in
part to improve international perceptions of Chinese firms.
• Though clear information on data sharing arrangements between Chinese technology firms
and local governments abroad could not be found, expanding access to global data sets to
include these firms gives them a market advantage and may aid Chinese intelligence
collection efforts.
• Through all of these avenues, the growth of Chinese smart cities exports presents a serious
economic and security challenge to the United States.
The Chinese government is directing significant funds toward surveillance, e-government, big data,
5G, and other smart cities technologies domestically, and the export of these systems is a natural
outgrowth of this investment.189 China has become one of the most important exporters of smart
city technology by supplying foreign governments with communications and surveillance
infrastructure. According to the National Bureau of Economic Research, this surge of exports in
data and communications infrastructure is closely linked to China’s status as the world’s largest
official creditor, which positions it advantageously to supply both the labor and technologies for
many of the projects it finances.190 This chapter provides a data-driven investigation quantifying
the overall contribution of Chinese companies to building smart cities across the globe. It first
introduces Chinese policy context for the export of smart cities technologies through the Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI), state financing, and international standards-setting; then discusses the
methodology analysts used to identify 398 reported cases of Chinese firms involved in smart city
development projects in a total of 106 countries; presents 5 case studies that illustrate general
189
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trends in the role of Chinese smart cities technology in developing and developed countries;
discusses future plans and possible trajectories; and closes with a summary of the economic and
political implications of these exports for the United States.
By supporting both domestic technological development and international exports and
infrastructure projects, the Chinese government has been aiming to become the leading developer
and exporter of smart cities technologies and products globally for years already, introducing
supportive policies and pilot projects since 2013.191 The Chinese smart city products and systems
involved in projects abroad are not limited to a single technology or industry: analysts identified
Chinese exports of telecommunications infrastructure, unified management platforms, egovernment systems, and surveillance systems.192 In order to quantify the breadth of Chinese smart
city-enabling technology abroad, analysts first identified the main Chinese companies developing
industrial standards for these products domestically and then investigated their activities in other
countries.
Taking Smart Cities Abroad: The Belt and Road Initiative, State-Backed Financing, and
International Standards Organizations
Chinese policymakers believe that the construction of smart cities is a vital component of China’s
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which provides a “strategic opportunity” for Chinese firms to
expand abroad.193 This pairing of smart cities with the BRI comes from the highest levels of the
Chinese government: in a May 2017 speech, Xi Jinping stated that the BRI must “promote big
data, cloud computing, and smart city construction.”194 Chinese national-level plans emphasize
that BRI investment in smart cities technologies will entail the acquisition of and investment in
foreign companies and the establishment of foreign research centers.195 Although in many cases
established specifically to assuage governments’ security concerns, Huawei and ZTE have already
accomplished this by opening dozens of such research facilities in cities in Central America,
Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East that are focused on research and testing of smart grid,
IoT, big data, cloud computing, and other smart city technologies. 196 Beyond these general
191
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framings of Chinese priorities in smart cities and development partnerships abroad, no top-level
guidance from Chinese government organizations could be found that identifies more specific
plans on how they intend to further capture the global smart cities market.
Accessible financing has been vital to China’s success in marketing smart city technology to the
developing world. According to a recently published report by the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, both the United States and China have successfully found export markets for
the AI-driven surveillance technology that is increasingly a key feature of smart cities
implementation.197 However, Chinese companies have sold surveillance technology in a far wider
range of countries, especially in the developing world, in part because the projects have been
bought on credit. This is illustrated in the two maps below. Out of the countries using any kind of
AI surveillance technologies (depicted by default in dark blue, while those not using AI
surveillance technologies are in light gray), those purchasing U.S. surveillance technologies are
highlighted with a purple overlay on the map to the left, and those purchasing Chinese-made
surveillance technologies are highlighted with a green overlay on the map to the right. While many
countries are purchasing these technologies from both the United States and China, of the countries
that are only purchasing from one or the other, a far greater number are buying from China.
Figure 5: Global Deployment of AI Surveillance Technology
United States (left) and China (right)

Source: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.198

Since both developed and developing nations are looking to build smart cities to increase
efficiency as well as improve quality of life for their populations, there is growing demand in many
parts of the world for smart cities products. In many middle-income countries like South Africa
and Brazil, issues of violent crime overshadow privacy concerns, supporting a growing market for
surveillance systems. 199 Although wealthier countries have less interest in Chinese security
products, Chinese firms see more developed countries like Germany and South Korea as valuable
sources of technology and expertise as well as markets for Chinese technology, frequently
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developing partnerships and establishing joint laboratories in these countries. 200 These
partnerships could be used to facilitate technology transfer as well as to encourage foreign firms
to conform to Chinese-developed technology standards.
Another route for promoting Chinese standards is through international standard-setting bodies
such as ITU, 3GPP, and IEEE. China’s active participation in these organizations helps steer the
standards-setting process in a direction that is advantageous to Chinese companies, creating a
mutually reinforcing system between the volume of its exports and the prominence of its role in
the standards process.201 As in other international technology standards organizations, Chinese
delegations have been effective in securing leadership roles, thus gaining an outsized say over the
bodies’ decision-making processes. For example, although the International Standards
Organization/International Electrotechnical Commission Joint Technical Commission 1 (ISO/IEC
JTC 1) working group on Smart Cities has 25 member nations, all three of the officers are from
China (which has led the group since its inauguration as a Study Group in 2013), and three of the
group’s ten meetings have taken place in China.202 It is difficult to measure the impact of this
aggressive approach to smart cities-related international standards organizations, as the varied
nature of smart cities development and its rollout atop existing municipal and security functions
makes fruitful standardization difficult. That said, it is a strategy that has given Chinese exports an
advantage in the past and one China can be expected to continue.
Methodology and Study Limitations
No comprehensive database quantifying Chinese smart city projects abroad currently exists. To
identify the Chinese companies most likely to be involved in smart cities systems abroad, analysts
compiled a list of the most prominent Chinese firms selling smart cities technologies and systems.
These Chinese firms were gathered from lists of organizations producing Chinese smart cities
industrial standards, 203 partners and members of Chinese smart cities industry alliances and
research centers,204 and entities listed in securities research reports on Chinese smart cities industry
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development.205 Overall, the key Chinese companies interfacing with foreign technology firms
through smart cities expos and alliances are well represented within the aforementioned groups.
Analysts searched the official websites of each of the 65 companies on this list for reports of smart
cities projects in other countries. These searches yielded 398 reported cases of 34 different Chinese
firms exporting smart cities technologies through involvement in smart city development projects
in a total of 106 countries. An overview of the geographic distribution of these projects is presented
in a map in the figure below.
Figure 6: Globally Identified Chinese Smart Cities Projects206

Source: Analyst-compiled data set.

The nature of smart city applications itself was a challenge to collecting a uniform data set. Smart
city implementation involves multiple discrete products such as servers, surveillance cameras, and
sensors can be utilized in smart city applications. Since classifications of “smart cities technologies”
can be wide-ranging and inconsistent, the collection of projects abroad in this data set is likely
incomplete, but analysts made efforts to be inclusive rather than exclusive. An overview of the
products and technologies considered for this effort is provided in the following section. For the
compiled dataset, analysts included references to exports that were a part of smart city applications
205
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as well as those that had the potential to be used in smart city implementation. Specifically, any
project described as involving “smart cities” technology was included, and technologies with
established smart cities applications were also included, regardless of whether or not they were
described as part of a “smart cities project.” For example, surveillance systems deployed in public
settings were included regardless of whether or not they were marketed for larger-scale smart cities
applications such as unified operations platforms.
Some Chinese companies are more forthcoming about their work abroad than others, resulting in
a data set that disproportionately represents those companies. For example, Huawei provides
detailed case studies of many of their “success stories,” while most information about smart cities
infrastructure built by the China Electronics Import & Export Corporation (CEIEC, 中国电子进
出口有限公司) has been gathered from third-party sources. In a similar fashion, many of these
companies do not specify their projects in sufficient detail to include in this study. In addition, in
many cases it is difficult to pinpoint the direct financing of smart cities projects; this has only been
specified when it could be confirmed.
Identified Smart City Technology Exports
The smart cities technologies identified in this set of projects fall into the major categories of
surveillance, network infrastructure, big data, fintech, integrated platforms, and municipal services
(Table 8). Network infrastructure and surveillance technologies have been especially successful
exports to BRI countries,207 in part due to the vast resources that the Chinese government has put
into developing these industries domestically. While dozens of Chinese companies are involved
with smart cities projects, in this data set, Hikvision and Huawei appear as the largest exporters of
relevant products and services with 136 and 56 projects respectively, followed by Dahua and
ZTE208 with 51 and 36 projects. This is consistent with other studies that identify Huawei as one
of the most important vendors of smart cities technology globally.209
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Table 8: Overview of Identified Chinese Smart Cities Technology Exports
Technology
Category
Surveillance

Network
Infrastructure
Big Data
Fintech
Energy
Integrated
Platforms

Municipal
Services

Product Type
IP cameras, CCTV, DVR, NVR, video
management systems, police body
cameras, traffic surveillance systems,
facial recognition, IR cameras, license
plate recognition
Backbone networks, Wi-Fi, high-speed
networks, 3G, 4G, and 5G infrastructure,
LTE networks
Cloud networks, data centers, servers
Mobile payment applications, automated
payment systems
Smart grid, smart meters, advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI)
Emergency response systems, “safe city”
solutions, unified urban operation
platforms, command centers, dispatching
systems, call centers
Smart parking, traffic management and
control systems, bus system, smart
streetlamps, smart waste management

Chinese Companies
Involved
Huawei, Hikvision,
Dahua, Shenzhen ZNV,
Megvii, Kedacom,
Cloudwalk, Uniview, EHualu, Yitu
Huawei, ZTE, H3C
Huawei, Alibaba,
Tencent, Sugon, Inspur,
Sangfor, iSoftStone,
ChinaSoft
Huawei, Ping’an, Panda
Electronics
Huawei, ZTE, CEIEC
Electric
Huawei, ZTE, Dahua,
Alibaba, Kedacom,
Shenzhen ZNV
Huawei, Hikvision,
Dahua, Kedacom
Gosuncn, E-Hualu, Panda
Electronics, Founder
International, Carsmart,
TelChina, Shenzhen ZNV,
iSoftStone

Present in Case
Study
Malaysia, Ecuador,
Kenya, Germany,
United Kingdom
Malaysia, Ecuador,
Kenya, Germany,
United Kingdom
Malaysia, Germany

Malaysia, Kenya

Malaysia, Ecuador,
Kenya, Germany
Malaysia, Kenya,
Germany, United
Kingdom

Looking at Chinese smart cities technologies, it is clear that a wide range of countries see Chinese
smart cities offerings as desirable solutions to domestic urban security, transportation, and
infrastructure challenges. The breadth of projects that could be identified shows how well Chinese
firms have met this demand. From the set of smart cities projects, analysts selected five countries
as case studies: Malaysia, Ecuador, Kenya, the United Kingdom, and Germany. These countries
were chosen to be representative of multiple stages of economic development, types of smart cities
technologies provided, and existing Chinese investment. Each of these five countries were found
to have imported Chinese surveillance equipment and network infrastructure. In general,
developing nations (Malaysia, Ecuador, and Kenya) are more likely to be collaborating with China
on unified security management smart cities projects, while developed nations (United Kingdom)
have more partnerships with Chinese companies to provide ICT infrastructure, security cameras,
and intelligent municipal services. Germany is the exception to this trend and has involved Chinese
companies in projects implementing integrated smart city platforms in addition to network
infrastructure and surveillance cameras. The broad correlation between levels of economic
development and choice of smart cities projects provides an indication of which technology areas
Chinese companies might be likely to target when doing business in any given country.
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Case Study: Smart City Platforms in Malaysia
To keep pace with an increasing population and level of urbanization, the Malaysian government
has begun exploring smart cities initiatives. Malaysia’s top trading partner is China; 210 as a
participant in BRI projects and a target nation for encouraging BRI trade as part of the “China
Indochina Peninsula Economic Corridor,”211 it is perhaps unsurprising that Malaysia has partnered
with several Chinese technology providers to install smart cities technologies (Table 9), including
surveillance systems, ICT infrastructure, and smart traffic management platforms. As with Chinese
banks’ involvement in smart cities projects in other countries,212 at least one planned smart city
project in Malaysia is funded by a Chinese state-backed financial institution: China Construction
Bank’s plan to finance a Malaysian government-planned Labuan smart city project.213 While few
Malaysian smart city development efforts can be definitely tied to Chinese state-owned banks,
these institutions have in the past supplied loans to Malaysia for infrastructure projects, making it
likely that they are also financing a proportion of these smart city projects.214
Table 9: Chinese Smart Cities Projects Identified in Malaysia
Company
Huawei215
ZTE216
Alibaba
(Aliyun)217

Technology
Category
Network
Infrastructures
Network
Infrastructure
Big Data
Integrated Platform

Location

Projects and Products

Sabah

“Smart State”

[Unspecified]

5G R&D

Kuala Lumpur

ET City Brain
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Hikvision218
Dahua219
Ping An220
Megvii221
Yitu

222

Carsmart223

Municipal Services
Surveillance
Surveillance
Fintech
Integrated Platform
Big Data
Municipal Services
Surveillance

Kuala Lumpur
[Unspecified]

Public Space Surveillance Systems
Public Space Surveillance Systems

[Unspecified]

“N+1” Smart City Platform
Blockchain-based ledgers
Integrated government services app

[Unspecified]

Surveillance

[Unspecified]

Municipal Services

Kuala Lumpur

[Unspecified]
Facial Recognition-Enabled Police
Body Cameras
Smart Parking

The most prominent example of a Chinese smart cities system deployed in Malaysia is Alibaba’s
integrated smart city platform. In January 2018, Alibaba’s cloud computing brand Aliyun (阿里
云, or Alicloud) announced plans to make Kuala Lumpur an implementation site for their “ET City
Brain” (ET 城市大脑) smart city solution, the first deployment of the product outside of China.224
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ET City Brain is an integrated AI-enabled system utilizing Alibaba’s Apsara cloud computing
platform 225 that conducts real-time data collection and integration of traffic and emergency
response data from hundreds of traffic cameras and other sources.226 The system aims to improve
the efficiency of traffic flow and influences traffic signal timing to allow for emergency vehicle
passage.227 Malaysian news sources indicate plans to implement this system in other Malaysian
cities. 228 Alibaba’s project came after Malaysia established a digital free trade zone for ecommerce229 and a data center in Kuala Lumpur in 2017, providing computing power for Alibaba
to leverage in establishing this big data platform.230 Alibaba has played a role in other smart citiesenabling technology cultivation efforts in Malaysia—the Malaysia Tianchi Big Data Program was
designed to identify startups with technologies to solve large-scale technical challenges in
Malaysia.231
The Malaysian government has also been working closely with Huawei to develop smart cities
technologies and build ICT infrastructure.232 Huawei has provided training, products, and services
to Malaysia since 2011233 and has been advertising its smart cities solutions to Malaysia since
2015.234 Since inadequate infrastructure was previously a barrier to the implementation of smart
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cities solutions in Malaysia,235 Huawei partnered with local telecommunications companies and
developed opportunities for technology exchange to help upgrade Malaysia’s telecommunications
infrastructure. Significant progress began in 2013 when Huawei constructed an office and data
center in Iskandar236 and has expanded in the years since to encompass state- and province-level
cooperative agreements. In March 2016, Huawei signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
with the Sabah state government to provide ICT equipment, which would ultimately be the
backbone for any future smart cities infrastructure.237 In September 2017, Huawei signed an MoU
with the central Malaysian government to develop public security and smart cities solutions for
Malaysian cities. 238 Later that fall, Huawei also announced plans to establish a smart cities
laboratory in Kuala Lumpur to facilitate the exchange and implementation of these technologies.239
It is likely that Chinese technology firms’ presence in Malaysia will continue to grow, and with it
the amount of Chinese-built smart cities infrastructure.
Case Study: Integrated Security Platforms in Ecuador
Ecuador, which has historically enjoyed strong trade ties with China and benefitted from
significant Chinese lending,240 officially joined the BRI in December 2018. This official accession
(as opposed to merely participating in BRI-affiliated projects) makes it the most closely tied to the
BRI of the countries examined in this chapter’s case studies and is reflective of a generally close
relationship between China and Ecuador. China is Quito’s largest lender,241 and major state-owned
entities such as the China Road and Bridge Corporation (CRBC, 中国路桥工程有限责任公司),
CEIEC, and China Exim Bank all have a long-standing presence in Ecuador, particularly in the
realm of infrastructure construction.242 As in many markets around the world, Huawei and ZTE
are the dominant suppliers serving Ecuador’s telecommunications firms (see Table 10).243
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Table 10: Chinese Smart City Projects in Ecuador
Company

Technology Category

Huawei244

Network Infrastructure
Surveillance
Integrated Platform

ZTE245

Network Infrastructure

CEIEC246

Surveillance
Integrated Platform

Gsafety247

Surveillance
Integrated Platform

Location
Quito
Guayaquil
Cuenca
Nationwide
Nationwide
Quito
Guayaquil
Cuenca
Quito
Guayaquil
Cuenca

Projects and Products
ECU911 Integrated Security Service
Backhaul Network Infrastructure
Backhaul Network Infrastructure
ECU911 Integrated Security Service

ECU911 Integrated Security Service

China’s most prominent smart cities project in Ecuador is the ECU911 Integrated Security Service.
This project, developed from 2011 to 2015, was designed and built by CEIEC. It is described by
the director of policy research at the China Electronics Corporation (CEC, 中国电子信息产业集
团), the state-owned defense conglomerate that owns CEIEC,248 as a “networked command system”
(网络指挥系统) for police, military, and first responders, made up of an integrated alarm system,
intelligent analysis module system, video monitoring system, GPS positioning system, GIS map
system, and one-button alarm system. CEC says the goal of ECU911 is to integrate alarms and
video surveillance across the country to provide a unified national security system and integrate
the resources of the state to realize effective emergency response.249 CEC claims that following
the installation of this system, 92 percent of calls can be responded to within four seconds and that
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there has been a 24 percent reduction in crime rates over an unspecified period,250 though a New
York Times investigation has disputed the effectiveness of the system.251
This project illustrates the close collaboration between China and Ecuador on surveillance
technology, a relationship that may allow China access to additional data sets. Chinese technicians
work alongside Ecuadorian personnel in ECU911’s headquarters in Quito.252 In the process of
establishing ECU911, two delegations traveled from Ecuador to surveillance laboratories in China,
and CEIEC established the Laboratory for Comprehensive Security Systems within the Quito
headquarters of ECU911. This lab houses ten Chinese CEIEC researchers and technicians and
reportedly develops new security programs for ECU911, including a “Mobile Locator” program
designed to provide Ecuadorian police with the capability to geolocate any mobile device.253 In
2016, a deputy director of the ECU911 Integrated Security Service announced that ECU911’s
3,500 cameras would have access to facial recognition technology,254 and the Chinese embassy
provided $15.4 million in equipment to support license plate recognition capability.255
Ecuador is moving to implement further smart cities initiatives in the future, which are likely to
rely on imported technology. The mayor of Quito has announced a public biometric facial
recognition initiative as part of its 2018–2021 e-government plan.256 Though the extent to which
this plan will utilize Chinese technology has not been announced, Ecuador will likely continue to
be receptive to the surveillance offerings of CEIEC and Chinese firms like it.
Case Study: Surveillance and Smart Payment Systems in Kenya
Chinese companies have rushed to build infrastructure in Africa, and Kenya has been one of the
most important recipients of their attention. China is Kenya’s largest external creditor and top trade
partner257 and Chinese firms have built a variety of big projects in Kenya, including electric power
250
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infrastructure, port facilities, and highways. 258 Chinese sources refer to Kenya as an “active
participant” in the BRI.259 One of the highest-profile Chinese infrastructure construction projects
in East Africa touted as a BRI centerpiece has been the Standard Gauge Railway between Nairobi
and Mombasa,260 a project funded with $3.2 billion USD in loans paid from the state-owned China
Exim Bank to the state-owned CRBC to build the railway. 261 Recognizing the questionable
commercial viability of some of its BRI loans, China announced it was withholding funding for
the remainder of the railway in 2019. Kenya’s debt to China has grown at such a high pace
(nominal $400 billion USD in 2011 up to nominal $4.7 trillion USD in 2017)262 that the Chinese
ambassador had to publicly state that China would not seize control of a Kenyan port as a result
of infrastructure-driven loans.263
Chinese technology firms have not been left out of this debt-fueled boom. Numerous Chinese tech
firms have launched notable smart cities projects in Kenya, headlined by Huawei’s development
of Nairobi’s “Safe City” system (see Table 11).264
Table 11: Chinese Smart Cities Projects in Kenya
Company

Technology Category

Location

Surveillance, Fintech, Big Data,
Network Infrastructure,
Integrated Platform

Nairobi

Huawei265

Nationwide
Konza

Projects and Products
Nairobi Surveillance System, Hospital
Teleconferencing and Data
Management Software
M-PESA Mobile Payments
Konza Smart City Data Center
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Hikvision266
Dahua267

Surveillance
Surveillance

Nairobi
Nairobi

E-Hualu268

Municipal Services

Nairobi

Public Space Surveillance Systems
Public Space Surveillance Systems
Kenya Intelligent Traffic Signal
System

Huawei has had a significant presence in Kenya since 2002 and is the largest supplier of ICT
equipment to Safaricom, a subsidiary of Vodafone and the dominant telecommunications firm in
the country.269 Huawei’s collaboration with Safaricom has coincided with the massive growth of
the ICT sector in both Kenya specifically and in sub-Saharan Africa overall. In 2005, only 13.5
per 100 people were mobile phone subscribers, but a decade later, more than 4 out of 5 Kenyans
had access to mobile communications. 270 This “informatization” has enabled smart city
technologies to grow in a country many may not think of as a driver of technology innovation, and
Chinese technology firms have been deeply involved in that evolution.
A perfect example of the rapid deployment of information technologies in Kenya is the growth of
mobile payments technology. In 2007, Safaricom established the M-PESA system, a mobile
money system that allows people to transfer money or pay bills using their cell phones. By 2017,
more than 58 percent of Kenyans used a mobile payment system to transfer money271 and there
were 40 times more M-PESA agents in Kenya than ATMs.272 In 2015, when Safaricom decided to
move the infrastructure supporting M-PESA from Germany to Kenya, Huawei provided the new
system.273 Moreover, M-PESA was adopted as a supported payment method by the Chinese mobile
commerce platforms WeChat in 2018274 and AliExpress in 2019,275 further drawing Kenya’s ICT
network into China’s growing smart cities ecosystem.
Concerns about the affordability of Kenya’s debt to China have reduced the ambitions of some
Chinese projects in the east African nation, but one project that appears to be proceeding is the
Konza Technology City. In 2019, Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta secured a $173 million USD
loan for a data center in the planned smart city. The development of this 5,000-acre former cattle
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ranch had been a campaign promise of President Kenyatta, but until the funding for this Huaweiled development was secured, little progress had been made. While the city is planned to include
a National Cloud Data Center, Smart ICT Network, Public Safe City and Smart Traffic Solution,
and Government Cloud and Enterprise Service, this loan is the first sign of progress on any such
system.276
Huawei’s smart city project in Nairobi is far more concrete in terms of targeted use and goals than
the planned Konza Technology City. Kenya’s capital Nairobi has long had a high crime rate,277 a
lack of security that made it a natural market for Chinese surveillance technology. In 2014, Kenya
Safaricom signed an agreement with the Kenyan government to build a surveillance network in
Nairobi.278 Huawei conducted the actual construction of this project, which installed 116 LTE base
stations, 1,800 cameras, 200 traffic surveillance systems, and 2 data centers.279 They also built an
Emergency Command Center in Nairobi for video monitoring and voice-based first responder
dispatching, face and license plate recognition capabilities, and call center interoperability.280 In a
video on Huawei’s website, a narrator says that in Nairobi, “Big Brother monitors their goings-on
from miles away.” As the senior superintendent of the Nairobi police force said, “Anybody who
does anything is being watched.”281 Although Huawei claims its Nairobi surveillance system led
to a 46 percent drop in the crime rate since going into operation in 2015, local media has questioned
the system’s effectiveness.282
Huawei is not the only Chinese technology company to offer surveillance technology to Kenya.
Chinese video surveillance technology manufacturer Hikvision advertises how its “HikCentral”
cloud-based video management system has been used in stores across Nairobi. 283 Dahua
Technology Co. Ltd., another large surveillance technology producer, makes more than $10
million USD a year in Kenya supplying surveillance equipment for public spaces.284
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President Kenyatta’s Kenya Vision 2030 plan calls for an expansion of the national urban area
surveillance system to Mombasa, Nakuru, and Kisumu.285 Despite this plan, continued investment
in larger systems like the Nairobi surveillance systems, or even more ambitious projects like the
Konza Technology City, are likely to be hobbled by the limits of Kenya’s budget.
Case Study: Investment and Innovation in Germany
Germany is both a vital development partner and customer of Chinese smart cities products.
Though Germany has not signed on to the BRI, it is the most important of China’s trading partners
in Europe and a vital end node for the project’s overland trade routes. In addition, it has been an
important recipient of Chinese investment.286
Since 2011, many major German cities have pushed toward developing smart cities in pursuit of
national-level and EU objectives,287 with as much as $23.6 billion USD available for funding smart
cities projects in Germany between 2014 and 2019.288 German municipal governments have forged
direct partnerships with Chinese tech companies and both countries’ governments have
encouraged cooperation on smart cities development efforts. 289 In 2013, German Chancellor
Angela Merkel and Chinese Premier Li Keqiang established the Sino-German Urbanization
Partnership in order to guide future city growth in both countries, and it has since been a route for
cooperation.290 In early 2019, leaders from both countries met to reiterate bilateral cooperation
efforts.291
China primarily provides ICT infrastructure and municipal smart cities solutions to Germany, as
well as some installations of surveillance products (see Table 12), but Germany is an exception
among the developed nations studied for this chapter in that its local governments have paired with
Chinese companies to develop integrated smart city platforms. The most significant smart cities
projects identified in Germany involve Huawei smart cities solutions and technologies. In June
2018 and February 2019, Huawei signed agreements with the German cities of Duisburg and
Gelsenkirchen outlining cooperation in smart cities construction.292 In announcements about both
285
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agreements, Huawei sources specify that the company planned to provide ICT services to
implement smart cities solutions including both data and command centers. 293 In the state of
Hessen, ZTE has been awarded contracts to implement its “Smart Street 2.0” system—a collection
of sensors and wide area networking equipment that collects data and provides information about
available parking spots and street congestion. This system also will reportedly include garbage
cans that inform municipal waste collectors when they are full and streetlights that adjust their
output according to ambient conditions.294
Table 12: Chinese Smart City Projects Identified in Germany
Company
295

Huawei

Technology Category
Big Data
Network Infrastructure
Municipal Services
Municipal Services

ZTE296

Municipal Services
Integrated Platform

Location
Duisburg
Gelsenkirchen
Hamburg
Rüsselsheim am
Main, Kelsterbach,
and Raunheim

Projects and Product
Data Centers, 5G Infrastructure
Smart Cars, E-Government,
Surveillance, Traffic Control,
Smart Parking
Smart Waste Management
Smart Streetlamps, Smart Waste
Management, Smart parking,
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Network Infrastructure

Hikvision297

Surveillance

Bonn
Cologne and
Dusseldorf
Cologne
Frankfurt
Nuremberg

CASIC298
Gosuncn299
TelChina300

Big Data
Network Infrastructure
Municipal Services

Frankfurt
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Wide Area Network, Operations
Center
Smart Streetlamps
Network Technology
Digital Video Recording
IP Cameras, Smart Parking
System
Integrated Video Management
System
Cloud Infrastructure
RFID; 4G OBD Terminal
Smart Lampposts

Huawei has also made steps to establish research centers focused on smart cities-related
technologies in these German cities. In the case of Gelsenkirchen, Huawei planned to establish a
research center to develop new products and applications with local partner companies.301 Another
Huawei-established lab there will develop smart municipal service technologies such as smart
lighting, park management systems, and intelligent waste disposal systems.302 Since 2016, Huawei
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has also established research labs in Munich and Frankfurt focused on smart manufacturing and
information security.303 In Munich, Huawei also agreed to set up a joint lab with a German startup
developing smart streetlamps.304 These labs are used in part as testbeds for new technologies and
to build relationships with these kinds of tech firms. They are also in part a showcase to build
public interest in smart cities technologies and acceptance of or support for Huawei’s role in
developing them.305
Local German governments’ embrace of smart cities solutions from Huawei and ZTE illuminates
a series of security concerns. News reports discussing Huawei’s work in Duisburg make no
mention of Huawei access to or control of German government data, though it can be assumed the
Chinese company is legally required to comply with European Union privacy and data protection
laws.
Case Study: Infrastructure and Security Cameras in the United Kingdom
The United Kingdom has been considered a leader in developing smart cities-related standards306
and engaging domestic innovation in this field.307 While China plays a smaller role in trade with
the UK than it does in the developing country case studies,308 and the UK is not a member of the
BRI, British firms have engaged with Chinese companies in smart cities collaboration and joint
development both at home and abroad. Chinese and UK governments have interacted through cohosted forums, conferences, and workshops on smart city technologies. 309 These relationships
between UK and Chinese entities appear to be focused on expanding trade opportunities in China
for UK companies to supply technology as well as share knowledge and expertise. For example, a
China-UK agreement made as part of China Smart Cities International Expo in August 2018
sought to provide business contacts and collaboration opportunities between companies in both
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countries.310 Numerous British companies and governments have established partnerships with
Chinese companies to collaborate on smart cities-related research, 311 like the partnership
established in 2011 between British telecommunications provider BT and ZTE to work on
telecommunications research and “develop international standards” for globally compatible
systems.312 The only Chinese company partnership with a UK local government that could be
identified was Huawei’s agreement in July 2017 to collaborate with the city of Milton Keynes to
develop smart cities technologies.313
For their parts, Chinese technology companies have set up several research labs and centers in the
United Kingdom to facilitate partnerships with local companies and universities. Huawei
established an Open Lab and research labs focused on smart cities-enabling fields such as big data
and distributed data management and processing in Newbury, London, and Edinburgh in 2014,
2016, and 2017,314 and ZTE established an R&D and Innovation Centre for network testing and
development in London in 2011.315 Similarly, Huawei set up a research lab focused on NB-IoT at
Vodafone’s headquarters in Newbury in 2016 to allow for a network testing environment. 316
Although according to statements from British telecommunications providers, these relationships
have not necessarily resulted in increased Chinese smart cities technology exports in the United
Kingdom;317 it would instead be a likely route for facilitating technology transfer and a way to
gain local public support for Chinese technology products. Huawei has even started acquiring
companies in pursuit of better positioning in the UK market—in 2014, the company acquired the
UK-based startup Neul that specializes in smart city applications for IoT technology.318
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While it has been considered a leader in developing smart cities standards, the United Kingdom’s
existing data networks are not as advanced or widespread as those in other parts of Europe, which
will be key to facilitating smart cities development.319 Analysts found evidence of two types of
exported Chinese smart cities technology in the United Kingdom: security cameras and ICT
infrastructure (see Table 13). In contrast with the developing nations surveyed in this report, the
United Kingdom appears to lack any unified smart cities or security platforms from Chinese
technology providers. Instead, there is only evidence of localized security systems. In addition to
these exports, Chinese technology companies have partnered with local telecommunications
providers and technology suppliers to establish research centers to engage in local technology
exchange. A list of the specific smart city projects conducted by Chinese technology companies in
the United Kingdom that could be identified is provided in the table below.
Table 13: Chinese Smart City Projects in the United Kingdom
Company

Technology
Category

Hikvision320

Surveillance

Dahua321

Surveillance

Location
Bath, Dorset, London,
Glasgow, Manchester,
Nottingham, Isle of Wright
[Unspecified]

Projects and Products
Public Space Surveillance Systems
Public Space Surveillance Systems
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TelChina322
Huawei323
Kedacom324
DRORE325

Municipal Services
Network
Infrastructure
Surveillance
Municipal Services

[Unspecified]

Smart Lighting

Newcastle

Broadband network

[Unspecified]
[Unspecified]

Public Space Surveillance Systems
[Unspecified]

On the ICT infrastructure side, announcements from both Huawei and ZTE clearly state the
companies’ intentions to invest heavily in smart cities technologies in the United Kingdom.326
Huawei has had a presence in the United Kingdom supplying mobile networks since opening an
office there in 2001, and ZTE has recently emerged as a competitor supplying ICT
infrastructure.327 While less attention has been dedicated to reporting on the presence of Chinese
surveillance cameras in the United Kingdom, Chinese-exported surveillance cameras and
monitoring systems supplied by Hikvision, Dahua, and Kedacom are easily found. Compared to
the rest of Europe, the United Kingdom has proportionally large quantity of CCTV cameras
installed for public safety.328 According to a 2017 report on smart cities in the United Kingdom
commissioned by Huawei, many UK cities already have cameras and surveillance systems for
public security and traffic management purposes.329 Although several cases of security system
sales were found across the United Kingdom, these sites lacked the unified operation platforms
present in systems installed by Chinese companies in some other countries.
The United Kingdom’s position as a focus for investment and innovation for China is similar to
that of the United States. Like the United States, UK officials have recently voiced concerns about
the security risks of allowing Chinese companies such as Huawei and ZTE to construct crucial
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broadband network and 5G infrastructure. Citing security concerns, the British government
blocked ZTE 5G equipment in April 2018. 330 In late 2018, telecommunications provider BT
reported it was removing Huawei components from its 4G network as part of existing plans to
standardize its system.331 In response to these concerns, Huawei set up the Huawei Cyber Security
Evaluation Centre (HCSEC) to assuage concerns about its 5G network,332 but it is likely that the
establishment of this center comes with the same risk as the numerous other research-focused
centers Huawei has established.
Future Plans and Trajectories
From a broader strategic standpoint, China’s leaders are unlikely to abandon the accelerated export
of smart city technologies and infrastructure to foreign countries. While detailed future plans to
increase Chinese exports of smart city equipment are not available in open source literature,
official sources indicate that China’s aggressive export posture for smart cities technologies will
likely remain a keystone feature of China’s foreign policy. Recently-inked agreements like the
2017 “BRI Digital Economy International Cooperation Initiative” (“一带一路” 数字经济国际合
作倡议) purportedly lay the groundwork for increased cooperation in the information technology
industry between China and foreign countries, for which China’s exports of smart cities
technologies will undoubtedly play an important role.333 A September 2019 report from the staterun newspaper Economic Daily confirmed that smart cities development remains an integral means
of fostering cooperation between China and foreign nations engaged in the information technology
component of the BRI, also known as the Digital Silk Road (数字丝路).334 Judging by these
documents and the inclusion of the BRI into the CCP’s constitution,335 the full strategy, policy,
and commercial machinery of the Chinese regime is hard at work increasing Chinese exports of
smart cities technologies abroad. It is difficult to imagine anything short of an abrupt policy
reversal at the highest levels of Chinese governance that is likely to dramatically change the
trajectory of this approach.
In some countries, Chinese companies will continue to supply smart cities technology and
infrastructure, likely with continued high-level diplomatic or policy support from the Chinese
government organs and financial assistance from state-run Chinese financing organizations. Many
of the future prospects for expansion of Chinese exports are evident from the case studies described
above, in which several countries like Ecuador and the United Kingdom express enthusiasm for
more smart cities projects that would likely include Chinese participation.
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On the other hand, a long-term strategy of exporting smart city infrastructure using heavy subsidies
may prove fiscally unsustainable for China’s government in the long run. Several signs point to
deceleration in financial support for BRI initiatives in some development areas: analysis indicates
that lending from Chinese policy banks—for all intents and purposes arms of the Chinese
government—has decreased in aggregate from 2015 through 2018.336 For their part, prominent
Chinese intellectuals have objected to the government’s profligacy abroad, claiming that the
money used to help finance economic development in foreign countries could be better used on
development in China itself.337
Implications for the United States
From a commercial and economic standpoint, China’s emphasis on promoting the development of
smart cities projects abroad presents competition and collaboration opportunities for U.S.
technology firms. According to one forecast, the global smart cities market is projected to grow
18.9 percent from $71.3 billion USD in 2018 to reach $237.6 billion USD by 2025. 338 The
opportunity this growth presents has prompted major technology providers to approach emerging
target cities in Southeast Asia, Africa, and South America interested in procuring smart cities
solutions. In the course of providing infrastructure for smart cities, Chinese technology companies
have partnered with U.S. companies to develop and implement smart cities-enabling technology
solutions. For example, Huawei lists numerous international firms with significant U.S. presence
as part of its “Smart City Ecosystem,” including Accenture, Tyco, Hexagon Software, and
AgentVI. 339 Computing solutions provider Inspur partners with a number of prominent U.S.
information technology companies including IBM, HP, Oracle, Seagate, Intel, and Microsoft, and
has partnered with Cisco to conduct smart cities projects in China. 340 These technology
partnerships entail a range of activities including ensuring technical compatibility, research
collaboration, and joint hardware installation.
The prevalence of Chinese hardware, software, and infrastructure used for developing smart cities
in countries abroad has the potential to affect U.S. technology companies’ position in those same
markets. For example, U.S. companies are already part of the smart cities landscape in Malaysia,
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and its governments already utilize products for smart city applications from Microsoft, 341
Oracle,342 and Hewlett Packard.343 China’s push to develop smart cities for Malaysia may push out
these U.S. companies from the market, as a result of more competitive pricing and loan
arrangements. At the same time, since the current environment of smart city applications is
complex and requires the integration of sensors, inputs, and databases, the growing global
development of smart cities may simultaneous create opportunities for U.S. firms to offer
innovative products and services to create reliable smart cities.
National Security Implications
China’s prolific export of smart cities technologies also has national security implications.
Technology companies worldwide are frequently reluctant to share the details of data sharing and
transfer arrangements publicly, and Chinese smart cities exporters are no different. Many
technology companies subscribe to the theory that “data is the new oil,”344 and Chinese technology
firms are just as likely as their Western counterparts to want to exploit as much of this resource as
possible. The data that Chinese technology firms collect will not only give them a competitive
advantage in the development of big data platforms and AI, but it may also be available to Chinese
intelligence services.345 This has led to the fear that smart cities equipment installed abroad will
be the eyes and ears of the Chinese Ministry of State Security.346 Moreover, there is a risk that
Chinese-built smart city technology could permit cyberattacks affecting U.S. allies or U.S. forces
abroad.347 In most cases studied, the full extent of any privacy or security risk remains unclear, but
even with conservative assumptions, the growth of Chinese smart cities exports presents a serious
economic and security challenge to the United States.
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V | Smart Cities and U.S.-China Relations
Key Findings:
•

•
•
•

•

The United States government has adopted a bottom-up approach to smart city
development that stands in contrast to China’s top-down model, taking a “convening”
rather than a leading role and encouraging localized implementation with a policy focus on
security and privacy as “first order design principles.”
The United States has tied its promotion of smart cities abroad to larger policy initiatives
under the Indo-Pacific strategy that emphasize a values-led system as an alternative to
authoritarian development models (namely, China’s BRI).
Challenges in capturing and categorizing data make comparisons of U.S. and Chinese
smart cities technologies difficult, but evidence suggests that Chinese hardware is broadly
on par with U.S. products, while Chinese software lags behind.
What makes U.S. smart cities policies lasting and sustainable in the long run—the bottomup approach that leverages local skills and advantages—also makes these communities
vulnerable to compromised technologies in city infrastructure and systems, Chinese or
otherwise, as the focus has historically been more on local priorities and needs than a
unified, national approach to privacy and security.
While the U.S. government has taken some steps to secure ICT systems and supply chains,
Chinese smart cities products are still in use across the United States, despite known
vulnerabilities and suspected potential for compromise through PRC legal mandates
requiring Chinese firms to share information with their government.

As outlined in this report, the PRC has marshalled significant resources toward the stated goal of
becoming the leading global smart city technology power. This leads to the question of where it
stands in comparison with the United States, home to many of the companies that pioneered these
technologies. This chapter explores the relative strengths of the United States and China in smart
cities development, platforms, and applications in three sections. The first provides a brief
overview of the context for U.S. smart cities development in terms of domestic and international
policy initiatives; the second compares Chinese smart city technologies to their U.S. counterparts;
and the third analyzes smart cities security and the penetration of Chinese smart cities technologies
into U.S. critical infrastructure and describes the potential risks from this exposure. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of the implications of these developments for the United States now
and in the future.

U.S. Smart Cities: A Big-Picture, Bottom-Up Approach
The imperatives driving smart cities initiatives globally—namely, the need for sustainable urban
development coupled with the emergence of new technologies for city administration—are also
present in the United States. U.S. politicians and professional associations have identified a clear
need for infrastructure maintenance and improvement with opportunities for smart cities growth.348
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On a policy level, Washington has consistently emphasized a bottom-up approach to smart city
development, stressing the importance of local solutions for unique local needs.349 Thus, rather
than pressing a singular approach to smart cities development, the U.S. government works in its
convening capacity to connect the different nodes within the system—be it through inter-regional
forums and organizations, data- and information-sharing to reduce redundancies, or large nationallevel meetings.350 Both government and private actors tend to paint in broad strokes, highlighting
overarching smart cities goals and corresponding ICT categories and focusing on what smart cities
can accomplish rather than what defines a smart city. As a result, there is ambiguity in the use of
the term “smart cities” in the United States.351
Federal policy support for smart cities did not gain significant momentum until 2015, when the
Obama administration released its overarching “Smart Cities” Initiative, with an initial $160
million aimed at fostering greater interconnectivity and coordination in smart cities development.
The Initiative was lauded as the first of its kind for connecting city initiatives with federal
support352 and its launch reflected the U.S. government assessment that greater federal support
could help local communities tackle shared challenges while addressing broader goals, such as
spurring domestic job creation and economic growth and expanding export opportunities for U.S.
companies.353
As the first administration to push smart cities development, the Obama White House described
smart cities as “communities that are building an infrastructure to continuously improve the
collection, aggregation, and use of data to improve the life of their residents—by harnessing the
growing data revolution, low-cost sensors, and research collaborations, and doing so securely to
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protect safety and privacy.”354 This emphasis on cybersecurity and privacy as “first order design
principles” is a hallmark of U.S. government discussions of smart cities.355
Central to the “Smart Cities” Initiative are U.S. government agency-led efforts to bolster
innovation, support new programs, and cultivate relationships among stakeholders, funded through
National Science Foundation (NSF) research grants and investments from Executive-level
departments targeting “national priorities” carried out at the local level. 356 NSF funding is
designated for research institutions and universities working on smart cities technologies,
particularly for application in their local environs, such as the NSF’s $3 million grant to the
University of Chicago for internet sensors in its namesake city.357 Federal agency funding comes
in forms like the Department of Commerce’s Regional Innovation Strategies program, which aims
to cultivate economic resiliency through regional capacity building.358
A U.S. federal government graphic depicting various agencies’ roles in the smart cities landscape
is presented below, with the vertical ovals indicating programs that span more than one application
area and the horizontal ovals representing those that cover multiple technology readiness levels.359
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Figure 7: Federal Government Agencies in Smart Cities

Source: Networking and Information Technology Research and Development Program (NITRD).360

The Trump administration’s 2018 “Connecting and Securing Communities through Digital
Technologies: A Guide for Federal Agencies” shows that the White House view of the U.S.
government role in smart cities continues to emphasize “empowering local governments and their
stakeholders,” arguing that “smart city/community projects are inherently undertaken at the state
and local levels” and pushing for federal agencies to “align efforts with state, regional, and local
needs.” 361 While the Trump administration has not explicitly referenced the “Smart Cities”
Initiative, it has built on the groundwork the previous administration laid. A sample of key U.S.
government policies and programs, both domestic and abroad, is presented in Table 14.
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Table 14: Key Federal Government Smart Cities Efforts
Agency
Department of
Transportation
Department of
Commerce

Department of
Energy
White House

Smart City Programs and Highlights
The 2015 “Smart City Challenge” offered $40 million to a mid-sized city that could demonstrate
how to use intelligent transportation systems (ITS) as a means of improving travel efficiency and
reducing environmental impact from travel.362
A Bureau of Industry and Security program provides tools and seminars for U.S. companies
seeking to export smart cities products to ensure compliance with U.S. export controls.363
The 2016 Smart Cities, Regions, and Communities: Export Opportunities (Guide) is “designed
to assist U.S. companies in competing for and winning business opportunities in the emerging
Smart Cities space” and aims to “increase U.S. export opportunities and support American job
creation by providing insights into new global opportunities and challenges.”364
A late 2016 MoU signed with Singapore’s Ministry of Trade focuses on promoting smart cities
solutions in the region under the auspices of U.S.-ASEAN Connect.365
The U.S. International Trade Administration has sponsored smart cities technology-specific trade
missions to countries such as China, Spain, and India.366
In 2016, NIST’s GCTC partnered with foreign governments, including Japan and South Korea.367
Supported a 2010 program by the California Public Utilities Commission to adopt smart metering
systems.368
In 2015, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy designated Charlotte, North
Carolina as the model for its “Envision America” smart cities program, hosting a workshop on
cross-sector collaboration.369
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“Smart City Challenge,” U.S. Department of Transportation, July 29, 2017
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363
“Smart Cities, Regions, and Communities: Export Opportunities,” International Trade Administration, Summer
2016, https://www.trade.gov/markets/smartcities.pdf.
364
“Commerce Releases New Guide to Help U.S. Companies Identify Commercial Smart Cities Opportunities,”
International Trade Administration, July 14, 2016, https://www.trade.gov/press/press-releases/2016/commercereleases-new-guide-to-help-us-companies-identify-commercial-smart-cities-071416.asp.
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“FACT SHEET: U.S.-ASEAN Connect,” The White House: Office of the Press Secretary, September 8, 2016,
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Sokwoo Rhee, Martin Burns, and Cuong Nguyen, “Global City Teams Challenge 2016,” National Institute of
Standards and Technology, June 2017, https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1900-01.pdf;
“Global City Teams Challenge 2016: Kick-off Workshop-Draft Summary Report,” National Institute of Standards
and Technology, December 2015, http://www.goventures.biz/files/GCTC_2016_Nov.2015_Kickoff_Workshop_Draft_Report_1.6.2016.pdf; “Smart Cities Infrastructure Trade Mission: India,” Export.gov,
November 23, 2015, https://2016.export.gov/trademissions/smartcitiesindia2016/; “Smart Cities, Regions, and
Communities: Export Opportunities,” International Trade Administration, Summer 2016,
https://www.trade.gov/markets/smartcities.pdf.
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“Global City Teams Challenge 2016: Kick-off Workshop-Draft Summary Report,” National Institute of Standards
and Technology, December 2015, http://www.goventures.biz/files/GCTC_2016_Nov.2015_Kickoff_Workshop_Draft_Report_1.6.2016.pdf
368
“Report to the Governor & the Legislature on Smart Grid Plans and Recommendations,” California Public
Utilities Commission, December 2010.
369
Matt Ball, “White House Announces Envision Charlotte to Host Launch of National Envision America Initiative
in January, 2016,” Informed Infrastructure, September 15, 2015, https://informedinfrastructure.com/17079/whitehouse-announces-envision-charlotte-to-host-launch-of-national-envision-america-initiative-in-january-2016/;
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Department of
Homeland
Security

In 2016, the U.S. set aside $80 million as a follow-up to the 2015 “Smart Cities” Initiative that
doubled the number of participating communities. The funding targets four key issue areas:
climate, transportation, public safety, and transforming city services.370
In 2018, the Department of Homeland Security established a Smart City IoT Innovation solutions
lab to focus “on the integration of new and existing technologies applied to public safety needs
with an emphasis on extensive validation and go-to-market support through partners.”371

For their parts, leading U.S. companies generally highlight the interconnectivity and
harmonization of technical components to increase efficiency and improve citizens’ lives.372 U.S.
cities like New York and San Francisco tend to discuss specific projects undertaken as part of
municipal smart city efforts (e.g., “Midtown in Motion [is] a smart city approach to traffic
management” and “The launch of the new Bigbelly recycling program…[is] part of Atlanta’s
Smart City programming”).373 Both cities and corporate entities are consistent in their deference
to the importance of privacy, with Cisco calling to “establish privacy as a fundamental human right
in the digital economy” and with numerous cities spearheading legislation on smart cities data
privacy.374
U.S. Smart Cities Initiatives Abroad and the Indo-Pacific Strategy
Federal government efforts to support U.S. companies looking to export and deploy smart cities
technologies overseas have lagged behind these companies’ entrance into foreign markets but
evolved in tandem with U.S. smart cities policies, which have come to recognize the diplomatic
value of smart cities promotion in strengthening bilateral and multilateral relationships and
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“What Is a Smart City?” Cisco, 2019, https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/industries/smart-connectedcommunities/what-is-a-smart-city.html; “Smart Cities: How Rapid Advances in Technology Are Reshaping Our
Economy and Society,” Deloitte, November 2015,
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/tr/Documents/public-sector/deloitte-nl-ps-smart-cities-report.pdf.
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“Building a Smart + Equitable City,” NYC Mayor’s Office of Tech + Innovation, September 2015,
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/forward/documents/NYC-Smart-Equitable-City-Final.pdf; “Media Advisory: Mayor
Kasim Reed to Launch New Bigbelly Recycling Program,” City of Atlanta, November 27, 2017,
https://www.atlantaga.gov/Home/Components/News/News/10275/632?npage=5&arch=1; “We’ve Got Somewhere
to Be,” Smart Pittsburgh, 2016, http://smartpittsburgh.org/programs; “Smart City Challenge-San Francisco:
Harnessing The Future of Shared Mobility,” Smart City San Francisco, 2016,
http://smartcitysf.com/assets/Smart_City_Fact_Sheet.pdf.
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“Metro Atlanta Smart Cities Workshop Resources,” Georgia Municipal Association, 2019,
https://www.gacities.com/Resources/Reference-Articles/Metro-Atlanta-Smart-Cities-Workshop-Resources.aspx;
Piyush Pandey, Deborah Golden, Sean Peasley, and Mahesh Kelkar, “Making Smart Cities Cybersecure,” Deloitte,
April 11, 2019, https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/smart-city/making-smart-cities-cyber-secure.html;
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increasing government transparency. 375 This is reflected in the prominence given to pursuing
international collaboration in key policies and programs like the 2015 “Smart Cities” Initiative.376
U.S. policy has also recognized the importance of smart cities development for global economic
competitiveness. The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) in a
2016 report affirmed that “[t]ransforming cities around the world…is already a race—one that the
United States cannot afford to lose.” The report highlighted China as one of several countries that
has dispensed “considerable organization and resources to become leaders in urban innovation.”377
The Trump administration has further embedded the promotion of U.S. smart cities technologies
in its broader foreign policy. Numerous statements since Donald Trump’s January 2017
inauguration have tied smart cities to the infrastructure development and value-promotion goals of
the Indo-Pacific strategy. This includes the U.S.-ASEAN Smart Cities Partnership (USASCP), an
inter-agency initiative announced in November 2018 and described as an “effort [that] will spur
renewed American investment in the region’s digital infrastructure, advancing prosperity and
security in Southeast Asia.” 378 USASCP aims to enhance the U.S. private sector role in the
ASEAN region, strengthen subnational cybersecurity capabilities, and foster relationships between
U.S. and ASEAN cities.379 Another goal of the program is to increase market access for U.S.
companies through joint efforts between the Departments of State and Commerce.380
In its USASCP efforts, the U.S. government emphasizes the need for “high-quality, sustainable
[smart cities] infrastructure” and works with local communities to stress the importance of
transparency in signing smart cities contracts with vendors, encouraging the active role of citizens
in smart city decision-making¾particularly in evaluating smart city projects and how data will be
handled. 381 These objectives align with broader U.S. foreign policy efforts to promote shared
values.
In essence, the USASCP is a piece of a broader effort to uphold and promote U.S. values as a
centerpiece of the Indo-Pacific Strategy. Other corresponding initiatives that overlap with smart
cities promotion include:
•

The Digital Connectivity & Cybersecurity Partnership, a “multi-year, whole of
government effort to promote an open, interoperable, secure, and reliable Internet” that
includes the stated objective of “promot[ing] exports of U.S. ICT goods and services and
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“Global City Teams Challenge 2016: Kick-off Workshop-Draft Summary Report,” NIST, December 2015,
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Executive Office of the President: President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, “Report to the
President: Technology and the Future of Cities.”
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“Ambassador Donovan’s Remarks at the APCAC Business Summit,” U.S. Embassy & Consulates in Indonesia,
March 12, 2019, https://id.usembassy.gov/ambassador-donovans-remarks-at-the-apcac-business-summit/; “Remarks
by Vice President Pence at the 6th U.S.-ASEAN Summit,” The White House, November 14, 2018,
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Ibid.
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Washington, DC, November 2019.
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•

•

increas[ing] U.S. company market share in target markets” and “provid[ing] a credible
alternative to top-down, authoritarian approaches to internet and ICT development.”382
Asia EDGE - Enhancing Development and Growth through Energy, an effort to “grow
sustainable and secure energy markets throughout the Indo-Pacific” that calls to strengthen
“national and regional power systems including through improvements to utility models
and grids.”383
The Infrastructure Transaction and Assistance Network, with three stated core functions:
o “Strengthening capacity-building programs to improve partner countries’ project
evaluation processes, regulatory and procurement environments, and project
preparation capacity;
o “Providing transaction advisory serves to support sustainable infrastructure; and
o “Coordinating U.S. assistance support for infrastructure and catalyzing privatesector-led investment throughout the region.”384

This whole-of-government approach to a values-led Indo-Pacific strategy with focused smart cities
promotion and peripheral initiatives has the principal aim of providing alternatives to authoritarian
models. Congressional legislation, such as the Better Utilization of Investments Leading to
Development (BUILD) Act and the Asia Reassurance Initiative Act (ARIA),385 supporting these
efforts takes as “a key policy rationale” responding to “China’s BRI and China’s growing
economic influence in developing countries…[and providing] an alternative to a state-directed
investment model.”386

Comparing Chinese and U.S. Smart City Development
With recognition of the Chinese government’s aggressive efforts to promote smart cities
development, concerns about whether or not the United States is falling behind have become more
pronounced. 387 Chinese officials have been bullish about China’s prospects for becoming the
global smart cities leader, and as Xu Ming, a vice president at Chinese telecommunications
multinational ZTE, stated in 2015, “Many countries are running their smart city pilot projects. But
according to what we have observed, none of them can move on the development as systematically

382
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as China.”388 While the speed, scale, and ambition of China’s smart cities development is attentiongrabbing, a comparative evaluation of U.S. market power and relative technological strengths in
smart city hardware and software suggests that pessimism is premature.
As smart cities platforms encompass an ecosystem of markets and interlocking technologies, many
comparative studies focus on factors such as market size, government support for research and
development, and availability of technical and managerial know-how rather than focusing only on
the relative maturity of individual technologies.389 Using this lens, one study concluded that China
lags behind the United States in developing component technologies for smart cities, including in
IoT devices that support smart city operations such as public utilities and traffic management.390
Some industry surveys have taken another approach to assessing overall smart city development,
attempting to gauge comparative progress by examining implementation in major urban centers.
Still other metrics focus on the development status of key component technologies or the
comparative market power of leading technology companies. The following sections briefly
outline the findings of these comparative approaches.
Comparing Cities
In 2018, the ESI ThoughtLab commissioned a study comparing urban centers’ progress in smart
cities development. With the cooperation of smart city industry leaders like Oracle and in
partnership with a variety of consultancies and academic institutions, the study graded overall
smart city development by surveying government leaders, 750 business leaders, and 2,000
residents in 136 cities around the world to determine their overall advancement. Cities were rated
as “beginner,” “transitioning,” and “leader” based on their progress in applying smart city
programs to improve governance, economy, infrastructure, talent, funding, mobility, environment,
public safety, public health, and payment systems.391
Even though the study did not include smaller Chinese cities, its findings indicate that China’s
most developed smart cities lag behind their U.S. counterparts in several respects but have
overtaken U.S. cities in others, at least in the opinion of those surveyed. For instance, New York
rated higher on mobility and environment than Beijing, but Shanghai was rated as a leader in smart
crime technology maturity, while New York was rated as a beginner. Both Beijing and Shanghai’s
payment system benefits were rated as transitioning, while New York’s was graded as beginner.392
In spite of the methodological pitfalls inherent in this type of qualitative study, the grades assigned
to cities in the United States and China appear to reflect overall perceptions about relative Chinese
advances in certain smart city applications. Experts and leaders appear to believe that the most
advanced Chinese smart cities have already gained an edge in smart crime management technology
388
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and payment technology. Some of these perceptions are not surprising, especially given the CCP’s
very real enthusiasm for mass surveillance technology detailed in Chapters 3 and 4 and China’s
rapid popular embrace of digital payment technology.
Comparing Constituent Technologies
These city rankings point to the influence of specific technologies in propelling overall smart city
development levels. For this reason, examining the development stages of individual technologies
and enabling infrastructure can indicate national comparative advantage both in specific smart city
products and for key technologies, in smart city development overall.
A few smart cities technologies have attained widespread market penetration within China, even
beyond major metropolitan areas. One such area is in smart surveillance technologies. 393 As
discussed in Chapter 3, China moved to achieve widespread adoption of smart surveillance
technologies and is currently a world leader in producing surveillance technologies such as facial
recognition.394 Moreover, China has achieved a dominant position in marketing those technologies
abroad in countries such as Kenya and Ecuador.395 However, many nations in target markets such
as North America and Europe have more stringent data privacy protections and also harbor security
concerns about products originating from the PRC,396 so while Chinese surveillance technology
firms offer a wide array of advanced products, they may be open to challenge from rival
manufacturers.
China is currently a world leader in smart finance and banking. Currently, more than a billion
people in China use smart payment apps such as Alipay to process day-to-day transactions, with
mobile payments platforms processing more than $41 trillion annually. 397 Moreover, Chinese
mobile banking firms have made progress penetrating overseas markets; Chinese mobile payment
options were accepted in more than 40 countries globally as of 2018.398 Chinese smart banking
firms such as Ant Financial (蚂蚁金服), the parent company of Alipay, have also acquired or
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partnered with non-Chinese financial firms to increase their market penetration in countries like
Singapore, Canada, and the United States.399
In addition to making gains in specific technology areas such as surveillance and finance, the PRC
has also made extensive progress in investing in key enabling technologies for smart cities
development. As outlined in Chapter 1, areas such as Shanghai Pudong and the Beijing-TianjinHebei zone have been able to draw upon extensive broadband infrastructure and bespoke
municipal infrastructure construction to facilitate rapid smart cities development.400 This has been
accompanied by an extended effort to roll out foundational network technologies such as 5G across
China’s entire domestic market.401 Though the hundreds of smart cities projects underway in China
vary widely in sophistication,402 they could be a boon to Chinese smart city device manufacturers,
allowing them to use domestic markets as a “proof of concept” when expanding globally.
Comparing Company Market Power
In China and the United States, cutting-edge developments in smart cities technologies are fostered
primarily through major companies. In general, the United States has more technology firms that
market research companies rank as world leaders in smart cities development. A 2018 report by
market research firm Compass Intelligence ranked twelve U.S. companies in its list of the top
fifteen smart cities companies (see Table 15), using a proprietary methodology stemming from an
analysis of revenue, acquisitions, employees, production offerings, innovation level, market
analytics, and collaboration and partner activity, among other factors. 403 Similarly, a 2017
Navigant Research report on the smart cities market showed U.S. firms performing well against
foreign rivals, with several major U.S. “smart city suppliers” ranking above Huawei, the only
Chinese supplier to make the list (see Table 16).404 This study determined the top smart cities
399
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suppliers based on an assessment of their respective strategies and execution of large-scale smart
cities, ranking companies using ten criteria (vision, go-to-market strategy, partners, product
strategy, geographic reach, market presence, sales and marketing, product performance and
features, product integration, and staying power).405 While these studies may underestimate the
market impact of Chinese firms domestically and abroad and overweight publicly traded U.S. firms
due to availability of data, they suggest that U.S. firms are nevertheless operating from a baseline
of comparative strength in the smart cities marketplace.
Table 15: Compass Intelligence A-List Index in Smart Cities406
Rank

Vendor

Country of Origin

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

General Electric
Intel
AT&T
Microsoft
Amazon (AWS)
Honeywell
IBM
Google
Cisco
Dell
Ericsson
Qualcomm
Huawei
Verizon
Schneider Electric

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Sweden
USA
China
USA
France

Table 16: Navigant Research Leaderboard Smart City Suppliers407
Rank

Vendor

Country of Origin

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Cisco
Siemens
Microsoft
IBM
Hitachi
Huawei
SAP
Panasonic
Ericsson
GE

USA
Germany
USA
USA
Japan
China
Germany
Japan
Sweden
USA

As one example, commentators in China and abroad have identified Cisco and Huawei as offering
the most comprehensive and mature IoT platforms.408 In addition to network-enabled hardware
405
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products, both firms offer platforms allowing for the integration of a variety of smart cities
technologies and capabilities. Cisco’s Jasper IoT solution is currently implemented in 500
locations worldwide, while Huawei has extensively promoted its smart city Intelligent Operations
Center solution based on Linux LiteOS.409 Neither product has gained a decisive market share.
Despite snagging fewer top spots in international rankings like these, Chinese commentators
generally view large domestic firms as having rough technological parity with their U.S.
counterparts. Analysts are especially bullish about the capabilities of communications equipment
manufacturers, telecommunications operators, and internet service providers. While confident in
the technical acumen of Chinese firms, PRC commentators identify other obstacles to their ability
to compete with U.S. firms, listing factors like political risk and economic protectionism as the
main threats to operations abroad. 410 An assessment from China’s Office of the Central
Cyberspace Affairs Commission (CAC) lays out four challenges for Chinese firms seeking to
break into foreign smart cities markets:411
1) Coordinated international resistance to Chinese market expansion. While the PRC enjoys
an advantage in key underlying smart cities technologies and has developed a leading edge
in areas such as 5G patents, its ability to export those capabilities may be hampered by the
United States, which seeks to lock Chinese companies out of key markets by raising
concerns about factors such as security.
2) Lack of technical capabilities and foreign market expertise—while major Chinese ICT
firms such as Huawei have the technical capability to compete with their U.S. counterparts,
the same cannot be said of smaller firms. According to a CAC survey, 75 percent of
Chinese firms claimed to lack the necessary technological product base to market their
products abroad, and two-thirds of Chinese firms lacked the necessary familiarity with
foreign marketplaces to operate effectively.
3) “Digital protectionism,” which can potentially limit access to international supply chains.
For example, 61 percent of the Chinese technology firms CAC surveyed listed
protectionism as a main challenge for “going out” into international markets.
4) Lack of certainty about rules governing international trade, including questions about

global digital trade rules, protection of commercial use of data assets, and the role of “cyber
sovereignty.”
Hardware
Industry expert assessments and anecdotal evidence suggest that broadly speaking, Chinese
hardware is on par with U.S. products. While Huawei and other Chinese technology firms are
409
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highly dependent on U.S. chipmakers,412 many U.S. firms are similarly dependent on Chinese
firms for product manufacturing, and some U.S. firms even rebrand Chinese products for sale in
the U.S. market.413 This suggests that Chinese hardware is at least as good a value proposition for
U.S. companies as U.S.-made hardware, and U.S. companies have embraced that value proposition
in fully incorporating Chinese suppliers into their supply chain.414 Some end user experiences
suggest no substantive difference in quality between the U.S. and Chinese hardware that would
ultimately be used in smart cities infrastructure; media reports indicate that many U.S.
telecommunications firms providing rural broadband access choose Huawei equipment for its
functionality as well as its lower cost.415
Software
The quality of Chinese smart cities software, by contrast, lags behind U.S. offerings in key
capabilities such as security, customizability, and interoperability. One indication that China’s
leading companies may be comparatively weaker than their U.S. competitors in software
development is the prime position foreign software developers hold within Chinese smart cities
projects both in China and abroad.416 For example, Huawei lists a large number of foreign software
vendors as partners in its smart city ecosystem.417 Similarly, Hikvision, a company specializing in
surveillance technology that is a subsidiary of the state-owned defense electronics conglomerate
China Electronics Technology Group Co., Ltd. (CETC), 418 sources software for its video
management services from Milestone, a Danish company.419 Given the Chinese government’s
expressed preference for domestically-made software,420 it is unlikely that foreign firms would be
competitive in the Chinese market if they did not have a substantive advantage in capabilities.
412
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Relative strength in software goes beyond product quality. A 2019 study interviewing end users
such as smart cities program leaders, chief information and technology officers, and product
specialists involved in smart cities programs in Europe, India, Southeast Asia, and the United
States noted concern about security and the closed nature of Huawei “Smart City Solutions”
products. The study further noted that Huawei’s “Smart City Solutions” was expected to have high
platform customization costs, and while subjects rated Huawei products highly in functional
capabilities and user experience, they rated Huawei products poorly in terms of security and
interoperability and integration.421 The study ratings are listed below in Table 17, with quality
represented by the “+” symbol and three “+” symbols signifying the highest levels of performance.
Table 17: Vendor Performance Based on Technological Criteria

Source: 2019 TASC Report.422

Securing Smart Cities in the United States
Beyond competitive advantages in functionality and cost, the third consideration regarding smart
cities technologies is security and privacy. Given the planned widespread use of these technologies
in infrastructure and handling of tremendous amounts of data, securing smart cities is
understandably a focus of policy discussions in the United States, as discussed above. Many U.S.
experts see significant cybersecurity risk in the advent of smart cities, not because smart cities
themselves pose unique risks from a network security standpoint, but instead because the number
of network-enabled devices needed to run a smart city program dramatically increases the number
of attack surfaces that defenders must manage.423 Industry experts have also noted that smart cities
platforms sourced from China may pose security risks for users.424
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This risk is compounded by the fact that the regulatory and standardization ecosystem for smart
cities technologies in the United States is nascent at best. As of 2019, there is no unified set of
mandatory standards outlining security protocols for the deployment of smart cities platforms in
the United States. Rather, security standards for smart city products are governed by an ad hoc
collection of guidelines generated by government and private entities.
Chief among these is NIST’s “Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity,”
more commonly known as the NIST Cybersecurity Framework,425 commissioned in 2013 by the
Obama administration and finalized in 2017.426 The Framework provides guidelines that entities
ranging from municipalities to private firms can use to self-assess their security effectiveness based
on risk management factors. While the Framework does not provide in-depth technical guidance,
it nevertheless outlines a “common language and taxonomy” for smart city operators to assess and
respond to cybersecurity challenges as they develop.427 Additionally, NIST has sought to connect
smart cities operators with industry security experts through platforms such as the Global City
Teams Challenge (GCTC) and the “Internet of Things-Enabled Smart City Framework” (IES-City
Framework).428
Federal initiatives such as the NIST Framework are supported by private entity frameworks such
as MITRE ATT&CK: the former provides a set of indicators and tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTPs) that network defense analysts can use to prevent intrusions while the latter
provides guidelines for the management and coordination of defense teams. Security managers
also cross-apply existing industrial control systems (ICS) models.429 Collectively, these models
provide more in-depth guidance that smart cities platform operators can use to respond to specific
technical challenges. The methodologies they outline work for a variety of threat models, since the
same approaches used in securing a private firm or bank network also apply in defending ICS.
Nevertheless, these frameworks are “best practices” guidelines and are not universally applied or
enforced within the United States. 430 The lack of a comprehensive and system-wide
standardization regime has implications for U.S. national security and economic interests,
particularly regarding market competition, as discussed below.
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Determining Vulnerabilities in Smart Cities
While it is difficult to evaluate whether vulnerabilities in Chinese smart cities hardware pose a
disproportionate threat when installed within U.S. infrastructure, numerous structural factors
weigh against the safety of Chinese products, such as China’s legal regime, which requires
domestic companies to comply with the demands of its intelligence services. Legislation like the
2016 Cybersecurity Law and 2015 National Security Law compel Chinese companies to provide
access to Chinese intelligence services, particularly the Ministry of State Security.431 It is unclear
whether or not Chinese companies operating in the United States would abide by Chinese law.
Additionally, the placement of Chinese hardware in U.S. infrastructure systems may confer
military advantage to China, allowing for the inclusion of vulnerabilities that can be concealed, a
topic of interest to the PLA. Chinese military writers argue that exploiting and preventing supply
chain vulnerabilities is central to the global contest for information domain dominance. In a 2013
work, prominent information and network warfare theorist and PLA officer Ye Zheng covers a
range of potential PLA sabotage and hardware destruction operations, including “hardware hidden
mine” attacks. 432 The most recent authoritative Science of Military Strategy 433 from the PLA
Academy of Military Sciences discusses exploiting adversary supply chains and other
vulnerabilities, giving primacy to offensive operations because information networks are “easy to
attack but difficult to defend.” These writings make clear that PLA strategists prioritize sabotage,
such as exploiting supply chain vulnerabilities, as central to China’s future warfighting.
These theoretical musings align with steps China has taken in recent years to establish the
capability to exploit foreign supply chain vulnerabilities. Within its national strategy of militarycivilian fusion, China’s universities, military and civilian science and technology research centers,
and defense conglomerates conduct defensive and offensive research on advanced supply chain
attacks, including “hardware trojans.”
Beyond surveys of information security professionals, the primary quantitative sources available
regarding hardware vulnerabilities are world databases of Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
(CVEs), which enable civilian researchers to publicly disclose discoveries of vulnerabilities in key
components. Comparing the relative frequency and severity of reported CVEs for Chinese and
Western products offers some insight into the relative strength of their security implementations
over time and an estimate of the increased risk Chinese components embedded in Western critical
infrastructure pose. However, in multiple recent cases, China is alleged to have violated standard
vulnerability disclosure rules for strategic and economic advantages, rendering this data set
unreliable. Information security research firm Recorded Future detected a pattern showing that the
Chinese National Vulnerability Database (CNNVD) often withholds disclosure of severe
vulnerabilities at the apparent behest of the Ministry of State Security (MSS) when Chinese
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hackers are using them for intelligence collection.434 When publicly confronted with this evidence,
CNNVD’s only response was to attempt to falsify relevant data retroactively in order to hide the
trend.435 Separately, Western media reports indicate that the U.S. and British governments are
aware of current Chinese intelligence efforts aimed at negatively influencing the score of Western
products in 5G equipment security testing in order to give Chinese firms a competitive advantage
in the process. 436 According to these allegations, Chinese military and/or intelligence service
hackers are clandestinely sharing newly discovered vulnerabilities in Western devices with testers
in an attempt to have them declared “unsafe” (or at the very least, no safer than Chinese equipment)
when global supply chain standards are being created.
While CNNVD data is inadequate in determining whether Chinese or Western firms offer the most
secure smart cities devices, the subjective metrics noted above, such as expert surveys and
examinations of China’s legal code, strongly support the idea that Chinese smart cities
technologies are more vulnerable on the whole than their Western counterparts. Allowing those
devices into sensitive U.S. urban infrastructure therefore risks importing those vulnerabilities.
Managing Supply Chain Risk: Huawei and the United States
The assessment that Chinese smart cities platforms pose potentially heightened risks to users is
bolstered by concerns about the security of Chinese products that continue to emerge, of which
Huawei is a leading example. In 2019, the company faced accusations that Huawei enterprise
networking products had been shipped with numerous vulnerabilities that left them ripe for
unauthorized access that could compromise privacy or functionality. Technical experts noted that
in a 36-hour testing period, proprietary scanning software discovered an average of 102
vulnerabilities in 1.5 million firmware files from 558 Huawei enterprise networking products, and
at least a quarter of these vulnerabilities would allow an unauthorized hacker to easily gain control
of the device. The testers remarked that the number of vulnerabilities was “much more than
comparable Western products…these are among some of the worst devices we’ve ever tested.”437
In addition, in early 2019, British telecommunications multinational Vodafone Group
acknowledged that it had discovered a number of vulnerabilities in Huawei equipment installed in
its internet infrastructure going back years, and that these holes remained even after Huawei
claimed to have patched them.438
Fears of security vulnerabilities have caused many U.S. government and private institutions to try
to limit the number of potentially insecure products incorporated into their respective
infrastructures.439 At the federal level, these restrictions are extensively coordinated, as smart cities
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contractors are required to abide by mandatory security standards.440 Moreover, in some cases,
federal grant money distributed to local municipalities for smart city development appears to be
contingent on the recipients’ compliance with certain regulations governing supply chain
management.441 For instance, reports indicate that small wireless carriers are rethinking the use of
Chinese technology in their infrastructure as a result of recent federal pressure to avoid using
Huawei and ZTE equipment. As of March 2018, a proposed FCC rule would “prohibit carriers
from using money from the Universal Service Fund to buy gear from companies deemed to pose
national security risks,” limiting access to the $8.5 billion fund that subsidizes phone, wireless,
and broadband service to poor or remote communities.442
Efforts at the state and municipal levels to reduce supply chain risks from smart cities platforms
are significantly less robust and coordinated. Although many local governments model their supply
chain acquisitions strategies after the federal government, they are beholden to resource
restrictions their federal counterparts do not face.443 Anecdotal evidence suggests that many local
governments and local service providers have not prioritized managing security risks from
imported smart city products and have instead opted to adopt whichever platform is most
economically viable (i.e., cheapest).
For instance, LHTC Broadband, a cable provider that services the small town of South Canaan,
Pennsylvania, opted to use Huawei equipment given that it is “very competitively priced.”444 On
the West Coast, Eastern Oregon Telecom had the same decision calculus, with its CEO Joseph
Franell noting that Huawei products were 40 percent cheaper than competitors, more reliable, and
that the company sells products not available from U.S. companies, going as far as successfully
urging the company to export its cable modem termination systems to the United States. 445
According to a local media report, Franell is aware “of at least three other small rural telecoms in
Oregon that use Huawei equipment” but did not provide details on the specific companies.446
Further, representatives from both LHTC Broadband and Eastern Oregon Telecom were
unconvinced that using Huawei products posed any immediate security risks. 447 Notably,
personnel from both companies also toured Huawei facilities in China at Huawei’s invitation.448
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A video titled “Huawei: Connecting Rural America” produced by Huawei and filmed at LHTC’s
headquarters has been used for marketing, while Chinese state media have referenced CEO James
Kail’s statements to back up Beijing’s narrative that restricting Huawei and other Chinese
companies runs counter to U.S. interests.449
Given these examples, the fear is that municipalities, lacking the quality and sophistication of large,
corporate cybersecurity defenses, are becoming more vulnerable to devastating cyberattacks even
as they increase their reliance on networked infrastructure.450 Professional services firm PwC has
previously determined that smart cities everywhere are “alarmingly” exposed to cyberattacks, and
U.S. cities that do not have significant resources at hand to protect their smart cities systems may
be especially at risk.451 Tellingly, many U.S. telecommunications companies outside the top four
that operate in more rural and less populated areas do not have chief technology officers or chief
information security officers on staff to evaluate cyber vulnerabilities and ensure regular network
security assessments and fixes.452
While Huawei has earned a lot of attention, it is not the only Chinese technology company
generating security concerns. In 2017, ex-National Security Agency technical experts noted that
security cameras made by the Chinese company Zhejiang Dahua Technology Co., Ltd., had a
firmware vulnerability that was being actively exploited to send data to unknown IP addresses in
China through rarely-used ports. When contacted by these experts, Dahua reportedly fixed the
vulnerability in a firmware update, only for the same experts to discover the same vulnerability in
a different part of the code.453 Congress later prohibited federal agencies from purchasing Chinesemade video surveillance equipment in fiscal year 2019, singling out Dahua as one of the main
targets of the ban.454

Chinese Smart City Technologies in the United States
What makes U.S. smart cities policies inherently lasting and sustainable in the long run—the
bottom-up approach that leverages local skills and advantages—may also make these communities
especially vulnerable as local needs trump national priorities. The risk of compromised
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technologies being installed in city infrastructure and systems increases as U.S. government smart
cities priorities like national security and privacy are fragmented and deprioritized at the local level.
Local and municipal governments and critical infrastructure providers in the United States appear
to use Chinese-made products or services regularly in their implementation of smart cities,
although the corpus of evidence makes it extremely difficult to ascertain the actual degree to which
U.S. smart city solutions are dependent upon Chinese-made components. The extent of this
reliance is likely greater in geographic and technological areas where Chinese companies have
already achieved market-leading status.
Quantitative appraisals of local and municipal U.S. government reliance on Chinese-made
products or infrastructure in smart cities are often unavailable or deeply unreliable at best. The
highly integrated and globalized nature of the supply chain for smart cities technologies means
that pinpointing the exact provenance of a given piece of hardware or software can be extremely
difficult. To make matters worse for investigators, suppliers and providers of smart city equipment
can be incentivized to mislead observers about the origin of their equipment,455 especially as trade
tensions with China have escalated in the last two years. Last but not least, because smart cities
technologies are categorized as such based on their application rather than any intrinsic hardware
or software qualities, almost no reliable data exists that could quantify U.S. reliance on Chinese
smart cities technologies specifically. As a result, much of the quantitative data that could shed
light on the degree of U.S. dependence on Chinese-made smart cities systems is incomplete,
inaccurate, obscured, or proprietary.
Nevertheless, some quantitative information augmented by qualitative evidence may help illustrate
the contours of local U.S. reliance on Chinese-made smart city products. The following sections
use international trade data and anecdotal evidence to characterize the degree of U.S dependence
upon Chinese-made products or infrastructure in smart cities. International trade data, grouped in
the form of Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS) codes, gives a broader,
macro-level understanding of approximately how reliant U.S. smart city manufacturers may be
upon Chinese-made items. For its part, anecdotes from U.S. end users of smart cities equipment
provide insight into areas that might be at heightened risk from Chinese-made products. Taken
together, these two types of data paint a picture of a complex supply chain problem with very little
accurate, complete data but very real risks to critical infrastructure.
Chinese Imports to the United States
Available data indicates significant Chinese smart city-relevant technology imports to the United
States. A 2019 U.S. government report names China as the largest foreign supplier of ICT
equipment to the United States, totaling $157 billion in 2018, which represented 60 percent of total
U.S. ICT imports.456 In 2017, the Observatory of Economic Complexity at the MIT Media Lab
found that the bulk of U.S. imports from China are products categorized as “machines,” of which
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the majority—some 14 percent of total Chinese exports to the United States valued at $67.4
billion—is broadcasting equipment.457 Another $3.55 billion was video recording equipment.458
U.S. Reliance on Chinese Imports
International trade data suggests that local and municipal governments and critical infrastructure
providers are likely heavily reliant upon Chinese-made products, especially given China’s strong
presence in the export market for a variety of technological hardware components that are
invariably used in smart cities technology applications. In one such example, shown in the figure
below, Chinese exports of electricity supply or production meters, many of which will increasingly
be used in smart city applications, increased from more than $626 million USD in 2014 to more
than $842 million USD in 2017, suggesting that Chinese products were becoming more widely
used in the United States.459
Figure 8: Chinese Exports of Electricity Supply / Production Meters to United States (in
U.S. Dollars)

Source: Panjiva trade data.

Comparative data on China’s relative strength in the export market is more illustrative. For
instance, Chinese companies accounted for some 49.91 percent of total U.S. imports of
telecommunications base stations (HS code 851761), a critical piece of communications
infrastructure upon which smart city development relies, from December 2013 through September
2019. 460 Chinese trade data from 2014 to 2018, depicted in the figure below, shows that the
percentage of telecommunications base stations exports originating from China increased from 33
percent to nearly 65 percent by U.S. dollar value in that time period.461 Chinese dominance in the
U.S. import market for telecommunications base stations significantly increases the chances that
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U.S. cities may acquire Chinese-made communications infrastructure for their smart cities
applications.
Figure 9: Percentage of U.S. Imports of Base Stations Originating from China (by U.S.
Dollar Value)

Source: Panjiva trade data.

In other areas, international trade data suggests that U.S. entities may have very little choice in
incorporating Chinese-made technologies into their systems. Thanks to a complex, highly
integrated global supply chain and Chinese export market dominance by U.S. dollar value, U.S.
municipalities may buy equipment or technological solutions either sourced from China or built
with components made in China without knowing it. For instance, many of the hardware subcomponents used in smart cities technologies in the United States are made and exported by China:
from December 2013 through September 2019, China accounted for an aggregated 44.21 percent
of the exports to the United States by U.S. dollar value of printed circuits (HS code 853400).462
The Chinese share of exported automatic regulating or controlling instruments and thermostats
(HS code 903210), critical to making on-the-fly adjustments in infrastructure according to data
inputs gathered by smart cities sensors, increased from 26.13 percent in 2014 to 40.68 percent in
2018, as indicated in the figure below.463 These data suggest that even if U.S. municipalities are
well aware of a potential information security risk in using Chinese hardware, they may still not
be able to ensure supply chain integrity when purchasing smart city technologies.
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Figure 10: Percentage of U.S. Imports of Automatic Regulating and Controlling
Instruments Originating from China (by U.S. Dollar Value)

Source: Panjiva trade data.

Anecdotal evidence, however, presents a more mixed picture of the degree of reliance on Chinesemade products. Some local authorities are particularly reliant on comparatively inexpensive
Chinese ICT products. The Rural Wireless Association, a trade group representing small wireless
carriers, estimates that replacing Huawei and ZTE equipment in critical wireless infrastructure will
cost these carriers some $800 million to $1 billion USD.464 One example is the city of Opheim,
Montana, where local officials and infrastructure providers argue that they will be unable to expand
wireless service without using Huawei equipment. The chief executive of Nemont Telephone, the
primary provider for Opheim, estimated that replacing Huawei gear would cost some $50 million
USD.465
Other anecdotes likewise suggest that Chinese presence in U.S. smart cities applications is most
prominent in market segments where Chinese products are especially dominant in the world
marketplace. Hikvision, a subsidiary of state-owned defense electronics conglomerate China
Electronics Technology Group Co., Ltd. (CETC), whose success in exporting surveillance
equipment abroad is described in Chapter 4, has also been active in sales across the United States.
The website for one of its overseas subsidiaries, California-based Hikvision USA, Inc., highlighted
multiple cases where Hikvision products were being used in the United States, described below.466
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Hikvision USA, Inc. provided a mobile surveillance solution to the Utica Police
Department in New York state, supplying the department with eight Hikvision cameras
and a network video recorder. Hikvision’s website quoted a “system engineer” at the U.S.
company that installed the cameras who said, “We’ve been working with Hikvision for
nine years and found the wide range of products appealing. Hikvision surveillance
technology is great, the price points offer great value for the included features, and the
complete system with brackets and mountings set Hikvision apart from the competition
with a seamless, professional solution.”467
Hikvision USA, Inc. provided a high-end security system to Denver-based A-1 Security
Systems for use at a medical marijuana grow facility in Boulder, Colorado. The security
system included 95 indoor and outdoor security cameras and several network video
recorders. The owner of the facility praised Hikvision for offering “a better platform that
is more affordable then [sic] prior systems we used.”468
The Memphis Police Department has established a network of nearly 600 Hikvision
cameras placed at “strategic points” around the city that feed livestreamed security footage
into the department’s Real Time Crime Center. The Memphis Police Department also
combined its collected video footage with “unique software that provides instant
information on recent criminal activity in a radius around a crime, existing crime patterns
in the surrounding area, and a history of people with arrest records who may frequent the
neighborhood.”469 The website did not indicate if the software was also a Hikvision product.

While these anecdotes suggest a heavy U.S. reliance on Chinese smart city products, other
examples suggest a much more limited Chinese presence in selected types of smart cities systems
deployed around the country. For instance, smart traffic systems in wide use across the United
States do not appear to be Chinese-designed or Chinese-built. The InSync Adaptive Traffic Control
System is sold as an integrated smart traffic system by Kansas-based Rhythm Engineering and
deployed at more than 3,000 street intersections nationwide.470 Other smart cities systems like
smart meters also appear to be supplied by U.S. providers. Smart water meters with radiofrequency transmission capabilities in use in New York City as part of the Automated Meter
Readers (AMR) program are supplied by Aclara Technologies, a U.S. company.471 Aclara Meter
Transmission Units used as part of the AMR program472 are not only not Chinese, but are further
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compliant with National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) Advanced Encryption
Standard 256-bit encryption standards.473
Even if these smart traffic and smart meter systems are assembled, sold, or installed by U.S.
companies, however, this still may not guarantee that these systems do not contain Chinese subcomponents that may increase the risk of technical compromise. Some of these systems likely use
white-labeled Chinese sub-components, as is common practice among technology suppliers.474
Chinese dominance in the export of smart cities sub-components, as illustrated above with macrolevel international trade data, increases the chances that Chinese sub-components are integrated
into ostensibly U.S.-made or -designed products.
Ultimately, the degree of Chinese presence in U.S. smart city applications likely tracks with those
areas in which Chinese technologies already have significant market advantage earned through
relative product quality, competitive pricing, or both. Chinese video surveillance behemoths like
Hikvision and Dahua have considerable market power that makes it difficult for U.S.
municipalities to turn down their wares. Even if U.S. municipalities select non-Chinese products,
overall Chinese dominance in the export market for the sub-components that would likely wind up
in smart cities technologies would make it difficult for U.S. localities to ensure supply chain
integrity.
Beyond Imports: Foreign Direct Investment, Joint Ventures, and Policy Capture
An alternative risk for compromise in the U.S. smart cities market and supply chain is through
Chinese foreign direct investment (FDI), which raises the possibility that Chinese companies may
acquire critical technologies, access sensitive data on U.S. citizens, or be mistaken for U.S.
products. National-level data provided by the Rhodium Group’s “U.S.-China Investment Hub” on
Chinese FDI in ICT and transport, construction, and infrastructure indicates that Chinese
investment in the United States in areas relevant to smart cities has declined significantly in recent
years (from $10.41 billion USD in 2017 to $100 million USD in 2018 for transport, construction,
and infrastructure and from $2.73 billion USD to $217 million USD in 2018 for ICT), following a
surge in the first half of the decade, particularly for ICT, as seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Chinese FDI in Two Smart City-Relevant Industries from 1990 to June 2019

Source: Rhodium Group.475

The bulk of this investment comes through mergers and acquisitions (94 percent or $16.11 billion
USD of total ICT FDI and 98 percent or $16.41 billion USD of total transport, construction, and
infrastructure FDI).476 Primary Chinese investors in this field include key state-owned enterprises,
such as COSCO and China Shipping, which were early investors in the United States. 477 An
investigation of investments at the congressional district level provides more specific examples,
including a CRRC (中国中车) bid to build subway cars for the Chicago Transit Authority and the
metro transportation systems of Boston and Philadelphia.478 In Michigan, one of China’s largest
aerospace and defense conglomerates, the state-owned and PLA-linked Aviation Industry
Corporation of China (AVIC, 中国航空工业集团公司), acquired Nexteer, a “leader in intuitive
motion control” and “automated driving technologies.”479
Compromised or vulnerable products could also enter U.S. cities through smart cities technologies
coming out of joint ventures or collaborations between U.S. and Chinese firms and municipalities.
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In 2016, the U.S. company Sensity Systems Inc., whose investors include Cisco and General
Electric, formed a joint venture with a company owned by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)
named CAS Smart City. The Wall Street Journal described the goal of the joint venture as helping
to “build new-wave data networks with such features as video surveillance and sensors to monitor
traffic and air quality.”480 Though the initial target market focused on cities in China, products
would be sold in global markets “under the Sensity platform program.”481 Sensity was purchased
by Verizon that same year and while it is unclear whether or not the joint venture continued under
the acquisition, the projected start date aligns with the time of purchase in the third quarter of 2016
and is unlikely to have been scrapped.482
Other joint ventures between Silicon Valley and China include ventures involving Silver Springs
Networks Inc. (now Itron), which specializes in managing smart devices through Software-as-aService (SaaS) platforms, and Guangdong Rongwen Energy Science and Technology Group (广
东荣文能源科技集团), which specializes in smart street lighting solutions.483 Cisco is developing
a “Cisco Smart City” project in partnership with the government of the Guangzhou Panyu district,
aided by the U.S. global innovation platform Plug and Play and ten strategic partners, all of which
are cloud computing-related companies surrounding applications like smart health, smart logistics,
and data centers.484 The senior vice president of Cisco Greater China says the company has spared
no effort in promoting the project, and that the company will invest in establishing the largest
Internet of Everything innovation business headquarters outside of the United States at the site to
cover the Greater China region.
Beyond efforts to capture the U.S. smart cities market through imports and investment, Chinese
technology companies also engage in aggressive lobbying efforts in the United States. ZTE and
Hikvision have both pursued lobbying strategies designed to influence U.S. policy and public
480
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opinion, with ZTE employing former Nebraska Republican Congressman Jon Christensen and
former Connecticut Senator Joe Liberman and Hikvision hiring former Senator David Vitter and
Congressman Denny Rehberg, both Republicans.485

Implications for the United States
Global Competitiveness
If the United States is unable to maintain a significant foothold in global smart cities markets,
particularly vis-à-vis China, it stands to face numerous challenges to its economic, foreign policy,
and national security interests moving forward. Given the abovementioned global market trends
and with demographics shifting toward urban centers, the technologies that will shape the smart
cities of tomorrow will also constitute a wider swath of the future economy. Smart cities, however,
will employ different technologies to meet goals tailored to individual cities. As a result, the
implications of using smart cities technologies will depend on the portfolio of technologies chosen,
the degree of interconnectivity among the systems, and the design of the technologies from the
component to the system level, among other factors.
Most critical among smart cities technologies is 5G, which will not only spur the growth of smart
cities by fostering greater interconnectivity and serving as the backbone of its IoT applications,
but will also drive what many have deemed the “Fourth Industrial Revolution,” bringing with it
more innovation and stimulating economic growth with the benefits of scale.486 While 5G systems
provide connections to transfer information, the data 5G systems deliver comes from its network
equipment. Smart cities equipment can include public and private databases such as government
or hospital records; sensors and cameras that track the flow of people or resources; IoT devices
including smart grid or smart water technologies; and smart transportation systems such as trains,
ships, and public transit.
If the United States does not establish a lead in smart cities technology innovation and
competitiveness, the economic implications include the potential permanent loss of a strong global
high-tech market share and the risk of falling behind in emerging data-driven sectors such as AI
due to the lack of adequate data sets provided by 5G networks. U.S. firms involved in other sectors
relying on massive, high-speed connectivity such as self-driving vehicles or high-density video
streaming would also find themselves at a global disadvantage.
The national security implications include a lack of domestic high-tech supply chains, potentially
insecure communications networks, and lagging development of relevant defense technologies
485
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such as autonomous systems. Furthermore, the increased production, transport, and aggregation of
data provides unprecedented avenues for potential adversary intelligence collection. Accordingly,
the U.S. ability to secure an edge in smart cities technologies will be critical to its future long-term
economic health and maintaining its relative strength on the world stage.
Standardization and U.S. Foreign Policy Interests
The global standardization ecosystem is an arena where China has moved to strengthen its hand,
both in formal international proceedings and in pursuing normalization through widespread
adoption of Chinese products. This positioning strengthens China’s market position at a cost to the
United States and its companies. As discussed in Chapter 4, China has placed its representatives
in key positions in international standards-making bodies, such as the ITU, to generate outcomes
conducive to its interests. In contrast, the United States has taken a more peripheral role in these
institutions.
If China is successful in reshaping international standards to suit its interests, broader U.S. foreign
policy interests will be undermined. Standards produce path dependencies that will spur reliance
on follow-on components and products. Thus, if China secures first-mover advantage on 5G in
global markets, the quality or price of products offered by competitors carries less weight. Such a
scenario would undercut U.S. efforts to promote its smart city technologies abroad, to the detriment
of U.S. companies and counter to U.S. foreign policy goals.
If U.S. market access decreases, then so does the U.S. government’s ability to promote democratic
values and human rights through smart cities channels, undercutting the Trump administration’s
goal of shaping normative behavior in this field as well as the stated goal of providing a viable
alternative to authoritarian models, to include the promotion of smart cities applications as
developments for the benefit of the people rather than a government tool to monitor and control
citizens.
Future Markets and Market Advantages
Globally, the market for smart cities technologies is expected to rapidly increase within the next
five years. Industry reports generally portray projections with favorable assumptions regarding
demand; one industry report predicts an expansion from $104.6 billion USD in 2018 to $222.3
billion USD by 2023 at a compound annual growth rate of 16.4 percent.487 This growth is projected
to spread out roughly evenly between North America (30 percent of total growth), Europe (35
percent of total growth), and the Asia-Pacific region (25 percent).488 Industry analysts predict that
transportation and traffic management, energy, water management, healthcare, public safety, and
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education will receive significant investment.489 At this point, the market for smart cities platforms
remains dispersed among many different competing firms. 490 Commonly identified major
competitors include Huawei, IBM, Cisco, Siemens, AT&T, Siemens, Oracle, Microsoft, Schneider
Electric, Hitachi, and Ericsson.491
Further, the primary focus of the smart city market has already begun to change, as companies
shift from focusing on “first mover” countries to developing countries such as India and Vietnam,
as the latter countries start investing more heavily in smart buildings, e-government apparatuses,
and smart transportation.492
The amount of funding leading companies invest in research and development is a potential
indicator of market growth in the future. With top Chinese companies pouring an average of 10
percent of their profits back into research and development (up nearly 45 percent from 2017 to
2018),493 not counting government funding for national strategic priorities, they stand to continue
making strides in smart cities technological development, something these companies have linked
explicitly to plans for export to other nations participating in the Belt and Road Initiative.
National Security Risks and Responses
Recognizing the potential national security risks of incorporating insecure components into smart
cities platforms and other systems, the Trump administration has taken recent steps to protect
critical infrastructure in the United States. In May 2019, the administration labeled ICT imports to
the United States a “national emergency” and levied Executive Order 13872 to restrict technology
that “poses an undue risk,” given that “foreign adversaries are increasingly creating and exploiting
vulnerabilities in information and communications technology and services.”494 While the order
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did not name China, the day it was announced, the Department of Commerce added Huawei to its
BIS Entity List.
Other efforts, like the SECURE Technology Act,495 signed into law in December 2018, established
a Federal Acquisition Security Council as one of several measures aimed at mitigating supply
chain risk. The Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency (CISA) has convened a government and industry Information and Communications
Technology Supply Chain Risk Management Task Force, putting forward initial recommendations
on security first steps like preventing purchases of counterfeit ICT technologies by incentivizing
purchases from original equipment manufacturers and authorized resellers.496
These steps and others have had some effect. Hikvision’s ability to continue to sell products to
U.S. customers has been stunted by the fact that its products were banned by the federal
government in the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for fiscal year 2019, sending a
clear signal to cities across the country that Hikvision products represent a security risk. 497
Missouri Representative Vicky Hartzler, a senior member of the House Armed Services
Committee, added Hikvision to the NDAA, stating, “We must face the reality that the Chinesegovernment is using every avenue at its disposal to target the United States, including expanding
the role of Chinese companies in the U.S. domestic communications and public safety sectors.
Video surveillance and security equipment sold by Chinese companies exposes the U.S.
government to significant vulnerabilities and my amendment will ensure that China cannot create
a video surveillance network within federal agencies.”498
Nevertheless, data and shipment records provided by Panjiva reveal that ICT technology from
Chinese firms has continued to enter the U.S. market.499 This includes items explicitly restricted
in the NDAA such as telecommunications equipment from Huawei and ZTE and surveillance
equipment from Hikvision and Dahua previously used in U.S. government facilities.500
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Conclusions and Areas for Future Research
Over the past decade, the advent of smart cities has promised to revolutionize nearly every aspect
of municipal governance and urban living. Rapid proliferation of digital sensing and information
networking technologies is expected to precipitate massive improvements in areas such as
transportation, urban upkeep, energy grid management, and public safety through the collection of
data to inform resource allocation and policymaking. As the world’s second-largest economy and
home to several of the world’s largest cities, China’s race towards full-scale implementation of
smart cities using these technologies will generate profound impacts on its own population and the
rest of the world.
Many of these impacts will occur by design. Smart cities are a linchpin of China’s future economic
and urban development strategies and are part of a decades-long pursuit of digitization and
informatization designed to enhance China’s comprehensive national power and cement the CCP’s
rule over China. Accordingly, smart cities development initiatives have received extensive support
from both central and local authorities within China and are frequently focused on improving
transportation, public safety, education, healthcare, and environmental protection. The use of smart
cities technologies for public safety, for instance, extends the historical legacy of mass surveillance
undertaken by the CCP and is likely to substantially improve the regime’s mass surveillance
capability should these technologies successfully overcome a number of lingering technical
problems.
Other impacts of China’s smart cities development extend beyond its borders to nations around
the world, including the United States. Backed by the CCP and the state, Chinese companies are
aggressively exporting all manner of smart cities technologies abroad, including critical network
infrastructure and a wide variety of mass surveillance technologies, transforming themselves into
industry leaders in the process. Some of these smart cities technologies have already been used in
a variety of places in the United States, ranging from local municipalities to sensitive U.S.
government facilities, raising questions about possible security threats posed by Chinese products
in the United States. The bottom-up nature of how the United States coordinates smart cities
development policy makes communities susceptible to adopting smart cities devices from Chinese
manufacturers, which are regarded as less secure and more vulnerable to technical compromise or
exploitation on legal grounds by the Chinese government.
Even as U.S. policymakers become more cognizant of the potential economic and security
challenges Chinese smart cities development poses, there is almost no systematic, publicly
available quantitative data to inform policy that could mitigate these challenges. A comprehensive
accounting of the penetration of Chinese equipment into U.S. and international smart cities efforts
would not only help identify and quantify potential security risks but also identify potential
markets for U.S. companies to compete in both at home and abroad.
This report represents an initial step in understanding the economic and security ramifications of
China’s smart cities development. Further steps are needed to develop policy that can improve U.S.
competitiveness in this sector, including better public information on the size and scope of China’s
presence in U.S. smart cities development. As smart cities continue to mature in China, the United
States, and around the world, the United States cannot afford to concede its leading position as a
developer of smart cities.
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